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Abstract: This study explored the feasibility of using knowledge surveys in a pre-licensure professional
nursing program using cognitive and behavioral outcomes. This study illustrates the incorporation of
profession-specific competencies. It introduces the KS as a potentially valuable educational tool for a
blended learning approach in higher education programs that include simulation learning.
Keywords: student confidence; educational assessment; nursing education; nursing students; simulation
evaluation tool; Dunning-Kruger effect; End-of-Life simulation
Since introducing the quality and safety in nursing education competencies (QSEN) (Cronenwett et
al., 2007), faculty focus has shifted, enabling students to take ownership of their learning (Onda 2012;
Wirth & Perkins, 2005). Learners gain knowledge through various learning strategies using
technologies (Donovan et al., 2018). Students are highly motivated when blended learning practices
are utilized (Brown, 2016; Coyne et al., 2018). Students can practice applying knowledge, skills, and
attitudes (KSAs) in environments supporting higher-level reasoning. Such learning practices are
essential in preparing students to care for patients experiencing complex health conditions, such as
deterioration, intensive care, and end of life (EOL) care (Cant & Cooper, 2014; Kim, 2018; Lee et al.,
2017; Sapiano et al., 2018). Knowledge surveys (KSs) coupled with high fidelity simulation (HFS) are
potentially valuable blended learning approaches designed to prepare prelicensure students to apply
and practice end-of-life nursing care knowledge and principles.
Background
The KSs for this study builds upon the seminal work of Nuhfer (1996) and others (Nuhfer & Knipp,
2003; Wirth & Perkins, 2005). KS items follow Bloom’s taxonomy, facilitating course organization,
encouraging metacognitive development in students, and ensuring all course objectives are addressed
at an appropriate level of difficulty. KSs capture students’ perceptions of anticipated exam
performance through a self-assessment of ability to correctly answer a KS item stem rather than
providing an answer. KS administration can occur before course instruction or throughout the
semester. Upon reviewing KS results, faculty can tailor course instruction more precisely, devoting
additional instructional time to those areas where students are less confident. Creating KSs encourages
the budgeting of sufficient class time to cover course content. Finally, the item stems of the KS
encourage students to spend additional time reviewing the content areas where they rated themselves
less confident, thereby promoting metacognitive development (Nuhfer, 1996; Nuhfer & Knipp, 2003;
Wirth & Perkins, 2005).
KSs have been used to assess student perceptions in the natural sciences (Favazzo et al., 2014;
Karatjas, 2013; Lindsey & Nagel, 2013; Lindsey & Nagel, 2015; Webb & Karatjas, 2018) and social
sciences (Bahati et al., 2017; Luce & Kirnan, 2016). Several authors reported perceived knowledge
improvement among students (Bahati et al., 2017; Favazzo et al., 2014), or the tendency toward an
over or under estimation of knowledge when rating perceptions (Karatjas, 2013; Lindsey & Nagel, 2015;
Luce & Kirnan, 2016; Webb & Karatjas, 2018).
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These surveys capture students’ perceptions of their ability to answer exam questions correctly.
However, recognizing that incompetence may herald poor performance is essential. Individuals
possessing well-developed metacognition estimate knowledge appropriately, identify accurate
judgment(s) and concede when committing critical errors. Conversely, when individuals lack
metacognition, they exhibit the Dunning-Kruger effect (Kruger & Dunning, 1999). This phenomenon
occurs when individuals rate themselves most knowledgeable; however, their performance is
substandard. Also, Dunning et al. (2004) suggested inaccurate self-assessment happens when
individuals lack information or are indifferent to the available data that contributes to precise
evaluation.
Furthermore, when observing peers' better performance, low performers persevere in
believing that their performance is satisfactory. Those whose exam scores are in the bottom quartile
cannot accurately evaluate their peers' competence (Kruger & Dunning 1999). Faculty play a critical
role by providing timely, constructive feedback and giving students opportunities to improve
metacognitive skills (Mills, 2016; Zell & Krizan, 2014). Even when receiving constructive feedback,
students may not understand the feedback or recognize areas for improvement. King and Kitchener
(2004) posit that a student’s ability to make judgments about their knowledge develops over time
during the transition from late adolescence through adulthood. Therefore, variability in student selfassessment may occur in the traditional college-age population.
It is an expectation that students in health professions complete self-assessments. However,
this skill is rarely taught to students or tested (Hadid, 2017). Developing metacognition among
students, using constructive faculty feedback and introducing KSs as part of a blended approach to
learning allows practice with self-assessment. The pre-post KS was introduced as an intervention to
assist nursing students in improving their self-assessment and metacognitive skills. After completing
the pre-KS self-assessment, students could focus upon the content areas requiring additional study or
practice clinical skills as they prepared for a simulated learning experience with a trained volunteer
serving in the role of a standardized patient.
Study Framework
The Situated Cognition Learning Framework paves the way for nurse educators to develop and
facilitate high-fidelity simulations (HFSs). The framework principles include: (a) Thinking and learning
as measures of knowledge make sense only within particular situations. (b) People act and construct
meaning within communities of practice. (c) Knowledge depends upon the use of various artifacts and
tools, and (d) Situations make sense within a historical context. The framework components include
ingredients or tools [Artifacts], people [Community], and activity [Participation] (Paige & Daley, 2009). The
KSs served as the artifact for the study, as participants self-assessed their knowledge from previous
coursework or life experiences. Also, the KS enabled cognitive recall, served as a learning guide for
understanding lecture materials and prepared students for the HFS. The community aspect was
provided to students with interactions with the patient, family, and other health providers during the
HFS. The participation aspect was the HFS activity, providing students with a simulation encounter
within a realistic clinical context.
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Methods
Aim and Design
The study had three aims:
1. To determine the feasibility of implementing a KS designed to capture the cognitive outcomes
achieved on a written exam and the behavioral outcomes demonstrated through a simulation
activity.
2. To explore the effectiveness of a KS for increasing students’ knowledge and clinical skills as
part of a high fidelity simulation.
3. To ascertain the accuracy of students’ perceptions of their knowledge and clinical skill ability.
The study was a time-limited, exploratory randomized pre-test, post-test design (See Figure 1).

No Intervention

Randomized to Group

CG

IG

Intervention 1

PreKS

Web
based
Module
&3
hour
didactic
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Web
based
Module
&3
hour
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Evaluation 1: Cognitive
Outcome

No Intervention

HFS

Evaluation 1: Cognitive
Outcome

Intervention 2

Post
-KS

Exam

HFS

Exam

Evaluation 2:
Behavioral
Outcome

Sim
Eval
Evaluation 2:
Behavioral
Outcome

Sim
Eval

Abbreviation Key: CG = Control Group; IG = Intervention Group; Pre-KS = Pre-Knowledge Survey; HFS = High Fidelity
Simulation; Post- KS = Post-Knowledge Survey; Exam = Written exam items completed on-line by students; SimEval =
Simulation Evaluation Tool completed by faculty through viewing recording of HFS activity

Figure 1. Model of research design using knowledge surveys with nursing students.
Research Questions
Two research questions were addressed in this study:
1. Does using a pre-post KS increase student knowledge and clinical skill in preparation for a
high-fidelity simulation compared to standard teaching techniques?
2. What is the relationship between pre-licensure nursing students’ perceptions of knowledge
and clinical skills on post-KS scores, exam scores, and simulation evaluation scores?
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Setting and Sample
The study was completed at a School of Nursing in the Midwestern United States of America. A
convenience sample of 27 senior baccalaureate pre-licensure nursing students was recruited from a
population of 122 students.
Recruitment
Study information was distributed through university email, course announcements, and a face-to-face
discussion during a live class session. Students at a branch campus received identical information via
ITV. Students were encouraged to express interest in the study by completing a sign-up sheet. Also,
video consent forms were distributed to all students. A faculty member at the branch campus assisted
in distributing materials and collecting consent forms. Follow-up emails were sent to qualified
participants regarding the study completion protocols.
Instruments
The instruments created for this study included two interventions (pre-post KSs) and two postintervention evaluations. New behavioral KS items were adapted from Jarzemsky et al. (2010),
illustrating how students can learn the KSAs related to the QSEN competencies using HFS. The
cognitive KS items were drawn from previous test questions and course activities, and the pre-postKS item stems were identical. Course faculty reviewed the KSs for content validity. Because there are
no behaviorally-based KSs of this type available for comparison in the literature, reliability was not
tested.
The three-part scale responses for the cognitive items follow the work of Wirth and Perkins
(2005). Participants rated their ability to select a correct answer to an item if graded. The three-part
scale responses for the behavioral items were adapted from Wirth and Perkins (2005) and Nuhfer and
Knipp (2003) to match the clinical skills students were expected to perform during the HFS, allowing
participants to rate their ability safely perform skills. Each KS item contained the same response
choices provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Pre- and post- knowledge survey response choices.
Response Choices for Cognitive Items
a. I do not understand the question. I am not familiar enough with the terminology or am not
confident that I can answer the question well enough for grading purposes at this time.
b. I understand the question, and I am confident that I could answer at least 50% of it correctly,
or I know precisely where to find the necessary information and could provide an answer
for grading in less than 20 minutes.
c. I am confident that I can answer the question sufficiently well enough for grading at this
time.
Response Choices for Behavioral Items
a. I do not understand what clinical skill is needed. I am not familiar enough with the
terminology or am not confident that I can attempt or perform the clinical skill with
satisfactory competency and safety at this time.
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b. I understand what clinical skill is needed, and I am confident that I could attempt or perform
the skill with some aspects of safety and competency at this time.
c. I understand what clinical skill is needed well enough to perform it safely and with
competency at this time.
The post-intervention evaluations included written examination items (Exam) and a
Simulation Evaluation Tool (SimEval). The purpose of the Exam was to evaluate the relationship
between students’ perceptions of knowledge on the post-KS compared to results on a written exam.
The Exam included multiple-choice and matching test items aligned to the cognitive items of the KS.
The purpose of the SimEval was to evaluate the relationship between students' perceptions of their
ability to perform clinical skills on the post-KS compared to their actual skill performance during a
HFS. The items in the SimEval tool were identical to the behavioral items of the KS; however, the
rating choices were adapted for use by a faculty evaluator (see Table 2).
Table 2. Behavioral item rating choices for faculty evaluator using the SimEval.
Behavioral Item Rating Choices for Faculty Evaluator
a. Student does not perform the clinical skill with satisfactory competency and safety.
b. Student attempts or performs the clinical skill with some aspects of safety and competency.
c. Student performs the clinical skill with satisfactory competency and safety.
The Study
An EOL HFS was integrated into a senior-level medical-surgical nursing course. A 48 item pre-KS
was completed during the first week of the course. The post-KS was conducted in two parts. First,
the behavioral items (14) were completed during week two before the HFS. Second, the cognitive
items (34) were completed at mid-semester. The pre-post-KS survey was administered via Qualtrics
Research Core (Qualtrics, Provo, UT). The Exam was administered online within the learning
management system before the mid-semester exam. In addition, the faculty completed the SimEval
tool after reviewing the HFS audio/video recordings.
Ethical Considerations
The IRB: Human Subjects Committee for the University determined that the study was exempt from
review under United States federal guidelines 45 CFR Part 46.101(b) category #2, surveys/interviews;
standardized educational tests; observation of public behavior (no. 1307E39902).
Analysis
Data analysis was completed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 25 (IBM Corp.,
Armonk, NY, USA). Five analyses were conducted for research question one. The first analysis
compared the Exam scores of the control group (CG) to the intervention group (IG). This was
accomplished with a cross-tabulation contingency table using chi square and the calculation of Phi to
examine the effect size. The criteria used for effect size were: 0.10 (small); 0.20 (medium); and, 0.50
(large). The second analysis compared the IG post-KS (behavioral) scores to the CG SimEval scores.
The criteria used for effect size were 0.10 (small); 0.30 (medium); and, 0.50 (large). The last three
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analyses included the t-test for paired samples. These analyses included the IG pre-KS scores compared
to the IG post-KS scores, the IG post-KS scores compared to the IG Exam scores, and IG post-KS
scores compared to IG SimEval scores. Statistical significance (SS) was set at a p-value ≤ .05.
For research question two, non-parametric tests were utilized for the data analyses as well as
the McNemar test. SS was set at a p-value ≤ .05. The measurement of the phi coefficient served as the
measure of association for the 2 X 2 table. For effect size, phi ˂ 0.10, was “trivial”; phi > 0.10 but ˂
0.30, was “small”; phi >0.30 but ˂ 0.50, was “medium”; and, phi > 0.50, was “large” (Elliott &
Woodward, 2016).
Results
The study results include a description of study participants, a table outlining the demographic survey
results and a figure illustrating the random allocation to groups. Each study aim is addressed, with
tables showing each research question's results and an overview of study findings.
Participant Description
Most participants were aged 21-30 years and Caucasian, highlighting little diversity. Participants were
randomly allocated to the CG or IG (see Figure 2). CG participants reported more
Bachelor/Baccalaureate degrees, with a majority reporting a GPA of 3.5-4.0. Otherwise, differences
between the groups were minimal. The demographic survey results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of demographic survey.
Survey
Component
Participants
Age
Race/Ethnicity
Education
background

GPA

Information Summary
Control Group
n (%)
21-30 years
12(70)
31-36 years
5(30)
Caucasian
16(94)
Asian
1(6)
High
School 10(59)
Diploma/Some College
Technical/Community
0(0)
College
Degree/
Certificate
Bachelor/Baccalaureate
7(41)
3.0 – 3.4
1(6)
3.5 – 4.0
16(94)
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Intervention Group
n (%)
9(91)
2(9)
9(82)
2(18)
8(73)
3(27)
0(0)
3(27)
8(73)
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Enrollment
Assessed for eligibility (n= 122)

Declined to participate (n=89)

Randomized (n = 33)

Allocation
Follow-Up

Lost to follow-up (n
= 6)
incomplete
knowledge surveys

Analysis
Control Group
(n= 17)

Experimental Group
(n= 16)

Lost to follow-up
(n = 0)

Analysed
(n=17)

Analysed
(n= 10)

Figure 2. Flow Diagram of Participants.
Research Question 1
Does using a pre-post KS increase student knowledge and clinical skill in preparation for a high-fidelity simulation
compared to standard teaching techniques? The analyses, purpose and summary of findings are found in
Table 4.
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Table 4. Results of data analysis research question 1.
Analysis
Purpose
Analysis Summary
Number/Description
1. CG Exam scores Identify the impact of the KSs on 7% of items revealed no SS
compared to IG student Exam scores.
difference between the CG and
Exam scores.
IG’s ability to answer Exam items
correctly. However, 93% of survey
items showed SS, with the
following effect sizes: 9% large, 4%
medium, and 88% small.
2. IG post-KS scores Identify the impact of the KSs on All items were SS with the following
compared to the the performance of clinical skills.
effect sizes: 42% large, 50%
CG SimEval scores.
medium, and 8% small.
3. IG pre-KS scores Determine whether the KSs Self-assessments
revealed
a
compared to the IG increased knowledge and clinical perception of improvement for
post-KS scores.
skills.
93% of items. However, only 57%
were noted as a SS improvement.
4. IG post-KS scores Determine whether the KSs Self-assessments
revealed
compared to the increased students’ ability to select a overconfidence for 80% of the
IG’s Exam scores
correct Exam response.
Exam items, while responses
remained static for the other 20%.
5. IG post-KS scores Determine whether the KSs Overall, 83% of survey items were
compared
IG increased students’ ability to not SS. Self-assessments revealed
SimEval scores.
demonstrate skills safely.
an underestimation of ability
resulting in a better than expected
performance (42%). Conversely,
those who overestimated their
ability performed more poorly than
expected (58%).
Research Question #1 Findings. Compared to traditional teaching techniques, the pre-post KS did
not significantly increase student knowledge or improve clinical skills in preparation for an HFS. Of
particular interest is that student self-assessments did not accurately reflect their ability to respond to
Exam questions or safely perform clinical skills.
Research Question Two
What is the relationship between pre-licensure nursing students’ perceptions of knowledge and clinical skills on post-KS
scores, Exam, and SimEval scores? The analyses, purpose and summary of findings are found in Table 5.
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Table 5. Results of data analysis research question 2.
Analysis
Purpose
Number/Description
1. Relationship of the Examine the relationship between
IG post-KS survey students’ perceptions of their
responses to the IG ability to select correct exam
Exam responses.
responses when completing the
post-KS and Exam.
2. Relationship of the
IG post-KS survey
responses to the IG
SimEval scores.

Examine the relationship between
students’ perceptions of their
ability to safely perform clinical
skills when completing the postKS and the SimEval scores.

Analysis Summary
Participant perceptions of their
knowledge demonstrated mixed
results. Findings revealed nonrelationship
(36%);
positive
relationship (36%); and negative
relationship (28%).
Participant perceptions of their
ability to perform clinical skills are
more strongly and positively related
to their expected clinical skills
performance. Findings revealed no
negative relationships. Positive
relationships were small (17%);
medium (17%); and, large (58%).

Research Question #2 Findings. There was variability in the relationship strength between
students’ perceptions of their ability to select a correct exam response and safely perform clinical skills
on the post-KS and Exam and the scores on the SimEval. Therefore, it is challenging to assert a strong
relationship between students’ perceptions of knowledge and clinical skills.
Discussion
Feasibility
The first aim focused on the feasibility of using a KS containing cognitive and behavioral outcomes.
As this is the first use of behavioral KS items for self-assessment of clinical skills, an essential
component of feasibility was determining whether behavioral items could be easily incorporated into
a KS. Another component to consider was the ease of use and administration of the KSs. The prepost KSs were administered via Qualtrics, which allowed for ease of use, and the administration timing
of the surveys avoided the use of face-to-face class time. Other components regarding feasibility
include the overall participation retention rate (high) and the use of Qualtrics, which enabled data
transfer into IBM SPSS, minimizing data input error. A final component of feasibility included the
option to repeatedly view student performance via the audio/video recordings of the HFS to enable
consistent scoring on the SimEval. While there is room for improvement in the design and approach,
this study demonstrates that using a KS with cognitive and behavioral components is feasible in
nursing education.
Effectiveness of the Pre-Post KS
The second aim was to explore the effectiveness of a KS for increasing students’ knowledge and
clinical skills as part of a HFS. Students demonstrated difficulty with accurate perceptions of
knowledge and clinical skills. Because the study occurred early in the semester, students may have felt
overwhelmed, quickly skimming the KS items before selecting a response, contributing to inaccurate
perceptions. A potential impact of these findings is that students may not focus upon their limitations
Journal of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, Vol. 22, No. 2, June 2022.
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and will forge ahead with the false assumption that they have sufficient knowledge and ability to
provide safe care to patients when they do not. Also, the study findings concur with others, including
the perception of knowledge improvement (Bahati et al., 2017; Favazzo et al., 2014); and the tendency
to over or under estimate actual ability (Karatjas, 2013; Lindsey & Nagel, 2015; Luce & Kirnan, 2016;
Webb & Karatjas, 2018).
Student Perceptions
The third aim was to ascertain students’ perceptions of knowledge and clinical skills. Although the
relationship between student perceptions of clinical skills was not SS, the lack of association may occur
because of a misalignment between students’ perception of ability and their actual ability. The DunningKruger effect, noted by others (Karatjas, 2013; Lindsey & Nagel, 2015; Luce & Kirnan, 2016), aligns
with the study findings. A potential impact of this finding is that students’ perceptions will persist,
leading to hesitation to act swiftly or forging ahead with overconfidence. Both circumstances could
lead to safety risks in the clinical environment.
Study Limitations
Several study limitations may have influenced the results. First, the small sample size and lack of
diversity limit the study's generalizability and potential for replication. Second, because the KSs were
completed early in the semester, a potential for recall bias on the post-KS exists as students may have
remembered the pre-KS content. Third, a pre-test should be administered, establishing a baseline for
comparison, because when students are not expected to provide an answer to the questions posed in
the KS, they may not seriously consider their ability to answer the question, leading to overconfidence
(Bahati et al., 2017; Favazzo et al., 2014). Thus, measuring impact through requiring students to
complete a pre-test followed by the pre-KS may decrease levels of overconfidence and result in a
closer alignment between perceptions and actual knowledge and skill performance.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study has led to several “lessons learned” regarding the use of KSs in higher education. First, this
study introduces a KS focused upon assessing cognitive and behavioral outcomes, which is essential
for health- or practice-based professions utilizing simulation learning activities, notably those
programs of study, which have a “real world” impact on the safety of others. Second, introducing KSs
early in the curriculum, providing students with opportunities to use KSs as low-stakes selfassessments, may improve the alignment between perceptions and performance. Third, requiring
students to view the audio and video recordings of the HFS and rating their performance may improve
self-assessment skills and heighten awareness of deficits. Fourth, administering a pre-test before the
pre-KS and HFS would provide a baseline comparison of knowledge and skills. Fifth, if faculty
incorporated KSs into a formal study guide for students to access while preparing for the Exam and
HFS, the possibility exists for improved self-direction, targeted review of course content and skills
practice. Sixth, students could be exposed to KSs in earlier courses and provided with the rationale
behind metacognitive development. Introducing students to KSs in a low-stakes manner may motivate
them to participate in a research study once they experience this type of survey. Finally, the study
instructions suggested that survey completion could take up to one hour. However, students
completed the KSs in much less time. Therefore, altering time commitment expectations may yield a
larger sample size.
Journal of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, Vol. 22, No. 2, June 2022.
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Before engaging in subsequent research, expert faculty should validate the KSs, Exam and
SimEval tools for reliability and validity. Analysis using reliable instruments may not achieve an
acceptable level of reliability if the sample size is too small due to the difficulty of separating random
noise from the signal generated from actual data (Nuhfer et al., 2016). A potential challenge is keeping
survey items consistent as changes in professional practice may occur. Addressing the potential for
random noise could be managed through aggregating data over several semesters.
While this study was small and exploratory, the population could be expanded for future
research. An increase in the diversity within the study population could be achieved through using
data from several cohorts of students, or collaboration with other prelicensure nursing programs could
be explored, including accelerated, second-degree nursing programs. Students with an undergraduate
degree may possess a higher level of metacognition, leading to more accurate self-assessments. Other
opportunities include studying how KSs transfer into the clinical environment and conducting
qualitative research related to students’ lived experiences.
Implications for Practice
A positive component of using KSs is that when faculty ask students to self-assess, the potential for
further development of metacognition exists. Students can use KS results and constructive faculty
feedback while considering the strategies needed to learn course content and accurately respond to
exam questions or perform skills during simulation (Mills, 2016).
There are implications for health- and practice-based professions, notably, students' ability to
self-assess, conduct peer evaluations, participate in simulations, and ensure the safety of others.
Although faculty offers constructive feedback, students may not understand the feedback or identify
areas for improvement. Familiarity with the Dunning-Kruger effect can heighten faculty awareness of
the potential for students to believe they can perform beyond their ability, improving fieldwork
supervision and error mitigation. The persistence in the belief that performance is satisfactory is critical
for faculty to keep in mind, particularly for self or peer evaluation activities. Therefore, faculty play a
crucial role in providing students with opportunities for improving metacognitive skills (Mills, 2016;
Zell & Krizan, 2014).
Conclusion
This study evaluated the feasibility of using a KS in a pre-licensure professional nursing program,
introducing the KS as a potentially valuable educational tool for a blended learning approach in higher
education programs using simulation. Adapting Jarzemsky et al.’s (2010) work through incorporating
the QSEN competencies into the behavioral outcomes illustrates how profession-specific behavioral
competencies can be integrated into a KS so that students and faculty can assess clinical performance
in a safe environment.
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Abstract: This essay discusses an integrated process of assessing learning outcomes that can be adapted
to a variety of undergraduate teaching assistant and peer mentor applications. The three-element
regimen includes a programmatic statement of learning objectives, student-reflection in both initial work
plans and final reflections, and targeted assessment rubrics. The assessment rubrics were designed for
three of the most common modalities of engagement of undergraduate teaching assistants and peer
mentors serving in the undergraduate classroom: leading/facilitating a whole-class activity or
discussion, facilitating a small-group activity or discussion, and working with students one-on-one. In
developing these three targeted assessment tools – as the last stage in the development of the integrated
assessment regimen – we began with the statement of our program’s learning objectives as foundation,
and conducted an analysis of former UTAs’ start-of-semester “work plans” and end-of-semester “final
reflections.” This analysis allowed us to better match the rubrics with students’ own goals / motivations
for serving as UTAs and perceptions of their own experiences as UTAs. We hope that these three
assessment rubrics, and the larger process of on-going self-assessment and self-reflection in which they
reside, can be productively adopted or adapted by other faculty mentors working with undergraduate
teaching assistants or peer mentors in similar programs, as well as stimulate further discussion about
appropriate learning objectives and assessment resources for such programs.
Keywords: undergraduate teaching assistants, peer mentors, learning objectives, learning outcomes,
assessment, self-assessment, rubrics
Introduction and Literature Review
The Department of Focused Inquiry at Virginia Commonwealth University is the home of a threesemester course sequence, including a year-long seminar experience for first-year students (Univ 111
and Univ 112) and a second-year researched writing course (Univ 200). Together, these three courses
form the foundation of Virginia Commonwealth University’s core education requirements. The firstyear courses are learner-centered and interdisciplinary, and they replaced a more traditional onesemester “freshman Composition” course as the requirement for incoming first-year students. Since
its inception in 2007, the first-year Focused Inquiry sequence “has proven to be instrumental in
enhancing the academic success of first-year students and in improving their retention” (Rankin,
2009).
Because so much of the pedagogical focus of these courses was on student engagement, it was
perhaps inevitable that someone would propose the creation of an undergraduate teaching assistant
(UTA) program, by which highly successful, motivated, and outgoing first-year students would be
invited to return in their second year to assist a new class of students make the transition from high
school to college. Peter Henry was the one to make such a proposal, and he piloted the use of UTAs
in the two-course-sequence in the 2008-2009 academic year. The inaugural year of the full program
followed in 2009-2010 with fifty-three students serving as UTAs for nine faculty mentors, and the
program has grown to over one hundred UTAs working with twenty-three faculty mentors in 20192020.
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In the original curriculum proposal for the UTA Program, it was argued that because Focused
Inquiry is “a required first-year course and one that is very different from high school English classes,
it is believed that utilizing second-year students in the role of undergraduate teaching assistants
underscores the program’s dedication to a learning-centered, student-driven environment” (Rankin,
2009). With the UTA program approved, selected students were able to enroll in a one-credit course
(Univ 250), for which their primary role as a UTA has been to “facilitate student engagement by
modeling successful intellectual practices and offering assistance to students with coursework”
(Gordon, Henry, & Dempster, 2014, p. 104). The UTA program was expanded in Fall 2011 to include
the third Focused Inquiry course (Univ 200), with a separate one-credit course (Univ 251) for UTAs
serving in the researched writing course. [For more on the history and background of the Focused
Inquiry courses and UTA program, see Henry & Gordon (2011); Gordon, Henry, & Dempster (2014);
Murray (2014); Murray (2015); and Dempster & Dempster (2019).]
The UTA program has proven to be very effective in enhancing student engagement, student
learning, and student success. Specifically, student engagement is impacted in two distinct ways. First,
both the level of engagement and resources of academic support for students enrolled in Univ 111,
Univ 112, and Univ 200 are increased by the presence of (most typically) second-year or third-year
students in the classroom. These UTAs not only model proficiency in the core competencies /
learning objectives of the courses on a daily basis, but they also – and perhaps more importantly –
serve as role models and mentors, helping guide students through the often turbulent first-year
experience. Second, for those students enrolled in the course as teaching assistants, they benefit from
the opportunity to further develop the professional skills at the heart of these courses – most notably,
written and spoken communication, critical thinking, information fluency, collaboration, and ethical
reasoning – but also gain a much deeper understanding and appreciation of “the stewardship of
learning” (Rankin, 2009).
Overall, the primary objectives of this essay are to share and to stimulate further discussion
about some best practices for the assessment of learning outcomes of undergraduate peer mentors
and teaching assistants. The essay begins with a discussion of our preliminary process: an informal
review of both start-of-semester UTA “work plans” (in which students serving as UTAs discuss what
they hope to get out of the program) and end-of-semester UTA “final reflections” (in which students
serving as UTAs reflect on what they got out of the program), both of which were evaluated through
the lens of the foundational document, “List of Learning Objectives and Modes of Engagement,” that
helps guide our UTA program. This review of work plans and final reflections provided important
insight into the UTA program’s learning objectives. With discussion of that review complete, the essay
turns to a discussion of our secondary process: development of three targeted assessment rubrics that
can be used by both the faculty mentor and by the UTAs themselves. These three rubrics focus on
three of the most common and impactful modes of engagement that UTAs have with students in the
three courses: leading/facilitating a whole-class activity or discussion, facilitating a small group activity
or discussion, and working one-on-one with individual students. Taken together, (i) the foundational
document, which articulates the primary learning objectives of the program for the UTAs themselves,
(ii) the student-authored work plans and final reflections, and (iii) the three assessment rubrics
constitute a coherent three-element assessment regimen in which the stated learning objectives,
student self-reflection (in start-of-semester work plans and end-of-semester final reflections), and
targeted student and faculty-mentor assessment inform and reinforce one another throughout the
UTA program experience.
Before discussing that preliminary review and development of assessment rubrics in greater
detail, we begin by acknowledging that the strategic use of undergraduate students as either peer
mentors or teaching assistants for the enhancement of student engagement and student learning in
the undergraduate classroom has become much more commonplace in the last decade. And there is a
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growing body of literature concerning the effectiveness of undergraduate peer mentors and teaching
assistants on the learning outcomes of the students they serve. For example, researchers have
examined topics ranging from the values of experiential education (see Carver, 1996; Eyler, 2009), to
the benefits of peer-to-peer mentoring (see Searight, Retzloff, & Narkiewicz, 2015), to various ways
in which the presence of undergraduate teaching assistants enhance a learning-centered classroom.
[Again, see Henry & Gordon (2011); Gordon, Henry, & Dempster (2014); Murray (2014); Murray
(2015); and Dempster & Dempster (2019). For a more general discussion of the impact of
undergraduate teaching assistants on student learning, see also Crowe, Cersola, and Silva (2014).]
The benefits of such initiatives for undergraduate students have been well established. Terrion
& Leonard (2007) note that “peer mentoring, in which qualified students provide guidance and
support to vulnerable students to enable them to navigate through their education . . . is regarded as
an effective intervention to ensure these outcomes (Freedman, 1993; Johnson, 2002; Kram, 1983;
McLean, 2004; Pagan & Edwards-Wilson, 2002; Topping, 1996)” and that “given this potential, many
universities and colleges have implemented some form of peer mentoring, peer helping, or tutoring
program as part of their student support services (Jacobi, 1991; Johnson, 2002; Tinto, 1998)” (p. 149).
Snowden & Hardy (2013) note that “peer mentorship improves assessment performance for both
mentee and mentor, reduces stress and anxiety, enhances participation and engagement in the
academic community, and adds value to student outcomes” (p. 76).
Similarly, Collier (2017a) notes that “by tailoring their support efforts to the specific needs of
distinct groups of students, peer-mentoring programs facilitate student academic and social success,
and increase the likelihood of students’ connecting with the larger university communities” (p. 5).
Moreover, Collier (2017b) notes that “peer mentors and mentees are more likely than participants in
hierarchical mentoring relationships to share a common perspective with regards to how they
understand and enact the college student role. Differences in perspective impact the process of student
identity acquisition, perceived mentor credibility, and the likelihood of mentees following their
mentors’ advice” (p. 9). [See additional articles in the Summer 2017 special issue (Volume 28 Number
3) of Metropolitan Universities Journal – titled “Peer Mentoring: A Tool for Serving the Diverse Needs of
21st Century College Students” – but especially Lewis (2017) and McWilliams (2017) for a more general
introduction. Also see Collier (2015) for a much more exhaustive discussion of student peer mentoring
programs.]
Examining more closely the nature of the peer mentoring role, Brack, Millard & Shah (2008)
discuss how “especially for personal and potentially embarrassing issues, students prefer talking to
peers rather than adult professionals and may share more information about their concerns” (p. 566).
They note, however, that “this assertion is based on the supposition that peer educators are perceived
as true peers” (p. 566), and they undertake to test that supposition. Brack, Millard & Shah (2008) begin
by citing previous work in which they demonstrated that peer educators display “stronger leadership
and greater peer-education-relevant knowledge” after a semester of peer-education training, and then
used self-report surveys to evaluate personal qualities to find that while peer educators (prior to
training) reported higher self-esteem and stronger leadership skills, they were markedly similar to
students in terms of values and temperaments (pp. 566-7). They concluded that these similarities,
between peer educators and students, suggest that peer educators are indeed “peers” and therefore
potentially very successful role models (p. 568). [Note also relevant literature on the effective training
of peer mentors (see, for example, Terrion, Philion, & Leonard, 2007) and on “the characteristics of
mentors who are effective at forging satisfying, productive relationships with mentees” (Terrion &
Leonard (2007).]
It should also be noted that the benefits of undergraduate peer mentoring and teaching
assistant support programs can be variable, especially as such programs can be targeted at specific
student populations. For example, Hall, Serafin, & Lundgren (2020) focus on the benefits of a peer
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mentoring program that “targeted at-risk first-year students who were having difficulty making the
transition to college” (p. 184). Numerous studies have examined the many benefits of such programs
for the mentees (see, for example, Lorenzetti, et al., 2019, and Lorenzetti, et al., 2020).
Indeed, the majority of the focus in this growing body of literature has been on the benefits
for students enrolled in the primary course; far less has been written about the learning outcomes of
the peer mentors or teaching assistants themselves. Searight, Retzloff, and Narkiewicz (2015)
supplement existing literature on the benefits of peer mentors to the students they serve by
demonstrating a range of benefits to the peer mentors themselves, including “improved interpersonal
and communication skills, development of leadership abilities, and a stronger knowledge base” as well
as greater “self-awareness” (p. 15; see also Weiler, Haddock, Zimmerman, Krafchick, Henry, &
Rudisill, 2013). Additionally, Searight, Retzloff, and Narkiewicz (2015) found that working as a peer
mentor “increased their metacognitive skills” and that they “became ‘deep learners’” (p. 15).
But there remains a relative paucity of attention on the specific learning outcomes of the
mentors themselves. Indeed, Lane (2020) recently claimed that “although peer mentoring has been in
existence for decades and there is increasing research on this topic, there are no reviews of the
literature more recent than 2009” and conducted an “integrative literature review” to provide “an
overview of current existing peer mentoring literature specific to its impact on stress and adjustment
in the first year of college and retention outcomes in higher education” (p. 481).
More relevant to our goal of better assessing learning outcomes, Bunting, Dye, Pinnegar, &
Robinson (2012) argued not long ago that “although there is a growing body of research on the effects
of peer mentoring in higher education, the individual learning of mentors themselves is largely
unexplored” (p. 61). Bunting, Dye, Pinnegar, & Robinson (2012) conducted a “narrative inquiry study”
in which “peer mentors working with a first-year learning communities program shared and analyzed
stories about their experiences” (p. 61), with the following result:
Three themes emerged from this inquiry. First, peer mentors' stories revealed that they
learned through observation and self-reflection and that this led to changes in their
own practices as students. Second, mentors learned how to facilitate learning among
first-year students by building community and attending to interpersonal relationships.
Third, as mentors struggled to help their proteges transition into and through their
first year, they discovered how personal responsibility and individual choice influence
the learning process. (p. 61)
As will be seen below, our own less formal survey of student work plans and final reflections largely
mirrored (and corroborated) these three themes.
Beltman & Schaeben (2012) similarly claimed that while “extensive research has shown the
benefits of mentoring, including peer mentoring, for higher education students, especially in their first
year. However, few studies have focused exclusively on the outcomes for the mentors themselves” (p.
33). After conducting a survey of 858 mentors, Beltman & Schaeben (2012), categorized results into
four areas of benefit: altruistic (“enjoyment and satisfaction from helping people”), cognitive
(“acquiring new skills or information”), social (“interacting with new students or developing
friendships”), and personal growth (“developing confidence; gaining a sense of pride or responsibility;
developing empathy”) (pp. 36-39). Their article offers an extended discussion of all four categories
with illustrative examples of survey responses from mentors. Here too, our own less formal survey
largely mirrored (and corroborated) their findings.
Terrion & Leonard (2007) supplement the aforementioned studies by carefully distinguishing
the (i) task-related / career function and (ii) psychosocial / emotional support function of peer
mentors (pp. 149-150). This distinction is particularly relevant since our UTA program intertwines
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these two functions, with our UTAs toggling back-and-forth between (or simultaneously juggling)
these two functions, as they work with students both within and outside the classroom and work with
students both in groups and individually. Indeed, although our program is named after the “teaching
assistant” model, our UTAs perhaps more often function primarily as “peer mentors”, especially
because they are themselves typically second-year students – and therefore less expert on the courses’
subject matter as would be the case for third-year or fourth-year (or graduate) teaching assistants –
and also because a primary and explicit goal of our first-year seminar is to help students transition
from high school to college. Moreover, a significant amount of literature on undergraduate teaching
assistants concerns benefits to students in STEM courses (see Philipp, Tretter & Rich, 2016, for
example) and in large enrollment courses (see Ruder, 202, for example) – by contrast, see Fingerson
& Culley (2001) for a good general discussion of the benefits of undergraduate teaching assistants. In
several regards, therefore, literature on “peer mentors” has proven more pertinent than literature on
“teaching assistants”, hence the more prominent focus on the former in this literature review.
Similar to the relative emphasis in much of the literature on the benefits of such programs for
students as opposed to the peer mentors or teaching assistants themselves, our focus at the beginning
of the undergraduate teaching assistant program was (understandably) more on how students serving
as UTAs would impact the engagement and learning of students in the Focused Inquiry courses –
since that was the raison d’etre for the program – than on the specific learning outcomes of the UTAs
themselves. But as the program took firmer root, and especially since the UTA program acquired a
“service learning” designation in Spring 2015, there has been greater scrutiny paid to the learning
outcomes for the UTAs themselves, as distinct from those of the course in which they serve.
In the afore-mentioned original curriculum proposal, a general statement about the
educational benefits for students serving as UTAs asserted that they would “gain an understanding of
the stewardship of learning as well as an ability to further develop the core competencies” and included
a general description of their role as mentors (Rankin, 2009). But it fell short of articulating specific
learning outcomes, such as what “further develop the core competencies” might look like. In other
words, although it provided a clear foundation for the program, the initial proposal did not yet
formulate precise and detailed learning objectives for the UTA program (i.e., for Univ 250 and Univ
251), as had been done for the Focused Inquiry courses (i.e., for Univ 111, Univ 112, and Univ 200)
when their curricula were first created.
Over the years, the UTA program has slowly evolved and expanded into what is now an
amalgamation of three distinct but overlapping elements: (i) teaching practicum, (ii) leadership
seminar, and (iii) service learning experience (see Murray, 2015). Regarding the last element, although
this program may not appear to qualify as service learning in the familiar sense of students serving a
community need outside the university, the fundamental notion of service learning is not contingent on
the group in need existing outside the university. The concept of service learning entails students
enhancing their academic learning by serving an identifiable community and assisting (that
community) in addressing an identifiable need. This definition of service learning was confirmed by
(now former) UTA program co-coordinator Thad Fortney; according to Fortney (2015), at its heart
“service learning is about providing service to a community identified as one in need.” And sometimes
this community of people in need exists within the university community itself (see also Tough, 2014,
for example).
Regarding all three elements, what had been neglected was a vigorous analysis of the precise
learning objectives of the program, particularly as it was merging learning objectives typically
associated with each of those three elements. Murray (2015) conducted a preliminary analysis that
sought to collate the observations and best practices of faculty who had been participating in the
program, to wed those results with the “ABC” framework of experiential learning discussed by Carver
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(1996), and to map specific learning objectives within that framework through a process of
triangulation – please refer to the next section below.
Having established more clear learning objectives for students serving in the UTA program,
several faculty members who participate in the UTA program as mentors sought to develop
assessment tools that could assist all faculty mentors to more formally assess the performance of their
UTAs, and to provide them with more targeted and beneficial feedback as measured against those
learning objectives. This essay builds on the foundation of that project, which culminated in a
presentation at the Conference on Higher Education Pedagogy (Murray, et al., 2019). From the
beginning of the program, we had asked students serving as UTAs to complete a preliminary “work
plan” in the first weeks of the semester and a “final reflection” at the end of the semester. What we
had not yet done, however, was to explicitly connect the two ends of what was essentially a trajectory
of dual-assessment (as those products were written by students and reviewed by faculty mentors as
foundation for ongoing dialogue about individual students’ goals and experiences) with intentionally
designed assessment tools to be used during the semester. The goal, therefore, was not only to develop
assessment tools that would be equally useful for assessment by faculty mentors and for selfassessment by the UTAs themselves, but to also integrate those assessment tools with the existing
program learning objectives and existing work plans and final reflections. This essay reports on both
the process and products of that endeavor.
By way of clarification – insofar as the methodology of this project was iterative – the regimen
of assessing learning outcomes that is described in this essay began with student-authored work plans
and final reflections, combined with informal assessment throughout the semester. The experiences
and observations of faculty mentors in the first few years of the program then informed the generation
of a more formalized and foundational statement of learning objectives – see below. Subsequently, in
wanting to transform those informal assessments into more structured and intentional assessment
rubrics, we analyzed a sample of work plans and final reflections in order to identify recurring themes
with which to develop three assessment rubrics, with those rubrics now integrated with both the
foundational document and the student self-reflections (in work plans and final reflections) – again,
see Murray et al. (2019). The result is an expanded and enriched assessment regimen that begins with
an individualized student work plan, proceeds through formalized self-assessment and faculty-mentorassessment facilitated by the three rubrics, and concludes with an individualized student final
reflection. And all stages of this assessment regimen work out of the same lexicon and framework
regarding the student learning outcomes of undergraduate students serving as UTAs and peer
mentors.
Assessment Regimen, Element One: Statement of Primary Learning Objectives
Before discussing our review of work plans and final reflections, it may be helpful to elaborate on our
initial starting point. As mentioned above, we undertook this project, and those reviews, based on the
preliminary work of Murray (2015), which generated a list of the primary learning objectives and
modes of engagement of UTAs serving in the program. From the start of the UTA program, it was
decided that start-of-semester work plans and end-of-semester final reflections would be an important
part of the students’ experience in the program. So, we actually had element two (student selfreflection) of our eventual assessment regimen in place before element one (a statement of learning
objectives) had been formally articulated.
In brief, an informal survey of faculty mentors was taken in order to identify both the most
common learning outcomes and the most common modes of engagement in the classroom that our
students were experiencing, as observed by their faculty mentors. In other words, our development
of targeted assessment rubrics began with an internal assessment of whether the program was in fact
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meeting our stated learning objectives. Students had been submitting work plans and final reflections
from the very beginning of the full program in the 2009-2010 year, and since about 2015 we had in
place the formalized list of learning objectives. The two next steps, then, were to verify that the work
plans and final reflections were in fact consistent with our stated learning objectives (or bring them
into better alignment), and to use that analysis to inform our development of our three desired
assessment rubrics. The result of that survey was the document reproduced below, which in turn
provided a foundation from which our subsequent review sought to gain additional insight, and either
to confirm, revise, add, or delete items from the list.
List of Learning Objectives and Modes of Engagement
Confidence Building Skills
• dealing with uncertainty / anxiety / lack of confidence
• dealing with / learning from failure
• dealing with / building on success
Written Communication Skills
• providing feedback to student work—in writing (informal assessment)
• communicating effectively with students out of class—in writing (e.g. email)
• answering “technical” questions (re: assignments, course concepts, policies, etc.)
Oral Communication Skills
• providing feedback to student work—in conversation (informal assessment)
• communicating effectively with students in class—in conversation
• answering “technical” questions (re: assignments, course concepts, policies, etc.)
Mentoring Skills (motivating, coaching)
• meeting with students outside of class
• observing and diagnosing (classroom climate, struggling students, etc.)
• motivating / encouraging (struggling) students
• building social integration (e.g. international students)
• dealing with difficult / resistant students
• being patient / maintaining a professional demeanor
Facilitation and Leadership Skills
• working one-on-one with students in class
• facilitating small group discussion
• modeling student behavior and engagement
• facilitating / herding a class activity (“hovering”, task-mastering)
Pedagogy / Metacognition Skills
• engaging in different classroom formats and modalities (comparative reflection)
• intentional lesson planning
• leading a class discussion or activity (implementing a lesson plan)
• including traditional teaching, formal presentations, etc.
Collaboration Skills
• co-planning or co-facilitating with course instructor = collaboration
• co-planning or co-facilitating with another UTA = collaboration
(Murray, 2015, p. 66-67)
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Assessment Regimen, Element Two: Student Work Plans and Final Reflections
With the aforementioned list providing a conceptual baseline and shared vocabulary, our process for
the subsequent project began with a review of two sets of documents, a sampling of work plans, which
UTAs complete at the beginning of their service as UTAs, and a sampling of final reflections, which
they complete at the end of their service as UTAs. In the work plans, students discuss what they expect
to experience as UTAs and what they hope to learn – i.e., the skills they hope to develop through the
teaching assistant and peer mentorship experience. These work plans are written in the first week or
two of the semester, after UTAs have had a brief orientation in which they were assigned to read the
“List of Learning Objectives and Modes of Engagement” along with a couple other foundational
readings, and after UTAs have had a few staff meetings with their respective faculty mentor. UTAs
are provided with a work plan template, with guiding questions, and there is a separate work plan for
new UTAs and veteran/returning UTAs. Those work plans are reviewed by the UTAs faculty mentor
and provide a starting point for on-going discussions about individual UTAs’ goals and modes of
engagement week-by-week in the classroom. In the final reflections, students discuss the experiences
that they had, and the skills they feel they have strengthened. As with the work plans, these final
reflections are reviewed by each UTAs’ respective faculty mentor, and for UTAs returning for a
second semester – typically either from serving as a UTA in Univ 111 to Univ 112, or to a second
semester of Univ 200 – they help guide the subsequent work plan and conversations at the outset of
the second-semester. All in all, the questions which we sought to explore can be grouped into the
following two clusters:
1. What should be the intended learning outcomes for UTAs? What do UTAs actually do
in the courses in which they serve? What skills are they seeking to develop? What skills
does the program seek to impart?
2. How should those learning outcomes for UTAs be assessed? What methods are currently
used for assessment? To what extent should assessment of UTAs be formative, to what
extent summative? Should UTAs engage in self-assessment, and if so, how?
The first cluster of questions are the more preliminary. While we thought we had answers to these
questions, based on the “List of Learning Objectives and Modes of Engagement” above, we did not
want to forge ahead without a more careful interrogation, based on our own experiences working with
UTAs and, more importantly, the experiences of former UTAs.
In other words, we wanted to go beyond our own experiences and observations to also take
into account the experiences of our UTAs. Consequently, we undertook to examine a random
sampling of forty UTA work plans and final reflections (selected from the previous five years) to see
how their experiences matched up with our own expectations, and to use the resulting insights to
inform our creation of assessment rubrics. The primary goal of this thematic analysis was to ensure
that those rubrics would be reflective of both the learning objectives and modes of engagement most
often and most vividly reported by UTAs. The summary and analysis of those two reviews, as well as
the quotations from work plans and final reflections, as provided below, are derived from our previous
work (Murray, et al., 2019).
UTA Work Plans
Basically, the work plans that UTAs complete at the beginning of each semester – a “novice” work
plan for first-time UTAs and a slightly different “veteran” work plan for returning UTAs – function
as a way to initiate a dialogue between the UTAs and their faculty mentors about their specific goals
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for participating in the program. While those goals are often very similar, largely because most UTAs
took the course with a UTA and therefore have clear expectations for what they will be doing,
differences do exist between individual UTAs, and so these work plans and the conversations that
they foster help faculty mentors tailor the activities of the UTAs to their specific learning objectives.
Moreover, while the work plans do not greatly influence the shared programmatic requirements of the
UTA program, they do illuminate the personal motives and goals of individual students who decide
to serve as UTAs, and in that capacity were informative in our effort to develop appropriate
instruments for assessing UTAs. Indeed, our examination of work plans was perhaps most helpful in
designing the self-assessment elements of the rubrics, in terms of reflecting those personal motives
and goals.
Our examination of work plans revealed six primary areas of emphasis. While these do reflect
the seven areas that we tentatively outlined in the “List of Learning Objectives and Modes of
Engagement” above, two prominent differences can be noted. First, UTAs did not make many
comments in their work plans about “collaboration skills.” This may be because many UTAs serve
alone – UTAs who took the course with two (or more) UTAs and who would be serving with another
UTA in the same section might be more likely to have both observed and expected collaboration
between multiple UTAs. Or it may be because UTAs do not initially see their interactions with
students in the class as “collaboration” similar to the group work they had done as students in the
class. Finally, it may also be that developing their collaboration skills was simply not one of the primary
goals for most UTAs. Second, while we had “confidence building skills” on our foundational “List,”
that language tends not to appear in student work plans. UTAs do often write in terms of “leadership”
and “initiative,” however, so this may reflect more of a semantic difference than a conceptual one
between how UTAs and faculty mentors think about the primary goals of the UTA experience.
Perhaps receiving the most attention were “written communication skills” and “public
speaking skills,” with students typically using the same language as in the course (and in our “List”
above). Students talked about wanting to “reinforce writing skills I learned last year,” and expecting
that “by participating in assignments, I will improve my writing.” Students often made comments in
their work plans about wanting to “brush up on public speaking skills,” to “learn to humble my
opinion in public speaking,” and to build “more confidence in speaking in front of the class.”
The language of “leadership” and “initiative” were also commonly reflected as being very
important personal goals in UTA work plans. UTAs talked about wanting more experience to be able
to “lead a really good lesson” and to “lead a debate,” and occasionally talking about specific vocational
motives, such as “want to get involved with politics, and this will help my leadership.” Interest in
developing greater initiative was perhaps even more common, with UTAs talking about wanting to
“reach out more,” “speak more to students that fade in the background,” and “speak equally to all
students.” They also made comments like wanting to “be more assertive when approaching students
rather than passively waiting for them to approach me” and to generally “take more initiative and be
more intentional.” We were not sure to what extent such comments were influenced by observing the
level of engagement of UTAs in their own classes, but we suspect that in many cases, prospective
UTAs were motivated to become more outgoing and engaging, as they had observed the UTAs in
their own classes.
Lastly, UTA work plans talked about “teaching skills” and “mentorship,” with UTAs showing
an interest in learning how to “create lesson plans” and “figure out how to keep the class’ attention.”
Indeed, a significant proportion of UTAs are students planning to become teachers – so such
comments as well as interest in serving as a UTA are unsurprising. In terms of “mentorship,” UTAs
are often able to verbalize their role as mentors in the classroom, particularly when that sort of role
was modeled by their own UTAs. Some telling comments in work plans were UTAs expressing their
desire to be “more active in helping students select topics and revise papers,” to “be a helpful resource
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to the students,” and to “help students think through questions without giving them the answers.”
The final comment here is perhaps the strongest tribute to the sophistication of many first-time UTAs,
who have been able to internalize the overarching pedagogy of both the Focused Inquiry courses and
the UTA program.
UTA Final Reflections
As the name suggests, final reflections are written by UTAs at the end of each semester, primarily as
a mechanism by which they can reflect on the experiences they have had with respect to both the
program’s stated learning objectives and their own personal goals. In contrast to the work plans, these
final reflections are generally considerably more specific and more sophisticated in terms of the UTAs’
understanding of the nature of pedagogy in general and of the particular roles that they play in the
classroom in contributing to student learning and student success.
Our analysis of a sample of final reflections revealed UTAs’ comments clustering in the same
general categories as in their work plans. This is not surprising because (1) UTAs typically refer back
to their work plans as part of these final reflections, (2) many UTAs had observed these same roles in
their own UTAs when they took the course, and (3) these general categories are reaffirmed throughout
their tenure of service as UTAs, particularly at weekly staff meetings with their faculty mentors. Yet a
few general observations can be made. First, some mention of “collaboration skills,” almost entirely
absent in work plans, now appears in many reflections, most often as part of a more general reflection
on the development of “mentorship skills.” Also, it can be noted that the language of “initiative” is
far less common. This change from expectations (at the start of the semester) to reflections (at the
end of the semester) may be due primarily to the fact that the UTA program is intentionally designed
and strategically structured to provide multiple opportunities for the UTAs to actively engage with
students in the course, largely negating the need for UTAs to demonstrate initiative in the sense of
creating opportunities. In addition, the typically high-achieving students that become UTAs often do
not see their creativity and hard work in response to an existing opportunity as “initiative.” Finally,
UTAs’ final reflections often acknowledge the importance of building students’ confidence; of
motivating, encouraging, and inspiring students; and of acting as a “bridge/liaison” between students
and the course instructor. These crucial roles of UTAs were perhaps under-anticipated in their initial
work plans because they are generally not needs for high-achieving students, so one thing that UTAs
come to appreciate is the set of needs and insecurities that many of their peers have, and which they
can help them to meet and overcome.
In terms of “written communication skills,” UTAs’ final reflections often mention their own
improvement in aspects of the course itself, such as “writing papers” and “citing sources” – mostly
due to their essentially taking (qua auditing) the course a second time, but also in terms of their duties
as UTAs with things like “writing emails/texting with students.” Because of the time limitations of
having students give presentations in a course, UTAs typically get a lot more practice – time on task,
if nothing else – with “public communication skills.” And so, it is not surprising that their final
reflections discuss “honing presentation skills;” “helping to overcome shyness” and developing “less
anxiety speaking to people;” “building confidence” and “becoming more comfortable speaking in
front of an audience;” and “understanding the importance of preparation.” But they also mention the
centrality of seemingly mundane but essential tasks, such as simply “speaking to students,” “helping
during workshops,” and “using office hours outside of class to talk to and help students.”
Although “initiative” was less prevalent in final reflections than in work plans, “leadership”
was just as prominent. Moreover, because (especially “novice”) work plans are far more tentative
insofar as UTAs have only just begun their service as UTAs for the semester, final reflections offer a
more specific and sophisticated understanding of what “leadership” means in the particular context
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of serving as a peer mentor to first-year and second-year students. In practice, leadership was seen by
UTAs to reside in “pulling students out of their shells,” “supervising small group workshops,”
“inspiring students to do well,” “developing awareness that students depended on me,” and “learning
to become a model for students.”
Finally, “teaching skills” and “mentoring skills” were as prevalent in final reflections as in work
plans, but like comments on “leadership,” they were generally more focused and contextualized. In
terms of teaching skills, UTAs were most often meta-cognitive about their experience, noticing that it
helped them to “understand the professor’s job more,” “understand [course] material better,” and
“understand the process of the course better.” Moreover, UTAs were often able to clearly recognize
and appreciate their fundamental role, expressed, for example, as “being a bridge/liaison between
students and instructor” and “becoming more integrated in student learning.” They also mentioned
more vocational aspects of the experience, with things like “planning lessons.” Perhaps most
impressive, though, was UTAs’ heightened understanding of what “mentorship” means, summarizing
their experience as a UTA by noting the centrality of “working collaboratively” and “encouraging
students.” They also noted how it helped them in “refining [their] role as student leader,” the
importance for effective mentorship of closely “monitoring class activities to get students back on
task,” and the importance for effective mentoring and teaching in general of “developing an
understanding that different students learn differently.”
Concluding Thoughts Regarding Work Plans and Final Reflections
In conclusion, our thematic analysis of a sampling of UTA work plans and final reflections revealed
several trends that informed the generation of three assessment rubrics, one each for three typical and
recurring roles that UTAs have in the undergraduate classroom: leading/facilitating a whole-class
activity or discussion, facilitating a small-group activity or discussion, and working one-on-one with
individual students. Primarily, our analysis confirmed the utility of our foundational “List of Learning
Objectives and Modalities of Engagement” insofar as both UTA work plans and final reflections
clearly reflected five areas of development: writing skills, public speaking skills, leadership skills,
teaching skills, and mentorship skills – as well as many comments categorized generically as
“communication skills.” The exceptions, as already noted, were “confidence building skills” and
“collaboration skills,” which were present but not as prevalent as these five. Beyond that overall
reaffirmation of the general categories were several particular ways of talking about these skills, such
as their role as a liaison between students and instructor and the importance of motivating and
encouraging students, all of which influenced our construction of assessment tools.
Assessment Regimen, Element Three: Targeted Rubrics for Assessing Learning Outcomes
We can now shift attention to the second cluster of guiding questions concerning assessment, as noted
above. Based on our own experiences working with UTAs, we felt very strongly that (1) assessment
of UTAs should be much more formative than summative, given the nature of the UTA program as
a mentorship experience rather than a more traditional content-driven course, and that (2) it would be
vital to develop both instructor-assessment instruments and student-self-assessment instruments in
order to best foster on-going metacognition by the UTAs and on-going dialogue between the UTAs
and their faculty mentors. Ideally, we would be able to develop one instrument that could be used by
both faculty mentors and UTAs – though it should be noted that if we were unable to develop such
dual-purpose rubrics, we would have worked to develop parallel instruments to facilitate both types
of assessment and dialogue between faculty mentors and UTAs. Indeed, having an instrument (or
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instruments) for both instructor-assessment and student-self-assessment was seen as necessary to
“close the loop” between faculty mentor and UTA.
Additionally, we decided to focus on three predominant modes of UTA engagement in the classroom:
leading/facilitating a whole-class activity or discussion, facilitating a small group activity or discussion,
and working one-on-one with individual students – refer to Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 on the
following pages. As with the work plans and final reflections, this present discussion of assessment
rubrics, and of the three rubrics themselves, is derived from our previous work (Murray, et al., 2019).
While these three modalities of engagement are exhaustive of neither the range nor the variety of ways
in which UTAs interact with students, course content, and course administration, they do represent a
range of modalities (from whole class to one-on-one) while also encompassing the seeming majority
of UTAs’ daily interactions. It should also be noted that these three modalities each contain within
them a range of possible interactions – i.e., UTAs might deliver a whole-class lecture or lead a wholeclass discussion or facilitate a whole-class activity, just as UTAs might work one-on-one with students
during a classroom workshop or outside of class during “office hours” or via an extended email
exchange. Finally, because the UTA work plans and final reflections – as well as our own initial
observations (recall the “List of Learning Objectives and Modes of Engagement” above) – represented
a wide range of individual goals and concerns, we determined that it would be valuable to include
room on each rubric for a UTA-specific category.
Important to note here is that the rubrics are offered here less as a final product to be adopted
and more as a model to be adapted. It is perhaps not surprising, given our initial learning outcomes
(stated above), that the resulting rubrics are not shockingly unique or innovative in themselves. Indeed,
we consulted with several existing rubrics in shaping our own – we did so, naturally, to suit our
program and our particular needs, taking into account factors such as first-year student demographics,
the typical strengths and weaknesses of our UTAs, and so on. Moreover, what is more important than
the rubrics themselves are the way they are informed by and integrated with our stated learning
objectives and the experiences and self-reflections of our students. In other words, and in that spirit,
the rubrics are hopefully illustrative of our simultaneous commitments to assuring that our assessment
tools: (1) are consistent with and reflect the stated learning objectives of our program, (2) are integrated
with, reaffirm, and reinforce the student work plans and final reflections, and (3) resonate meaningfully
with the actual reported experiences of students serving in the program. Our intention and hope,
therefore, is that instructors working with undergraduate teaching assistants or peer mentors will be
able to not simply deploy these rubrics into their own mentoring, but to use them as both inspiration
and a model with which to develop their own assessment tools that meet the three commitments
enumerated above – i.e., that they be consistent with stated learning objectives, integrated with other
assessments and self-reflections, and resonant with students’ experiences.
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Table 2. UTA Assessment Rubric – Facilitating a Small Group
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Conclusion
This essay began by noting how, following the creation of our undergraduate teaching assistant
program, the focus was on how students serving as UTAs would impact the engagement and learning
of students (in the courses in which they were assisting) rather than on the specific learning outcomes
of the UTAs themselves. As the program developed, this was recognized as a deficiency, namely that
we had not adequately articulated the precise learning objectives of our UTAs and had not developed
adequate assessment (and self-assessment) tools for monitoring those learning objectives. Murray
(2015) offered a helpful first step toward articulating those learning objectives, and the goals of the
subsequent project, as previously presented in Murray, et al. (2019), were: (1) to either validate or
revise that foundation through a close examination of a sampling of UTA work plans and final
reflections, and (2) to use the results of that examination to inform the generation of assessment tools
with which both faculty mentors and the UTAs themselves could more adequately assess, and
subsequently engage in productive dialogue about, some of those learning objectives.
Overall, then, the primary objectives of this essay were to share – and more importantly to
stimulate further discussion about – some best practices for the assessment of learning outcomes in
similar undergraduate peer mentor and teaching assistant programs. Our analysis of a sampling of
UTA work plans and final reflections (Murray, et al., 2019) largely validated our foundational “List of
Learning Objectives and Modalities of Engagement” (Murray, 2015) in that those documents
consistently reflected five areas of development: writing skills, public speaking skills, leadership skills,
teaching skills, and mentorship skills – as well as many comments categorized generically as
“communication skills.” Additionally, they revealed several trends that informed the generation of
three assessment rubrics, one each for three typical and recurring roles that UTAs have in the
undergraduate classroom: leading/facilitating a whole-class activity or discussion, facilitating a smallgroup activity or discussion, and working one-on-one with individual students.
Again, the resulting assessment regimen begins with an individualized student work plan,
proceeds through formalized student-self-assessment and faculty-mentor-assessment as facilitated by
the three rubrics, and concludes with an individualized student final reflection -- with all three stages
relying on the same foundational framework provided by the “List of Learning Objectives and Modes
of Engagement,” which helps articulate the stated learning outcomes for undergraduate students
serving as UTAs / peer mentors. While there is certainly more work to be done, both in further testing
and fine-tuning these three rubrics and in developing additional rubrics to more fully canvas the variety
of roles and modes of engagement in which UTAs and peer mentors engage, we nevertheless hope
that these three specific assessment tools, and the larger three-part assessment regimen of which they
are an integral element, can be adopted or adapted in useful ways by faculty participating in similar
undergraduate peer mentor and teaching assistant programs to better serve the wonderful students
who contribute so meaningfully to the teaching missions of our colleges and universities. Specifically,
it is our intention and hope that instructors working with undergraduate teaching assistants or peer
mentors will be able to use the three rubrics, and the larger regimen of assessment in which they
resided, as a model with which to develop their own assessment tools (and overall program of
assessment) that are consistent with stated programmatic learning objectives, integrated with other
assessment tools, and perhaps most of all meaningfully resonant with students’ own reported
experiences.
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Abstract: The use of undergraduate teaching assistants (UTAs) has increased in recent years at a
number of institutions, especially in active-learning and high-enrollment introductory courses.
Currently, there is research demonstrating their benefit to the departments they work in, the students,
and the short-term impacts of the experience on the UTAs. However, no study to date has investigated
the long-term impacts of the UTA experience on the participants themselves, and a number of studies
call for such an investigation. This research sought to fill that gap in understanding by utilizing a
Grounded Theory approach to investigate the perceptions of participants who had served as an UTA
in the biology department at a large research institution in the upper Midwest. This research found
strong consensus among participants that the UTA experience offers overwhelmingly positive personal
benefits including improved self-confidence, a sense of personal reward, and a sense of community that
resulted from working with faculty members, and the ability to balance and self-regulate a variety of
time commitments.
Keywords: Undergraduate Teaching, Personal Impacts, Confidence, Rewards, Community, Balance,
Self-Regulation
Introduction
In recent years a trend has emerged in higher education utilizing Undergraduate Teaching Assistants
(UTAs) to fill a variety of instructional roles (Schalk (Schalk, McGinnis, Harring, Hendrickson, &
Smith, 2009). In some cases, undergraduates replace graduate teaching assistants (GTAs) in the role
of direct instruction and grading (Drane, Micari, & Light, 2014). In other cases, undergraduate students
work with graduate students and faculty to augment instruction, especially in active learning
environments (Weidert, Wendorf, Gurung, & Filz, 2012). At other times, undergraduate teaching
assistants fill the role of peer instructors independent of their graduate peers (Quitadamo, Brahler, &
Crouch, 2009). In almost all cases, the undergraduate students have fewer responsibilities and
perceived authority than graduate assistants (Chapin, Wiggins, & Martin-Morris, 2014; Drane et al.,
2014; Schalk et al., 2009).
The majority of published work surrounding undergraduate teaching assistants examines the
short-terms benefits on students (Chapin et al., 2014; Drane et al., 2014). No studies have focused on
the holistic long-term effects on the students who work as UTAs themselves. Investigations that have
examined impacts generally report an added benefit to all parties including the students served by
teaching assistants, faculty, and the teaching assistants themselves. However, the short-term focus and
anecdotal reporting represents a gap in understanding relevant to the long-term impacts. Empirical
evidence is limited to short-term work. Several studies utilized in literature reviewed here state that
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understanding the long-term impacts of the undergraduate teaching experience represent a critical
need in the primary literature (Chapin et al., 2014; Snyder & Wiles, 2015; Weidert et al., 2012). In the
absence of such work, the extensive body of research on graduate teaching assistants was used to
predict that analogous benefits might arise for their undergraduate counterparts (Schalk et al., 2009).
The goal of this research was to investigate the perceived long-term impacts of the teaching experience
on undergraduate students.
Undergraduate Teaching Assistants
Departments often find that the pool of available graduate teaching assistants is not sufficient to meet
their needs because graduate students balance other responsibilities such as research and course work
of their own. Financial constraints have led many programs to explore alternatives to using graduate
students by utilizing undergraduates to augment their pool (Chapin et al., 2014). Undergraduate
teaching assistants are financially beneficial, especially within STEM disciplines, because they can be
provided a small hourly wage in contrast to graduate students that are generally provided a tuition
waiver and stipend that represents larger financial commitments (Chapin et al., 2014).
In the first large-scale work addressing the effect of equally supported undergraduate
compared to graduate teaching assistants on student learning, Chapin et al. (2014) found that
undergraduate science learners showed comparable learning outcomes regardless of teaching assistant
type. Student grades showed no significant difference between labs run by either group. Student
attitude toward science was equally positive between students taught by either group, and
undergraduate assistants actually had a statistically higher impact on their ability to encourage and
respect the students they worked with (Chapin et al., 2014). Based on these findings, Chapin et al.
(2014) concluded that undergraduate teaching assistants are an effective alternative.
Previously Reported Short Term Gains
Short-Term Effects of Serving as an Undergraduate Teaching Assistant
Similar to graduate teaching assistants, undergraduate assistants report short-term benefits from the
experience associated with their duties that include exploring potential career options, exploring the
responsibilities of graduate school, the opportunity to review content and material, financial or
monetary gains, and the opportunity to increase their curriculum vitae (Chapin et al., 2014; Weidert et
al., 2012; Wheeler, Maeng, & Whitworth, 2015).
Increased Communication Skills
Several works present short-term findings that report teaching assistants improve their
communication skills through their experiences. Kendal and Schussler (2012) demonstrated that
graduate assistants improve their communication skills as a result of the frequent feedback provided
by student interaction (Kendall & Schussler, 2012). Philipp et al. (2016a) reported that trained and
supported undergraduate assistants improved their communication skills in entry-level STEM courses
(Philipp, Tretter, & Rich, 2016a). The same authors showed that both groups improved their
communication skills as the result of leading recitation sections in an entry-level general chemistry
course (Philipp, Tretter, & Rich, 2016b). Snyder and Wiles (2015) similarly found that peer leaders
working in roles analogous to the undergraduate assistants improved their communication skills while
at the same time increasing their interest in teaching (Snyder & Wiles, 2015). Significant to this study,
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Snyder and Wiles (2015) state directly that no long-term information exists to confirm if these benefits
persist, and as a result, cannot be confidently claimed as a result of their work.
Improvements to Attitude, Confidence, Content Knowledge, and Critical Thinking
Chapin et al. (2014) reported that serving as an undergraduate teaching assistant improved the attitude
of both students and the teaching assistants toward the content and subject for which they were
responsible (Chapin et al., 2014). Graduate and undergraduate teaching assistants reported improving
their own comfort with content; in addition the peer leaders working in a role analogous to teaching
assistants also benefitted in content knowledge, conceptual reasoning and critical thinking while
consistently reporting an increase in their own perceived critical thinking, content knowledge, and
confidence (Snyder & Wiles, 2015). Previously validated metrics confirm increased content knowledge
and confidence. Similarly, Philipp et al. (2016a) and Weidert et al. (2012), both reported perceived
increases in critical thinking and metacognitive skills in a mixed pool of graduate and undergraduate
teaching assistants.
Schalk et al. (2009), empirically confirmed the acquisition of both content knowledge and
laboratory skills. Undergraduate assistants developed professional characteristics such as selfconfidence, communication skills, and leadership abilities in addition to an increase in their content
knowledge, all while refining and expanding their repertoire of laboratory skills (Schalk et al., 2009).
Increased Professionalism
The professionalism of teaching assistants and peer leaders has also been reported to increase as a
result of their short-term experiences. Despite the lack of a precise definition for professionalism,
many works report that experience as a TA or peer leader improves the professionalism of
participants. For example, DeBeck et al. (2010) reported that GTAs perceived that classroom
experiences provided effective professional development (DeBeck, Settelmeyer, Li, & Demaree,
2010). Kendall and Schussler (2012) suggest that positive facets of working as a teaching assistant
maximizes professional development, specifically including the relatability, engaging, and
approachable attributes when compared to faculty members (Kendall & Schussler, 2012). This largely
agrees with the work of Snyder and Wiles (2015), who concluded that peer leaders developed
personally as a result of their interactions with students (Snyder & Wiles, 2015). Finally, Chapin et al.
(2014) also discussed professional development in the context of teaching.
Increased Self-confidence, Self-efficacy, and Self-perception
Several studies discuss the positive impact of working as a teaching assistant or peer leader related to
the perceptions, efficacy, and confidence of participants. For example, Chapin et al. (2014) suggested
that both undergraduate and graduate assistants gain confidence and instructional skills (Chapin et al.,
2014). Schalk et al. (2009) reported that the teaching experience offers benefits analogous to
participating in undergraduate research, pointing out that the long-term benefits of undergraduate
research are well-documented. In their work, the undergraduate teaching experience improved
participant teaching experience, communication skills and self-confidence, as well as leadership ability,
even though the long-term impacts were an area identified as requiring further investigation (Schalk
et al., 2009).
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Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research was to examine perceptions about the long-term effects of working as
an undergraduate teaching assistant by former students with experience in this role. A Grounded
Theory approach was utilized to develop an understanding about participant perceptions (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967). The research question that guided this qualitative investigation was: “What are the
perceived long-term effects of working as an undergraduate teaching assistant?” Semi-structured
interviews and subsequent analysis were conducted with 13 voluntary participants to qualitatively
explore factors associated with their teaching experiences. The template for these interviews can be
found as Appendix 1. Grounded Theory advocates the discovery of theory rooted in the data itself
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Z. S. Wilson et al., 2012).
Research Design
Grounded Theory follows a Constructivist epistemology framed within an interpretivist theoretical
perspective (Crotty, 1998). To a lay-person or someone without significant formal background, this
means that the knowledge gained was constructed by interpreting patterns from within the data. Data
was generated through semi-structured interviews that guided a conversation with individuals who
had experience working as an undergraduate teaching assistant and had since graduated. The flexible
and adaptive nature of these interviews allowed for personalized responses by each interviewee which
would not have been possible from a survey or other similar quantitative approach. It also allowed for
insightful and adaptive follow-up dialogue between the researcher and the participants to clarify points
of interest or probe interesting points that ensured adequate understanding. Such experiences spanned
10-years, allowing for reflective insight about the experience to develop.
Interviews were recorded and transcribed into Word documents. First cycle coding coupled
with regular analytic memoing documented emergent codes recorded in associated excel tables
(Maxwell, 2012; Z. S. Wilson et al., 2012). Codes were tentatively developed, and their meaning and
organization were constantly refined and tentatively organized into themes (Crotty, 1998; De Welde
& Laursen, 2011; Eisner, 2017; Fielding & Fielding, 1986; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glesne & Peshkin,
1992). Themes were continually refined through a process of continual data sampling, coding,
categorizing, comparing, and tentative theory-building that tested emergent concepts (Glesne &
Peshkin, 1992; Wilson et al., 2012). All work was continually documented in analytic memos (Saldaña,
2015). Information grounded in the data itself supported the trustworthiness, validity, and reliability
of inferences and conclusions that were drawn from the comparison and contrasting process (Crotty,
1998; Maxwell, 2012; Roulston, 2010; Z. S. Wilson et al., 2012).
Selection of Participants
The Biology Department at the Midwestern research university selected for this study acted as a
gatekeeper in assisting with this investigation by producing contact information from individuals who
worked as undergraduate teaching assistants over the last 10 years who had subsequently graduated.
Invitations to participate were sent to all of these individuals asking if they would take part in an
interview about their previous involvements in teaching.
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Analysis of Data
The sample of interview participants included 13 former undergraduate teaching assistants. Data
saturation was determined to have been achieved following the 10th interview because no new codes,
categories, themes, or relationships emerged after this. Three additional interviews were conducted to
confirm that data saturation had been achieved (Crotty, 1998; Z. S. Wilson et al., 2012). This sample
is smaller than some Grounded Theory experts advocate. Nonetheless, it is still acceptable because
the topic was not considered to be sensitive, there was a clearly defined scope to the research question,
and the interviewer was familiar with the topic (Thomson, 2010).
Findings
All participants perceived that their experience as an undergraduate teaching assistant resulted in
significant personal impacts and agreed that these impacts were overwhelmingly positive. Analysis
ultimately resulted in 20 codes relevant to the Personal Impacts theme. These were able to be sorted
and organized into five categories. These categories included Self-Confidence, Personal Reward, Sense
of Community, Balance, and Self-Regulation as illustrated in Figure 1 below, which models how the
codes and categories relate, and summarizes the assertions related to these.

Figure 1: Codes, Categories, and Assertions of the Personal Impact Theme Related to the
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Experience.
Category I: Self Confidence
The category of Self-Confidence was developed from codes illustrating a participant’s expressed ability
to accomplish some task or feat which they expressed intimidation with initially. Participants in this
study consistently discussed an increased sense of self-confidence as a result of their teaching
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experiences. A detailed description of each code is provided in Table 1 of Appendix 2. An illustrative
quote for the Self-Confidence category is below:
Danielle: In the beginning it felt like I had no idea what I was doing but (chuckle) I
came around to it and I figured it out. I hoped to gain more knowledge about
introductory biology because that is really the foundation for the whole major, and if
you don’t know the foundation, you can’t build on it. So it really helped solidify my
foundation of biology … I started off not knowing what I was doing, as I started
teaching more and more and helping the students learn, I was also learning.
Self-Confidence was by far the most complex and inter-twined category in this study. The
consistent frequency and volume of such expressions led to the conclusion that being responsible for
students and tasks associated with their learning made those who worked as teaching assistants
perceive that they had a positive long-term impact on students. This in turn increased their own selfconfidence. That sense of self-confidence consistently persisted for years following the experience.
One of the most common codes to arise from the entire analysis was the “I can do it…” code in the
Self-Confidence category, with more than 210 independent examples of such codes across the 13
interviews by participants. This information is summarized in Appendices 3A-3M. Danielle’s quote
above is illustrative of such feelings and perceptions, and examples like this could be found in every
interview by every participant.
Another illustrative quote from this category of Self-Confidence is below:
Mabel: When I was a student and taking biology classes, I didn't really have very much
self confidence that I knew the material. I could get good grades, and I could do all
my assignments, but I think in the back of my mind I was still convinced that I wasn't
really a science person. Because I didn't like science when I was in middle school or
high school - I had bad science teachers, I had bad experiences with science. So in the
back of my mind I still didn't think of myself as a scientist. But once I started teaching,
and I realized that I knew these concepts well, and I could teach other people how to
do it, it really solidified my self-confidence about biology and I had a new appreciation
for my own skill set… I didn't really get that from taking the courses, I got it more so
from teaching them.
In addition to coding portions of this quote as “I can do it…”, portions of the statement were
also coded as “See myself as…” because Mabel’s statement is characteristic of many such quotes that
illustrate an aspect of self-definition that resulted from participant’s experience in teaching. In the
majority of interviews, codes of “I can do it…” were directly associated with “See myself as…” codes.
In other words, there would not have been the same level of self-definition without the selfconfidence. The self-definition was a direct result of the teaching experience that allowed participants
to accomplish things and see themselves as capable, competent peer instructors who were an integral
part of the learning community. The “See myself as…” code was the second most common code in
the entire Personal Impacts theme, with more than 140 examples across the 13 interviews, as shown
in Appendices 3A-3M.
The “I can do it…” and “See myself as…” codes were determined to be the axial codes within
the category of Self-Confidence because of the interplay they had with each other, and because of
their frequent and consistent correlation. Axial codes those important codes that others seem to hinge
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Confidence category, these two were by far the most important based on the consistent impact
described by participants relevant to situations or scenarios. Essentially, the undergraduate teaching
experience instilled self-confidence that made these individuals more comfortable with how they saw
themselves. The interplay of these two axial codes subsequently led participants to be confident and
comfortable enough in their roles, with their knowledge, and in their ability to handle a variety of
scenarios or tasks that assisted student learning. At the same time, having the confidence to see
themselves in the role of a UTA led participants to feel responsible for their student’s emotions, which
related to increased student engagement and performance.
Mabel illustrated this sense of responsibility by stating:
I distinctly remember one student who was really frustrated because she wasn't
understanding a concept, and I was trying my very hardest to get her to understand it,
and I was teaching in all the different ways that I could. But sometimes they just put
up this mental block where they can't listen to you anymore. You can be teaching it
but they're just so frustrated with not understanding it … I distinctly remember it
happening …
George echoed this sense of responsibility, stating:
I wanted to give the students in the class everything I could offer, you know, my time,
anything I knew, help them get the resources that they needed to answer the questions
they had. I felt a responsibility come test day or something - I knew what that felt like,
going into a big test that was worth a third of your grade or something like that.
Danielle supported this further, also demonstrating her confidence by showing that she was
comfortable enough to recognize when she needed help guiding students, and act accordingly by
stating:
I noticed that when I was a TA – I didn’t want to give them – to give the students –
wrong advice. Or to lead them to the wrong answer either, so I’d make sure to ask him
(the professor) if it was something I was confused on, even at that point.
Across all interviews, sentiments such as these were consistently expressed, with the codes for
“I can do it…” and “See myself as…” regularly occurring together and in direct relation to each other.
Additionally, they were frequently followed by the other codes sorted to the Self-Confidence category.
Former undergraduate teaching assistants consistently expressed feeling a sense of responsibility for
their students and working as an intermediate in some capacity to help facilitate student success.
Category II: Personal Reward
The Personal Reward category was developed from examples where participants expressed personal
gratification about some specific aspect of the experience. A quote illustrating the Personal Reward
theme as illustrated in Figure 1 is below:
Danielle: I would give a review session on Sunday before an exam… And I don’t
know how it happened, but all of a sudden like the whole lecture bowl was full, and
people were sitting there and I was like “okay, well…” (surprised and happy). And it
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made me feel really good about myself … A student actually came up to me and told me
“Your review sessions helped me every time on the test. I don’t know how I would do as well on these
tests without your review sessions”.
This illustrated the personal reward expressed by many of these participants. The category of
Personal Reward contained six codes as illustrated in Figure 1, and most of these revolved around
participants describing “light bulb” moments by the students they helped, feeling good about aspects
of the teaching experience such as getting to interact with faculty and students, how the experience
aligned with their aspirations, and how it made themselves feel proud of what they were doing. Full
descriptions of these codes can be found in Table 1 of Appendix 2.
Faith illustrated the reward she felt from seeing students “get it” which became representative
of the “light bulb” code by saying the following:
So, watching Jennifer and Lauren (pseudonyms) … just watching them succeed…you
get those students who get it, and have that light bulb and are, like, “wait, does that relate
to…” or they take it one step further. That was just kind of a nice moment.
Kevin expressed similar sentiments in his response to the question by stating:
(Helping students) makes me…it makes you feel good about yourself, whenever you
see the sparkle in someone’s eye of like “oh, I get it now”… it just made me feel good,
and I viewed myself better for having helped others.
Descriptions of helping students varied across all participants, but this variation was largely a
function of the course that individual’s worked in. Those who worked several times and in different
courses consistently described feeling personally rewarded about situations or scenarios that helped
students earn higher grades and make connections between content-related ideas regardless of the
course. Those who served as a teaching assistant a single time, or multiple times in the same course
similarly all described feeling good about how well their students could and would do as a result of
their help and expressed a sense of proud humility in being able to help their fellow students. It was
clear this made them feel good about themselves, and what they were doing.
Emily summarized this sense of reward based on her experience when she said:
I honestly wish I could have done it again. I wish that my schedule would have allowed
me to do it again. Because I loved it. And if this doctor thing doesn't work out, this is
probably, I am probably going to go into being a professor.
Quotes such as this illustrate two things that are critical here. First, within the category of
Personal Reward they illustrate that the codes “Making a difference,” “Feel good,” and “Proud but
humble” were the axial codes. Across all 13 interviews, there were more than 80 examples of
statements coded as “Feel good”, more than 100 coded as “Proud but humble”, and more than 60
coded as “Making a difference”.
Category III: Sense of Community
Personal relationships that developed from these experiences persisted between undergraduate
assistants and their students, between undergraduate assistants and their graduate counterparts, and
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between the undergraduate teaching assistant and faculty. The category Community included codes
assigned to any description that illustrated or exemplified the reliance of one party on another, or the
importance of the undergraduate teacher being associated with another party. Illustrative quotes for
the Sense of Community category are below.
Noah articulated the sense of community between undergraduate teachers and students by
stating:
There were several students I had in lab where I just had really good interactions with
them. And a lot of them, they would stay late and try to really get the material. And
they weren't by any means rock star stellar students in the classroom, in the lecture or
anything. But I felt I was able to provide them with that kind of individualized
attention that they needed.
Noah went on to also articulate the sense of community between undergraduate and graduate
teaching assistants, stating:
…luckily there were some other graduate students - Jimmy, James (pseudonyms), they
were also teaching (General Biology I), and they helped me out a lot. They showed up
to my first lab just to make sure I had everything taken care of. Whenever I had
questions and stuff, I would go ask them.
stating:

George articulated the sense of community between undergraduate assistants and faculty by
So, my very first biology class at (this university) was with Dr. Euphorbia, and I
immediately felt I connected with him. … so I think being a TA for him, the for him
part, was the most impactful part. He provided any type of support I needed, but the
key was that he provided enough room to grow as a TA.

Quotes like these were selected to illustrate the importance that a sense of community played
in the experience. These included the reliance of students upon their undergraduate assistants, the
reliance of undergraduate assistants on the graduate assistants, or the reliance of undergraduate
assistants on faculty. There were frequent examples of mentorship within these descriptions, such as
by Noah when he articulated how the graduate assistants watched out for him. George’s quote
illustrates the common association with the importance of faculty mentors. This was the direct result
of personal experience as a student in that faculty member’s class. The desire for this mentorship was
a significant contributor to making the experience so valuable because faculty consistently provided
both support and room for undergraduate teachers to grow.
Ultimately the category Sense of Community contained four codes as shown in Figure 1.
Unlike the categories of Self-Confidence and Personal Reward, there was ultimately only a single axial
code in the category Sense of Community. This code was “Faculty are the primary motivator of
community”. Interestingly, this code was not the most common code within the category of
Community as shown in Appendices 3A-3M. However, it consistently appeared to be the most
important. This is evident when examining larger blocks of the transcripts because single examples of
the faculty member fostering a positive environment were often followed with multiple examples of
subsequent associations with other undergraduate assistants, with graduate assistants, and examples
of mentoring between these parties.
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Further support for the importance of faculty members in developing a sense of community
was presented by Emily when she stated:
I probably would have done it (undergraduate teaching) without pay because I really
wanted the experience of getting to know a faculty member…I saw the value in having
a professor in my corner.
Category IV: Balance
Participants consistently recalled actively considering course workloads as they selected when they
wanted to work as a teaching assistant, realizing that they would have to balance these responsibilities.
A straightforward quote illustrating how these students balanced choosing when to work came from
Heather, who stated:
If I had the same amount of credits I was taking in the spring I don't think that (being
an teaching assistant) would have happened… I was taking 15 credits or 16. But my
spring semester I ended up taking 21 credits, which was a nightmare.
This quote illustrates the straightforward, intentional reasoning expressed by many participants
in actively and conscientiously planning when to work as a teaching assistant. Time management and
balancing commitments of school with work, personal lives, and other responsibilities were all
consistently expressed. Likewise, there was a consistent emphasis placed on prioritizing their own
schooling. The category Balance was closely associated with the categories of Personal Reward and
Sense of Community as well as illustrated in Figure 1 above.
One quote representative of the relationship between the category Balance with Personal
Reward and Sense of Community is below. It is highly expressive of the interplay of the categories
Balance and Personal Reward. Emily wanted to teach again because of the personal reward she felt
but was never able to because she felt the need to prioritize her own schooling and MCAT preparation.
Emily stated:
I think at the end of being a TA, I was like, wow, I'm really glad that I did that. It was really
fun, I learned a lot, and I met really great people, and, since then, I've wanted to do it again,
and it just unfortunately never worked out. I got really busy - with MCAT and the fall
semester I took 18 credits and then in the spring semester I took 16 but I also took
my MCAT. So, I was very busy that year, and unfortunately, it (working as an UTA
again) just didn't work.
This quote was selected because it echoes the feelings of most participants about balance, and
it was highly representative of the relationship that continually arose between the category Community
and Balance. Emily illustrated this in her quote because mentorship and communication led her to
balance her desire to teach with her own ambitions and other responsibilities. Because balancing their
own academics was consistently a priority, and schooling was consistently expressed as balanced
against other codes related to work, personal life, and other responsibilities, the code School was
determined to be the axial code. It was also the most common code in this category, appearing almost
40 times in the interview transcripts, followed closely by the code “Work”, which appeared just over
30 times as shown in Appendices 3A-3M.
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Category V: Self-Regulation
Participants consistently discussed identifying the importance of this experience and actively working
to regulate their other commitments in a fashion that allowed them to devote adequate time and effort
to that decision. An illustrative quote for the Self-Regulation category came from Brian who stated:
I guess the main thing for me was scheduling. I definitely didn’t take certain classes
just so that I could TA – elective classes. I was fine with that. I was lucky enough to
come in my freshman year with 30 – 35 credits. So I had a lot of flexibility with my
schedule.
This quote is an illustrative representation for this category for two reasons. First, SelfRegulation contained only two codes focused on why participants identified and prioritized working
as a teaching assistant over alternative experiences. Those codes included “Identify importance of
experience” and “Prioritize importance of experience” (over another). Brian’s quote illustrates both
because he first identifies that working as teacher and taking elective courses both had value to him,
and he prioritized teaching because he valued the teaching assistant experience more.
The second reason this quote was selected is because it also demonstrates the close correlation
between the categories of Balance and Self-Regulation. How and why participants pursued this
opportunity, and subsequently budgeted their time and effort were consistently very closely linked by
all participants. This relationship is depicted by the arrow in Figure 1 between these two categories.
Participants consistently identify this opportunity as aligning more with their career interests than
alternative opportunities such as jobs or research, and they chose to prioritize accordingly. These
choices subsequently influence the “Balance” category because once that decision was made, it
required individuals to budget time accordingly as they worked in the role of a teaching assistant.
The final quote selected to conclude discussion of the theme Personal Impact comes from
Danielle who stated:
I felt really good after TAing… I felt accomplished, and I felt like I knew what I was
doing. That impacted me because it reminded me that I should feel that good about
my major and my field. At the time I felt like I was struggling with my major and I was
like If I can feel this good about my major and feel this good about teaching students about biology
then clearly I really like biology, So I was like, This is the major for me, and I kept going on
with it and I still love it.
This quote was selected to conclude this theme for three reasons. First, Danielle articulates
some aspect of every category within the Personal Impact theme in this single statement. There are
references to her gaining self-confidence. The personal reward she felt features prominently. She
implies a sense of community. She also implies that this experience helped bring her balance by seeing
passion for her major despite struggle. Her decision to stay in Biology as a result working as a teaching
assistant, and subsequently still loving it, support the important role this experience played for her.
Finally, self-regulation is demonstrated because sticking with the major required her to identify biology
as the major she wanted, and then allocating time, energy, and resources to continue pursuing that
goal.
The fact that all categories of Personal Reward are illustrated here in a single quote
demonstrates the highly networked nature of the categories that make up this theme. This networked
relationship is illustrated by the arrows between themes in Figure 1. Personal Reward features
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prominently. That category is central to the network illustrated in Figure 1. Danielle’s statement above
substantiates the highly complex nature of attempting to understand the perceptions of participants
about their teaching experience, and illustrates that the work here has developed a model which
successfully aligns with the major features important to that experience by delineating them and
categorizing them, constructed by coding experiences which can be identified, isolated, and
understood.
Discussion
Chapin et al. (2014), Snyder and Wiles (2015) and Weidert et al. (2012), and Wheeler et al. (2015) all
explicitly identified a gap in the long-term understanding of working as an undergraduate teaching
assistant. However, the Wheeler et al. (2015) work provides one of the few references to a theoretical
framework related to understanding the undergraduate teaching experience by suggesting that Situated
Learning Theory may inform the development and support of undergraduate teaching training
programs (Wheeler et al., 2015). It also provides insight into understanding the perceived long-term
impacts of the experience investigated here.
Lave and Wenger’s early work on Situated Learning Theory later progressed to work focused
on communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991, 1998). Their work challenged the prevailing
assumptions of the time that learning was an individual process with a beginning and an end that
occurred in isolated segments independent from the rest of life, and as the direct result of teaching.
Instead, they re-conceptualized learning as the result of experiences situated within an ongoing process
of social engagement. According to Lave and Wenger’s Situated Learning Theory, over time, learning
comes to reflect both the pursuit and the social relations that a learner experiences in a way that
ultimately helps them shape their own identity (Wenger, 1998). Situated Learning Theory is more than
simply experiential learning because it involves full participation rather than peripheral exposure in
order to generate meaning (Tennant, 1997, 2007). This is a process that results in novices developing
and progressing through participation that is legitimized by context within a community (Lave &
Wenger, 1991).
Coupled with ideas such as those of Vygotsky, Lave and Wenger’s works have been highly
influential on pedagogical practices within STEM disciplines in the development and promotion of
active learning such as the environments that all participants here worked in (Bevan, Gutwill, Petrich,
& Wilkinson, 2015). The focus of Situated Learning Theory on groups, networks, and associations
align almost perfectly with the codes that were organized into the five categories of this theme, and
supports the relationships illustrated in Figure 1.
Self Confidence
Having a sense of confidence in themselves led undergraduate teaching assistants to attempting
activities such as tutoring, running reviews, and in some cases assisting with grading. Through
becoming comfortable and confident in their roles and with their knowledge and abilities,
undergraduate teaching assistants viewed themselves as intermediates between the course content, the
faculty, and students. These recollections consistently led to codes within this category related to
supporting students, setting an example for students, and filtering information for students. Such
regular patterns by all participants led to the assertion that being responsible for students and tasks
associated with student learning has a positive long-term impact on the self-confidence of these
students. Furthermore, that positive perception persisted years after the experience. It is worth noting
that the support of the faculty, graduate teaching assistants, and where applicable, other undergraduate
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assistants, all played a role in participants feeling confident and comfortable enough to ask for help
when they needed it.
Personal Reward
Undergraduate assistants consistently found tremendous reward and satisfaction in helping the
students they work with. Participants believed they can and did make a positive difference for their
students, and they felt rewarded by that. This reinforced their own self-confidence, yet they
consistently remained humble about their abilities. This humility is less obvious in the direct texts of
a transcript, but voice inflection and tone in audio recordings consistently imply that participants were
aware of their own intellectual abilities but were almost sheepish to admit or acknowledge them. These
participants remain proud, yet humble, about how they assisted their junior peers succeed, which led
to the assertion that working as an undergraduate teaching assistant imparts the feeling that these
individuals can make a difference for the students they work with, which leads to a sense of long-term
pride. There were consistent associations between codes in the categories of Personal Reward and Self
Confidence because participants developed a sense of confidence in their own ability through assisting
students, and the courage to make such attempts, which they found rewarding.
Sense of Community
The positive relationship between faculty and teaching assistants was a critical component of success
to the undergraduate teaching experience because it allowed open dialogue and trust between both
undergraduate and graduate teaching assistants, faculty, and students. This dialogue and trust fostered
effective mentorship, making all parties open to the others, and promoted personal growth by the
teaching assistants. There was a consistent desire by the undergraduate assistants to model themselves
after their graduate counterparts and the faculty, and this desire resulted in the undergraduate assistant
doing their best for the students they serve. This led to the assertion that positive relationships with
faculty is critical to fostering an environment that promotes the success of teaching assistants. Critical
characteristics of this environment are open dialogue and trust, because they make the teaching
assistants feel confident enough to try new things while knowing they had the mentorship required to
learn and grow.
Balance
These participants balanced multiple responsibilities such as work, school, personal lives, and other
responsibilities during the semester. These responsibilities, their own class schedule, and personal
interests were actively considered in selecting when to teaching and budgeting time accordingly. Their
own schooling was consistently at the heart of these decisions. A good relationship with the faculty,
selecting appropriate semesters to teach in, and courses that students had experience with and interests
in, coupled with appropriate time management consistently resulted in a positive experience. This led
to the assertion that teaching assistants actively consider responsible time management while
prioritizing their own academics. Having a good relationship with a faculty mentor helps them achieve
this balance.
It is worth noting that the category “Balance” was closely related to the next category “SelfRegulation” as illustrated by the arrow between these two categories in Figure 1. They were ultimately
separated into different categories because codes assigned to Balance consistently focused on how
teaching assistants accomplished budgeting their time. Codes assigned to Self-Regulation focused on
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why teaching assistants identified and prioritized their choices. Further descriptions of these codes can
be found in Table 1 of Appendix 2.
Self-Regulation
Throughout these interviews, participants consistently expressed how grateful they were that their
university offered more opportunities for extra involvement. Several participated in undergraduate
research in addition to teaching. All the participants expressed that these experiences beyond the
classroom were something they identified as important to their own educational experiences, and that
they actively prioritized the teaching experience because they saw value in it. This led to the assertion
that undergraduate identify teaching experiences like this as opportunities which align with long-term
career interests more than working, and sometimes more than research. In such cases, they prioritize
they choices accordingly and use this experience to test future roles as graduate school, patient
education, and career goals.
Conclusions
Educational research has already established the link between teacher effectiveness and the positive
impact on student outcomes; with teacher self-efficacy positively associated with student achievement
levels (Klassen & Tze, 2014). In the realm of higher education, in which pedagogical expertise is not
explicitly required or necessarily fostered, fewer studies examine how self-efficacy is cultivated in
professors (Morris & Usher, 2010). Morris and Usher found that professors increased self-efficacy
came from mastery experiences in their own teaching development and one mechanism was via
structured teaching experiences (2010). Logically, one could argue that the UTA experience provides
teaching experiences that build toward the skill development and mastery of future faculty in higher
education.
A number of previous works document the benefits to students of peer-leaders, near-peers,
and peer-experts, all of whom have similar functions to teaching assistants. These works illustrate that
undergraduate peers are effective at facilitating the learning of other undergraduates in a variety of
STEM disciplines. Benefits consistently reported include improved achievement, attitude,
performance, self-concept, and self-confidence of those being supported (Bowling, Doyle, Taylor, &
Antes, 2015; Chapin et al., 2014; Cherestes, 2015; Johnson, Robbins, & Loui, 2015; Pon-Barry,
Packard, & St. John, 2017; Rahm & Moore, 2016; S. B. Wilson & Varma-Nelson, 2016). This study
demonstrates that benefits are also experienced by those in the UTA role.
Participant consensus was that the teaching experience offered an exceptionally positive
opportunity. The experience developed the self-confidence of participants and left them with a longterm sense of personal reward, and a sense of community between themselves and others that they
worked including students, graduate teaching assistants, and faculty. Eight of the 13 participants here
explicitly stated that they asked the faculty whom they taught for to serve as a reference or provide a
letter of recommendation after the experience. Additionally, participants were able to successfully
balance the other responsibilities in their lives because they practiced self-regulation by identifying and
prioritizing the choices, they made about time management.
Additionally, a significant body of research has documented the impact of teaching on
graduate assistants as discussed above. With this in mind, it does not seem unreasonable to conclude
that undergraduates would also experience such benefits, or that these benefits would be multi-faceted
and highly networked. Such reasoning further supports the proposed structure of Figure 1 which
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models these benefits and their relationship to each other because it seems reasonable to conclude
that they align with works examining similar situations with peer leaders or graduate assistants.
Previous research has established that undergraduates help augment the pool of available
resources for departments by supplementing the pool of teaching assistants. They are generally more
cost effective than graduate assistants. Faculty can select undergraduates based on specific interest and
personal experience that helps ensure a good fit for the class and personality based on previous
experience with individuals as a student, and on that individual’s level of interest for the topic or
subject. This is often absent in graduate assistants who are assigned to the course. Finally,
undergraduates have been shown to benefit students in the classes and labs they serve. But previous
work left un-answered the question of whether the teaching experience was beneficial to the
participating undergraduates.
Through the lens of Situated Learning Theory, this work established that the teaching
experience can be interpreted as fostering personal attributes or characteristics important for success
in STEM disciplines for undergraduates. These include benefitting participant self-confidence, a sense
of personal reward, an increased sense of community, and the abilities to balance multiple
responsibilities while practicing self-regulation. All of these are likely important to the success of
participants entering the STEM disciplines, and the undergraduate teaching experience should be
viewed as a way to promote and develop these attributes. Additionally, serving as a teaching assistant
offers more and varied experiences than what is available simply as a student, or by being involved in
undergraduate research. Based on the personal benefits established in this work, it seems reasonable
to promote the use of supported undergraduates in teaching because of the benefits likely to be
experienced by all parties. More work is needed to investigate if such benefits extend to non-STEM
disciplines as well.
Appendix
Appendix 1. Semi-Structured Interview Outline.
Purpose of the investigation: The purpose of the proposed work is to examine the perceptions about
the long-term effects of working as a UTA by individuals who formerly worked in that role in the
Department of Biology at UND.
The Research Question I would like to address through these interviews is: “What are the
perceived long-term effects of working as a UTA?”
Aspects I would like to address include:
1) Did this experience impact you personally in any way?
2) Did this experience impact you professionally in any way?
3) Did this experience impact you financially in any way?
I will do an introduction of myself and my project, and then ask for consent to record
participants, and outline the interview I would like to do. If the interviewee is not local, I will ask if
they have received the Informed Consent Form, if they have any questions, and if I may have their
permission to proceed. (I will be happy to mail them a hard-copy, with a return envelope).
Part 1 – General Background and Demographic information – Interviewee will be reminded
that participation is completely voluntary, greatly appreciated, and that their open, honest, candid
responses are most helpful. For the first part, I just want some basic, general, brief background info
on them.
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Q: So, in 1 or 2 sentences, can you tell me about yourself and the following points. - Ask
participants to tell a little about themselves – age, gender, profession, SES, race, and anything else they are willing to
share.
1. When did you work as a UTA; approximately how long ago, and what point in your academic
career?
2. Why did you TA?
3. What course or courses did you TA in? How or why did you select those courses as one(s)
you were interested in TAing?
4. Did you have an undergraduate TA in any classes when you were a student, and did that impact
your wanting to TA?
5. What kind of help or support did you get from the faculty member whom you TAd for?
6. Did you get help or support from anyone else, and if so, who? Did it help?
7. Can you tell me about the career goals you had when you were an undergrad around the time
you worked as a TA?
8. Did you hope to gain anything from the experience of TAing?
9. At the time, did you see yourself gaining anything from the TA experience?
10. Did TAing change how you viewed yourself?
11. Did TAing change your career interests or goals?
12. Has TAing changed the way you think about problem solving?
13. Were there any positive experiences from your time TAing that really stand out, and can you
tell me about them?
14. Were there any negative experiences from your time TAing that really stand out, and can you
tell me about them?
15. Do you think that TAing impacted your goals professionally?
16. Do you think TAing impacted your ability to achieve those goals?
17. What was the most rewarding thing about TAing?
18. Are there any drawbacks or downsides that you would be willing to share?
19. Can you think of a time that you had to balance your responsibilities as a TA and as a student?
Once I have the basic background info, I want to move into the second part of my interview.
Part 2 – Questions based on specific inquiries
Personal Impact 1
1. I would like you to try and think of a time since you TAed when you thought back to that
experience. Has there been such a time, and if so, can you tell me about it? What caused that thinking,
why did it happen, and what caused it?
Personal Impact 2
2. Do you think that your time and experience TAing helped you reach the goal, or achieve
the objective you were interested in when you started? Would you be willing to share a little about
why you TAed, and how or why it did or didn’t help?
Personal Impact 3
3. Was there anything about the TAing experience that you can think back to and reflect on
that you feel like really stands out as having impacted you? Why? What was it about that experience
that makes it stick with you?
Professional Impact 1
4. Can you tell me a little about what you have done professionally, related to STEM in
particular, since you graduated?
Professional Impact 2
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5. Is there anything from your experience TAing that has impacted this path you have taken
since you graduated?
Professional Impact 3
6. Do you think you were more prepared to take those challenges on because of your
experience TAing, and if so, how or why did TAing help you do that (or not)?
7. Have you ever had an experience that made you think something like “Wow…I am really
glad I TAed because…” and if so, can you tell me about it please?
Perceptions 1
8. If you could go back in time right now and tell yourself one thing about TAing, especially
in relation to where your life and career have gone since that time, would you do it, and if so, what
would it be, what would you tell yourself?
Perceptions 2
9. Do you have any regrets about TAing?
Perceptions 3
10. Is there anything that I haven’t asked which you think I should, or is there anything you
would like to tell me about regarding your experience TAing and the impact it had on you?
LAST QUESTIONS:
Closing 1
Is there anything that you feel could be or should be done to have made the TA experience
better for you as a TA?
Closing 2
Is there anything that you feel could be or should be done to have made the TA experience
better for the students you served while you were TAing?
Conclusion 1
Thank you for your time today! Is there anything you would like to add, or that you think I
should have asked about that I did not?
Conclusion 2
I will provide you with a copy of the transcript from this interview that you can verify for
accuracy and clarity, and that should take approximately 2 weeks. What is the best way to get that to
you?
Conclusion 3
And finally, may I contact you again for a follow-up if I have questions, or further clarification
or insight based on what my work?
I want to thank you again for helping me, the department, and the college by giving your time,
and providing this valuable insight and thoughtful, honest responses. Thank you! Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any questions, or think of anything else that you would like to add.
Appendix 2. Summary Description of Codes.
Table 1. Summary and Description of Codes for the Personal Impacts Theme.
Personal Impacts Theme
Category I: Self Confidence
Codes
Description of Transcript Receiving such Code
I can do it…
Tasks that were completed as part of the UTA experience, often
associated with hesitation at the onset, but which participants became comfortable or
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confident with. Included sections of transcript that related to grading, running
reviews, tutoring, and related tasks.
Responsible
for Expressing a sense of responsibility for student engagement, emotions, or performance.
students
Sections of transcript were assigned codes that corresponded to remarks
provided by participants related to their perceptions and descriptions of
how they were responsible for these aspects of the students they worked
with.
See myself as…
Descriptions of filling a variety of roles including support, intermediate, filter, and
example or model for students they work with, was consistently associated
with a sense of self-confidence. Codes for these were assigned to portions
of transcripts that related to how they defined or described themselves in
their role, along with actions they took in those roles.
Student management
Discussing logistics of a classroom, lab, lecture, or other environment where UTAs
supported student learning by managing or taking control of various
scenarios or directing some aspect of that environment to elicit a desired
outcome as students completed tasks.
Category II: Personal Reward
Codes
Description
Lightbulb moments
Descriptions of students who experienced “ah-hah” moments or were
described as having a “lightbulb” go off as a result of UTA intervention,
support, or help.
Grade success
Discussion about students who earned better grades as a result of UTA support.
Feel good
Faculty trust and support, student gratitude, and descriptions of generally
positive interactions made these UTAs express or describe feeling good, or
a sense of personal reward, about themselves and their roles.
Ambitions
or There was also a sense of reward as these UTAs explored their career
Aspirations
aspirations or ambitions and satisfying a desire to help other students as they tested
the waters to see if being a graduate student or professor was something
they would find personally rewarding.
Making a difference
Many expressed that they felt they had made a difference for the students they
worked with, especially in high-enrollment active learning classes.
Proud but humble
All former UTAs felt a sense of pride about their ability to assist their fellow
students, but simultaneously were humble about their abilities to do such
things.
Table 1 continued.
Category III: Sense of Community
Codes
Description of Transcript Receiving such Code
Association with…
Codes for association with other UTAs, GTAs, Faculty, and students were
all applied respectively to text where participants discussed or described
the importance of interactions, associations, and/or relationships with these respective
groups in a way that related to a sense of community between two or more
individuals within these groups of people.
Mentoring by faculty
This code was applied to any description of faculty mentoring, guiding, and/or
supporting the UTA during their experience.
Mentoring of students This code was applied to any description of UTAs mentoring, guiding, and/or
supporting the students they worked with during their experience.
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Faculty
are
the Almost every participant described the importance of the faculty (and usually
primary motivator an interest in their class) to selecting who they TA with. Sections of
of community
transcript that detail or describe the importance of the faculty, and why
being a TA for that specific individual were assigned this code.
Category IV: Balance
Codes
Description of Transcript Receiving such Code
Work
This was applied to any reference in the transcript that described balancing
the responsibilities of a job or work with any other aspect of their life.
School
This was applied to any reference in the transcript that described balancing
the responsibilities of school with any other aspect of their life.
Personal life
This was applied to any reference in the transcript that described balancing
the responsibilities of a participant’s personal life with any other aspect of their
life.
Other responsibilities This was applied to any reference in the transcript that described balancing
other responsibilities of a participant’s life with something not meeting the
criteria of the above codes.
Category V: Self-Regulation
Codes
Description of Transcript Receiving such Code
Identify importance of This was applied to sections of text where a participant explained how or
experience
why they evaluated two or more potential options available for them to pursue, and
the relative importance of each.
Prioritize importance This was applied to sections of text where participants explained how they
of experience (over assigned value to making decisions about how or why to pursue one opportunity over
another)
another, and why.
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Appendix 3. Summarized Location and Frequency of Personal Impact Codes by Participants.
Appendix 3A. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Adam.

Appendix 3A above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Adam. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 4 in
box 14 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3B. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Brian.

Appendix 3B above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Brian. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 5 in
box 19 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3C. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Cassandra.

Appendix 3C above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Cassandra.
Information can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on
page 5 in box 26 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3D. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Danielle.

Appendix 3D above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Danielle. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 7 in
box 19 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3E. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Emily.

Appendix 3E above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Emily. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 7 in
box 31 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3F. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Faith.

Appendix 3F above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Faith. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 7in box
54 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3G. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for George.

Appendix 3G above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for George. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 6 in
box 29 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3H. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Heather.

Appendix 3H above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Heather. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 7 in
box 53 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3I. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Julia.

Appendix 3I above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Julia. Information can
be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 7 in box
37 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3J. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Kevin.

Appendix 3J above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Kevin. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 10 in
box 47 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3K. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Lisa.

Appendix 3K above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Lisa. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 5 in
box 17 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3L. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Mabel.

Appendix 3L above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Mabel. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 5 in
box 26 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Appendix 3M. Summary of Personal Impact Code Locations for Noah.

Appendix 3M above shows the location of each individual Personal Impact code, by category, within the transcript for Noah. Information
can be interpreted as page-box number. For example, in the “Self Confidence” category, the code “I can do it” appears first on page 9 in
box 60 of the analyzed Personal Impact transcript.
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Abstract: Standards-based grading is an alternative grading method with many claimed benefits. This paper
reports on quantitative studies investigating several of these oft-made anecdotal claims, such as reducing students’
test anxiety and fostering a growth mindset. We found that standards-based grading did reduce students’ test
anxiety; moreover, the typically found difference in test anxiety between male and female students was eliminated
in standards-based grading courses. We found no change in students’ growth mindset, but that students’ mastery
avoidance goals were reduced.
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Introduction
Standards-based grading (SBG) is a method of grading in which course grades are primarily
determined by the number of content standards a student masters. Like other forms of mastery
grading, SBG has been growing in popularity since the standards-based reform movements of the
1990’s (Guskey, 2008). In the secondary setting, adoption has gone beyond the individual classrooms
to entire schools and even districts. Implementation at post-secondary institutions has lagged behind
but is also growing, particularly in mathematics; these implementations are done almost exclusively by
individual instructors.
SBG practitioners cite many benefits over “traditional”, i.e., weighted-average, grading. For
example, SBG is reported to lower students’ stress and anxiety, and promote a more positive mindset;
these and other claims are detailed below. Most of these assertions are based on theoretical arguments
supported by instructor observations and anecdotal student responses to open-ended questions. While
the author agrees with many of these arguments, few have been empirically tested, either with a
validated quantitative instrument or a thorough qualitative approach. The purpose of this paper is to
conduct a quantitative investigation of two of these proposed benefits, namely whether SBG affects
mathematics students’ test anxiety and their mindset.
Standards-Based Grading
Standards-based grading is a particular form of mastery grading (sometimes called competency-based
or proficiency-based grading). The predominant form of grading at post-secondary institutions is
assignment-based: course grades are computed based on a weighted average of scores attached to
various assignments. SBG, on the other hand, involves marking grades by content standard, rather
than by assignment, and basing the course grade on how many of these standards have been met.
Campbell et al. (2020) recently characterized SBG by three defining features:
(1) Student are provided a clear list of objectives (“standards”) and the course letter grade is based
primarily (or entirely) on how many of these standards a student has mastered by the end of
the course.
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(2) Student work is assessed for mastery of these standards, often with a binary rubric. Feedback
is provided to the student by standard, rather than by assignment; that is, no overall score is
given for any assignment.
(3) Eventual mastery matters; students are provided multiple opportunities to demonstrate
mastery of each standard and are not penalized for failing to master a standard on a given
attempt.
Most of the literature on SBG, particularly in the post-secondary setting, makes theoretical
claims about its benefits, and supports them with instructor reflections and/or anecdotal student
perceptions. For example, Weir (2020) noted that the structure of SBG promotes the interleaving of
material, due to students revisiting standards they did not master on the first attempt; and that this
interleaving is known to promote learning (Dunlosky et al., 2013). Owens (2015) reflected that SBG
causes a shift in the types of instructor-student conversations that take place: students are less focused
on “points”, and instead ask richer questions about improving their understanding of the content.
Several authors assert that grades under SBG more accurately reflect student progress than under
weighted average grading, based on the authors’ experience (Lewis, 2020; Weir, 2020).
Combining anecdotal student perceptions with their observations as instructors, both
Nochese (2011) and Stange (2018) report that SBG helps increase students’ confidence. Carberry et
al. (2012) conducted a more robust study showing that SBG improved engineering students’ selfefficacy, as measured by a validated tool.
Along the same lines, many papers claim that SBG results in lower stress and anxiety for
students (Harsy 2020; Lewis, 2020; Kelly, 2020; Linhart, 2020; Selbach-Allen et al., 2020; Stange, 2018).
Though not always doing so explicitly, most authors seem to be referring to test anxiety, which is
discussed in detail below. In each case, the authors substantiate their claim with anecdotal student
comments: the author is unaware of any thorough qualitative studies supporting this claim, and only
a single study that uses a validated quantitative instrument to study the impact of SBG on test anxiety
(Lewis, 2020). In contrast to the previously mentioned literature, this study reported that test anxiety
actually increased; the present paper aims to resolve this apparent contradiction.
Finally, there are several papers that argue that SBG promotes a growth mindset, rather than
a fixed mindset (e.g. Collins et al., 2019; Harsy, 2020; Kelly, 2020). Similarly, Elsinger and Lewis (2019)
provide a theoretical rationale that SBG promotes a more productive achievement goal orientation,
which is addressed in further detail below. The literature does not appear to contain any reports of
studies empirically testing these claims.
This paper aims to address the claims about test anxiety, growth mindset, and achievement
goal orientation; each of these is discussed in further detail in the subsequent two sections.
Test Anxiety
Test anxiety is a well-studied concept, dating back over 50 years, and is generally defined as anxiety
arising from evaluative situations (e.g., tests or examinations; Putwain, 2008). While it is well
established that test anxiety is negatively correlated with performance (Hembree, 1988), researchers
disagree on the direction of causality. Proponents of the cognitive interference model argue that test
anxiety interferes with students’ ability to accurately demonstrate their competence during an exam.
On the other hand, some researchers argue for the (unfortunately named) “deficit” model, in which
test anxiety arises as a symptom of a students’ awareness of their lack of mastery. The reader is referred
to Zeidner & Matthews (2005) and Putwain (2008) for more thorough reviews of the test anxiety
construct.
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Test anxiety is estimated to adversely affect up to 40% of college students (Gerwing et al.,
2015), a number that seems to be increasing over time (Szafranski et al., 2012;). Meta-analyses have
consistently shown that test anxiety occurs at higher levels in women than in men (Hembree, 1988;
von der Embse et al., 2018). There are fewer studies reporting a difference based on ethnicity, but the
recent meta-analysis of von der Embse et al. (2018) reports that black students have higher test anxiety
than white students (though this difference is not as large as differences among genders). Test anxiety
also is reported to be exacerbated by higher stakes exams and positively correlated with the perceived
difficulty of an exam (von der Embse et al., 2018).
This last point seems to be the mechanism through which SBG can reduce test anxiety. Indeed,
Owens (2015), Lewis (2020), and Harsy (2020) all argue that since students are provided many
opportunities to master each standard, any particular assessment becomes lower stakes. As noted
above, while many authors report a number of student perspectives supporting this hypothesis, the
only study that attempted to quantify test anxiety with a pre-post design found that test anxiety
increased over the semester (Lewis, 2020). One possible explanation, which the present study seeks
to confirm, arises from the simple observation that an SBG course does not exist in a vacuum. That
is, students in an SBG course are simultaneously taking several other non-SBG courses. Thus, when
administered an instrument asking about test anxiety, the phrasing of the questions might result in
students providing responses based on their experience in all of their courses. We hypothesize that
the earlier finding in (Lewis, 2020) of increased test anxiety could, in fact, be reflecting an increase in
test anxiety in students’ non-SBG courses, while their test anxiety did actually decline in the SBG
course.
Growth Mindset and Achievement Goals
Growth mindset is an increasingly popular idea in education at all levels and refers to the idea that
abilities such as intelligence are malleable, rather than fixed. Studies have shown that a growth mindset
is associated with improved achievement; moreover, even short interventions can foster an increased
growth mindset (Blackwell et al., 2007; Yeager et al., 2019). While the largest studies on growth
mindset seem to be focused on secondary students, there are also some smaller studies reporting
similar results in post-secondary settings (Aditomo, 2015; Cutts et al., 2010; Fink et al., 2018).
The construct of growth mindset emerged from early work on achievement goal theory
(Dweck and Yeager, 2019). Achievement goal theory divides individuals’ motivations into two
categories: mastery goals, which reflect an individual’s desire to do well at a task or learn a skill; and
performance goals, which encompass an individual’s desire to demonstrate competency relative to
others. Subsequently, performance goals were subdivided along a second dimension of approach vs.
avoidance: a performance approach goal orientation is one in which individuals strive to demonstrate
their competence relative to others, while a performance avoidance is one in which they strive to avoid
appearing less competent than their peers. The division of mastery goals into mastery approach and
mastery avoidance goals is more recent (Elliot, 2005).
Payne et al. (2007) conducted a meta-analysis of achievement goal literature and found that
both mastery approach goals and performance approach goals were associated with engaging in
effective learning strategies. Mastery approach goals have a positive correlation with learning and
performance, while performance avoidance goals have a negative relationship with learning. Notably,
they found performance approach goals to have no relationship to learning or academic performance.
More recently, Baranik et al. (2010) conducted a meta-analysis examining the newer construct of
mastery avoidance goals, and found that they were negatively correlated with performance and helpseeking behaviour. It is also interesting to note that test anxiety is correlated with avoidance goals (von
der Embse et al., 2018).
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Dweck and Leggett (1988) observed that growth mindset is associated with mastery goals,
while a fixed mindset is associated with performance goals; subsequently, Elliot and McGregor (2001)
noted that mastery avoidance goals were associated with a fixed mindset. Together, this suggests that
fostering a growth mindset and promoting mastery approach goals go hand in hand.
As noted above, several authors argue that SBG promotes a growth mindset (Collins et al.,
2019; Harsy, 2020; Linhart, 2020; Tesch, 2016). The general argument is that allowing students many
opportunities to demonstrate mastery will better encourage them to learn from their mistakes and thus
promote a growth mindset. Elsinger and Lewis (2019) provide some more details when they argue
that SBG promotes a mastery approach goal orientation. In an SBG course, course grades are more
closely aligned with content mastery, which should promote a mastery goal orientation. Features
sometimes used in weighted average grading courses that promote performance goal orientations,
such as normative scoring of exams, are necessarily absent from an SBG course. Elsinger and Lewis
also note that in an SBG course, students receive feedback on assignments but not a grade; and that
Pulfrey et al. (2011) found that the presence of a grade (even alongside feedback) increased
performance avoidance goals.
Research Questions
The goal of this paper is to empirically test, using validated quantitative instruments, some of the
claims in the literature on the benefits of SBG. In particular, the aim is to answer the following research
questions:
(1) Does students’ test anxiety change over time in an SBG class and their other classes?
(2) Do students’ growth mindset and achievement goal orientation change over time in an SBG
class and their other classes?
(3) Is the magnitude of any differences constant across demographic groups, particularly those
underrepresented in mathematics?
Methods
To address our research questions, we conducted an observational study in addition to re-analysing
the data set from (Lewis, 2020). Both of these studies were conducted at the author’s institution, a
regional public university with about 14,000 students, and were approved by the Institutional Review
Board there.
Study 1: An Observational Study
An observational study was conducted of all mathematics courses taught using SBG during two
subsequent semesters: this totalled five sections of three different courses (Calculus II, Linear Algebra,
and Differential Equations) taught by two instructors, one of which is the author.
Students were surveyed at the beginning and end of the semester; the surveys were nonanonymous in order to associate the responses, after which names were deleted. 115 students
consented to participate, with 74 completing both surveys. In addition to demographic questions, two
validated tools were used: the TAI-5 short test anxiety inventory (Taylor & Deane, 2002), a fivequestion instrument producing scores ranging from 5-20; and the AGQ-R revised achievement goal
questionnaire (Elliot & Murayama, 2008), a 12-question scale that produces scores for each of four
goal orientations ranging from 3-15. These were both administered on the pre-semester survey. In
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order to attempt to distinguish students’ views on their SBG course and their other courses, on the
post-semester survey, each tool was administered twice: the first time, it was preceded by the prompt
“Rate your agreement with each of the following statements, as they apply to this class.” Then, the
tool was repeated following the prompt “Rate your agreement with each of the following statements,
as they apply to your other classes.”
Study 2: Re-analysis of (Lewis, 2020)
After the first study was completed, we also re-analysed the data set from (Lewis, 2020). This data
set arose from a similar observational study conducted in SBG mathematics courses across two
(preceding) semesters at the same institution: this included 10 sections of Linear Algebra and 3
sections of Differential Equations taught by five instructors (including the author). This data set
included 221 participants, with 94 completing both surveys. Of interest here, the TAI-5 short test
anxiety inventory was administered at the beginning and end of the semester (but without the
distinguishing prompts on the post-semester survey). Additionally, Dweck’s (2013) three question
growth mindset instrument was administered at the beginning and end of the semester.
Results
Study 1
Of the 115 students who completed the survey, 73% described their gender as male, with the
remainder female (no students preferred not to respond, and none preferred to self-describe their
gender). 65% of students described themselves as white, 19% as Black or African-American, 5% as
Latinx, 5% as Asian, 1% as native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, and 4% as other. Of the 96
students who reported their major, the majority were engineering (80%), with the remainder
mathematics (9%), science (8%), and education (2%). Note that there was a significant interaction
between gender and major (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.003), with the engineering students being
overwhelmingly male.
Table 1. Contingency table of student majors and gender.
Engineering
Science
Mathematics
Female
14
3
5
Male
63
5
4

Education
2
0

The means from each of the instruments are reported in Table 2. In each case, a Shapiro-Wilk
test indicated that the distribution was not normal. Thus, we first conducted a Friedman test for each
instrument to determine if the distributions of responses on the three administrations were identical.
Only test anxiety (p=0.024) revealed a significant difference in the three distributions, while there was
not a significance for mastery approach, mastery avoidance, performance approach, or performance
avoidance goals (p=0.329, p=0.139, p=0.839, p=0.472, respectively).
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Table 2. Test anxiety and achievement goals means.
Pre-semester
Post-semester
(Other classes)
Test Anxiety
11.93
12.52
Mastery Approach
13.60
13.34
Mastery Avoidance
11.84
12.66
Performance Approach
12.42
12.73
Performance Avoidance 12.03
12.78

Post-semester (SBG
class)
11.46
13.38
12.00
12.78
12.84

We then examined whether changes in each of the instrument interacted with students’ gender,
race, and declared major. As noted above, the distribution of scores for each construct was not normal;
moreover, in most cases, the variance was not homogeneous across groups, precluding the use of an
ANOVA. Thus, we instead used Kruskal-Wallis tests pairwise to determine if an interaction was
present. Only three cases were statistically significant: there was a significant difference in the change
in test anxiety from before the semester and after the semester in the SBG course between men and
women (p=.025), and also between students of different majors (p=0.016). Notably, the pre-semester
difference between men and women was virtually erased in the SBG course at the end of the semester
(Figure 1). Test anxiety decreased most for education majors and mathematics majors, and only a
small amount for science and engineering majors (Table 3). The third significant interaction was
between gender and the difference in post-semester mastery approach goals between the SBG course
and the other courses (p=0.009). Mastery approach goals were higher for women in their other courses
than for the SBG course, while for men they were slightly higher in the SBG course (see Figure 2).

Figure 1. Test anxiety by gender. The medians, interquartile ranges, whiskers (1.5 times the
interquartile range), and outliers are shown.
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Table 3. Mean test anxiety by major.
Pre-semester
Engineering
Science
Mathematics
Education

11.87
13.75
11.11
10.50

Post-semester
(Other classes)
12.43
15.17
10.57
13.00

Post-semester (SBG
class)
11.64
13.17
7.43
6.00

Figure 2. Mastery approach goal orientations by genders. The medians, interquartile ranges,
whiskers (1.5 times the interquartile range), and outliers are shown.
Study 2
We then considered the data set from (Lewis, 2020), in which the post-semester survey included a
single application of the Test Anxiety Inventory and Dweck’s growth mindset instrument. 80% of
these students reported their gender as male, 16% as female, and 4% preferred not to respond (none
preferred to self-describe their gender). The author reported in (Lewis, 2020) that test anxiety
increased over the semester, but did not examine differences by gender. In this case, Levene’s test did
not indicate a difference in the variances in either the pre or the post (p=0.260, p=0.822) test anxiety
score, so we conducted a repeated measures ANOVA and did not find a significant interaction
(p=0.189), though the expected pre-semester observation of women having higher test anxiety was
largely erased at the end of the semester. Similarly, a repeated measures ANOVA did not find a
significant change in growth mindset over the semester (p=0.159), nor was there a significant
interaction with gender (p=0.341). Since this data set had four instructors, we also conducted
ANOVAs to see if there was an interaction between the instructor and changes in test anxiety and
growth mindset; in both cases, we found no interaction (p=0.406 and p=0.364, respectively).
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Discussion
The key finding of this study is that students did in fact have lower test anxiety in their SBG course
than in their other courses, with an effect size of r=0.27. This supports the many anecdotal claims in
the literature noted above. This also provides a convincing explanation of the finding of (Lewis, 2020);
that study’s measurement of post-semester test anxiety was almost certainly measuring test anxiety in
other courses (the mean post-semester test anxiety reported in that study was 12.60, compared to the
average found here of 12.52 in students’ other courses). Moreover, as seen in Figure 1, the difference
between male and female students was eliminated in the SBG course but persisted in students’ other
courses. This is significant as test anxiety is well established to adversely impact women at higher rates
than men (von der Embse et al., 2018); our finding indicates that using SBG is an effective method of
mitigating this difference, and thus provides a more equitable learning environment.
There also was a significant interaction between changes in test anxiety and student’s choice
of major. On the one hand, this suggests that SBG can be particularly beneficial for mathematics and
education students, who will take several more math classes. However, we caution against reading too
much into this finding: not only were number of students in those majors small, but students’ majors
are not independent of gender. In particular the majors with larger reductions in test anxiety (education
and mathematics) were both majority female in this sample. Still, this suggests an area of future work,
where perhaps a larger sample size can disentangle this effect.
This study did not find any change in students’ growth mindset. However, like the test anxiety
data in (Lewis, 2020), this may be confounded by students’ experiences in other courses. Thus, rather
than rejecting the anecdotal claims in the literature, the hypothesis probably needs to be refined
somewhat: the use of SBG in a course is unlikely to shift students’ overall growth mindset, but perhaps
a more domain-specific instrument would detect an improvement.
While we did not observe any significant differences in students’ performance goal orientation,
Table 2 suggests that there may have been some movement in students’ mastery avoidance goal
orientation, increasing more in their non-SBG course than in their SBG courses. This offers some
evidence that SBG could help students have a more productive achievement goal orientation, since
(as noted above) mastery avoidance goals have been found to be negatively correlated with
performance and help seeking behaviour (Baranik et al., 2010). A significant interaction was detected
between gender and the difference in mastery approach goal orientation between the students’ SBG
course and their other courses. However, these distributions are especially skewed (see Figure 2); in
particular, 45% of the women who completed both post-semester applications of the instrument
scored the maximum on each. Thus, we are hesitant to put too much weight on this particular finding,
absent further research.
Limitations and Future Work
This study was limited to mathematics courses typically taken in the first two years by STEM majors
at a single institution. Further, only two instructors’ classes were involved in the study. There is
variation in how many instructors implement SBG (and, more broadly, mastery grading); a study of a
larger number of instructors might be able to detail which features of SBG are key to reducing test
anxiety. A thorough qualitative study might also be more illuminating as well. Additionally, further
work is needed to determine if SBG has an impact on other forms of anxiety.
While this study quantitatively confirmed the literature’s claims that SBG reduces test anxiety,
the claims about growth mindset and goal orientation remain unsettled. As mentioned above, it is
perhaps natural to expect there to be no change in students’ generic growth mindset; rather, one might
instead expect SBG in mathematics courses to improve students’ mathematics-specific mindset. One
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natural follow-up to this work would be thus be to use a mathematics-specific mindset instrument, as
in Rattan et al. (2012).
Conclusion
Standards-based grading is a promising alternative assessment technique with positive impacts on
student attitudes, such as reducing test anxiety; further research is needed to empirically verify
additional benefits to students. Instructors interested in providing opportunities for students to
demonstrate their learning while mitigating test anxiety may want to consider using SBG. We refer
the interested reader to Owens (2015) or Elsinger and Lewis (2019) for concrete details on how to
implement SBG in their courses.
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Pedagogical Interrelationships:
The Transformed Landscape of Deliberations
Anita Chadha
University of Houston, Downtown
Abstract: Research indicates that peer interaction in the online classroom engages students in
academic reflective deliberations. This study assesses student peer interactions on a purposefully
designed collaborative website in an American politics course offered across two courses.
Significant evidence reveals that students are open, candid, and inquisitive of varied positions while
interacting with academic reflectivity across each question asked of them. They argue their
perspectives with each other, teach and add information to their deliberations while being
academically reflective. This study concludes that a peer interactive design is an invaluable method
to engage students in academic deliberation while providing educators, researchers, and
administrators an innovative means to enhance active learning and participation online.
Keywords: Online pedagogy, Deliberations, Academic Reflectivity, Online education, COVID era
pedagogy
Online education has swelled over the decades with a currently estimated 5.8 million students taking
online courses even as higher education enrollments have declined overall (Allen & Seaman, 2016).
This transformed landscape of higher education has expanded student enrollment without the need
for physical class space requirements while prompting the need for greater research as researchers,
educators and university administrators seek evaluation of the robustness of online educational
offerings.
Much research has shown that neither mode of delivery, online or face-to-face, has been a
factor in student success or learning (Galletly et. al., 2020; Ferguson et. al., 2020; Bowen et. al., 2013;
Navarro & Shoemaker, 1999). Nor have there been “differences in . . . knowledge and skills were
noted” across the modes (Vernon-Dotson et. al., 2014, p. 41). Similarly retention rates were on par
(Chadha, 2019a; Pape, 2010) with no significant differences in their course outcomes (Bolsen et. al.,
2016; Strandberg & Berg, 2015; Thakur, 2012; Wladis et. al., 2017).
Additionally, interactive critical deliberation were found to be comparable across the modes
(Galletly et. al., 2020; Botsch & Botsch, 2012; Delli & Keeter, 2002) yet student peer deliberation in
online modes had significantly more positive effects on student achievement than non-interactive or
self-learning online (Garas-York, 2020; Dailey-Hebert, 2018; Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005; Lou
& d’ Apollonia, 2001). In point of fact, online deliberative strategies had greater positive effects due
to the benefits provided in online spaces (Kock & Villadsen, 2012; Stegmann et al., 2012; Xiao &
Askin, 2015; Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005; Swan, 2002). With additional research evidencing
that student-peer deliberative strategies produced higher levels of satisfaction and learning than in
courses without peer deliberation (Anderson, 2003; Chadha, 2019a; Boud, 2001; Blount, 2006).
Fostering student peer critical deliberation is not a new concept. In fact, as early as 1916 John
Dewey referred to deliberation as the defining component of the educational process that occurs when
the student transforms the information passed to him from another, and constructs it into knowledge
with personal application and belief (Dewey, 1916). Soon after Toulmin developed his argumentation
method, arguing that the process of critical deliberation started with a claim based on certain grounds.
These grounds were based on facts, data, or reasoning upon which the claim was based with a warrant
that linked the grounds to the claim. What is more is that qualifiers were given which pointed out the
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limits of the claim and in order to pre-empt counter arguments rebuttals were provided to back up the
argument stronger as a part of the critical deliberative/argumentation process (Toulmin 1958).
Much current research on online critical thinking and argumentation draws on Toulmin’s work
on argumentation (1958) yet vary based on the context, the type of project and or the discipline which
determine which components were necessary for a successful argument. For example, in the hard
sciences Clark & Sampson (2007) note that “analytic frameworks focus on many different aspects of
argumentation including argument structure, epistemic types of reasoning, conceptual normativity,
quality of warrants, number of warrants, logical coherence of claims with warrants, argumentation
sequences, patterns of participation, conceptual trajectories, and the process of consensus building
which can be applied across disciplines.” (Clark & Sampson, 2007, p. 275). Likewise other researchers
combined Toulmin’s work into models with fewer categories of learning based on the context and
discipline (Leitão, 2000, Driver et. al., 2000, Jacoby, 2009, Blount, 2006, and Bloom et al., 1956).
While still others argued that while Toulmin’s argumentation structure is conducive in the
online environment, the argumentation structure changes as online spaces offer several benefits for
deliberation (Quick & Sandfort, 2014; Moore et. al., 2020; Coleman & Moss, 2012; Paul & Elder, 2013;
Chadha, 2019a). One of these benefits for critical deliberation online is that there is visual anonymity
as students’ identities such as their age, gender, race, or religion are masked along with the absence of
nonverbal cues shifting the focus to the content of the discussions rather than the identity of the
student or participant (Herring, 1993). With identities masked students challenge each other over
controversial, diverse, and varied perspectives while sharing their own (diverse) viewpoints. Further,
masking of identities has been found to be especially beneficial for those who are shy or feel
marginalized as they raise questions, ask for clarity of diverse viewpoints while providing their own
(Boud, 2001; Paul & Elder, 2013).
While another benefit of online spaces is that they allow for asynchrony which allows students
(un) limited time to think, reflect, and revisit the space before they make an argument or a claim before
responding. Moreover, asynchrony allows students to mentally wander through ideas and
perspectives, take time to make some sense out of it before reacting as online spaces allow for ‘pauses
in time’ unlike face-to-face classes where the topic moves before there is (un) limited time to wander.
As Blount, 2006 stated, “Critical deliberative reflection…is what we call ‘‘balcony-dance floor work,’’
because it requires being in the middle of demanding, perhaps confusing, experiences with groups (on
the dance floor) while at the same time stepping back to see the larger patterns and dynamics of the
group experience (going to the balcony). (Blount, 2006, p. 1).
Research finds that in having the time to distance oneself from the discussion refines their
ability to think about the discussion from a different perspective and develop a richer assessment of
the topic (Boud, 2001; Paul & Elder, 2013; Blount, 2006; Chadha, 2019b). Moreover, asynchrony
online provides a paradoxical benefit in that students have the sense that ‘someone is always listening’
(Palloff & Pratt, 2007, p. 116) seemingly narrowing the focus of the dialogue between just those
involved (Rudestam & Schoenholtz-Read, 2009). A personalized and sustained connection forms
among peers with deliberations that flow quickly, freely, and spontaneous despite differences in
dialogues (Rudestam & Schoenholtz-Read, 2009).
Notwithstanding the volume of research evidencing the benefits of online spaces for critical
deliberation (Galletly et. al., 2020; Ferguson et. al., 2020; Garas-York, 2020; Collison et. al., 2000;
Driver et. al., 2000) researchers Garrison & Cleveland-Innes (2005) underline that while online
environments are conducive to deliberation three elements are essential to sustaining (longer term)
communities of learning. These three elements per their Col framework are the social, teaching, and
cognitive presence elements (Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005).
The Col ‘Social presence’ element and peer teaching relationships: The ‘social presence’ element in the Col
framework was defined as the ability of learners to project themselves ‘socially and affectively’ into a
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community of inquiry. Social presence could be felt in their using such things as students using
emoticons, telling stories, and even using humor in their discussions (Rourke et al., 2001; Swan, 2002).
Or in their ability to project their personalities into the discussions (Swan & Shih, 2005). Therein the
social presence of peers is likened to in the face-to-face free-flowing, just-in-time banter and chit-chat
that occurs among students, the banter that helps us get to know each other, experience each other’s
personalities and connect. Insomuch that a peer’s social presence online was a representation of
themselves as “real” (Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997, p 8) this realness allowing for frank, unfiltered and
authentic deliberations between them.
Moreover, as Boud (2001) explains, online peers share the status as fellow learners without
being in a position of authority and/or in the sharing of similar experiences such as being single moms
or serving in the military. Therein they easily identify with each other interacting without
reservation arguing and challenging each other over any current or controversial question asked
of them (Boud, 2001). Genuine inquisitiveness takes root at they listen to each other attentively, ask
for clarity in perspectives that broaden a discussion or varied ways to think about a problem (Dixson,
2012). Insomuch they do not simply ask each other for factual information but ask inquisitive and
open-ended questions (Dixson, 2012; Chadha, 2019b) that allow for varied ways to think about a
problem (Guzdial & Turns, 2000; Dailey-Hebert, 2018). In the sharing of experiences, much
learning takes place from the acknowledgment of differing backgrounds and contributions
especially knowing that they are interacting with peers (Boud, 2001).
Communities of learning are therefore built alongside the interaction with fellow peers with
their interactions deepening, lengthening, and therefore sustaining deliberations. In point of fact,
researchers found that ten different forms of peer learning result due to the benefits of online
spaces, coupled with peer presence (Griffiths et. al., 1995). These forms include discussion
seminars, private study groups, buddy systems, collaborative project work groups, laboratory work
groups, workplace mentoring and or community activities (Garas-York, 2020; Griffiths et. al.,
1995). Yet one of the most typical and or commonplace form developed was that of a peer teaching
or peer tutoring relationship among peers online due to the limited instructional role (Boud et.
al., 2014; Falchikov, 2001). These ranged from the traditional proctor or teaching model in which
senior students tutor junior students, one with greater knowledge or experience teaches one with
lesser knowledge, or one where students in the same class form relationships to help each other
with both course content and personal concerns (Griffiths et. al., 1995; Falchikov, 2001).
In this regard, “a reciprocal peer learning process forms based on each peers mutually
making contributions, closely approximating Habermas' notion of an 'ideal speech act' in which
issues of power and domination are less prominent than when one party has a designated
'teaching' role and thus takes on a particular kind of authority for the duration of the activity”
(Boud, p 4, 2001). The reciprocal peer relationship evolves with peers acting as a surrogate
transmitting knowledge, helping each other by adding information to teach as each
simultaneously learn and contribute to each other’s learning. Per the Col framework the social
presence takes root as students are comfortable in an online environment that masks their identity
allowing for sustained cognitive discussions to take root and flourish supported by the
interrelationships among peers (Falchikov, 2001; Frye, 2020; Sun. et. al, 2008).
As envisioned by the Col framework the emphasis online becomes the learning process
including the emotional support that students offer each other as opposed to the fixed role of
instructor and student. Peers welcome the peer teaching relationship as they have similar
experiences and are peers free to comment and or to divulge viewpoints (Boud et. al., 2014).
Similarly, the sense of familiarity with a peer effectively encourages peers to respond with vigor
across each question asked of them as they are not only curious about peer response yet are as
motivated to deliberate across each question asked of them (Falchikov, 2001; Guzdial & Turns,
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2000). Accordingly, a peer’s social presence affectively connects each peer allowing for deeper
deliberations and the argumentation process to take root, a factor found to increase student
satisfaction and sustained engagement (Swan & Shih, 2005; Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005).
The Col ‘cognitive presence’ element and sustained cognitive argumentation:
Relatedly, the second element in the Col framework is the ‘cognitive presence’ element, one considered
to be a consistent deliberative process among peers nourished by the social presence element and
furthered due to the benefits of online spaces (Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005). Thus, cognition
was considered to be an egalitarian interactive process where students reflect upon ideas exchanged,
listen to each other, make arguments, ask for clarification of a peer’s perspective while providing
information and reasoning that clarifies their own deliberation (Chadha, 2019a; Garrison & ClevelandInnes, 2005; Swan, 2002).
Just as is true with the social presence element, asynchrony sustains cognition online. With
asynchrony students have the freedom to step away taking care of family or work obligations while
taking time to digest and think over a deliberation before revisiting the site to respond. Moreover, as
online spaces also provide a record of the communication shared in one’s absence students can refer
to them when rejoining a deliberation, which doesn’t leave them out of the deliberation, yet gives them
time to think, ponder and rejoin deliberations after they have wandered. In fact, research finds that
students appreciated the delay in response which afforded them time to reflect with cognition
before they responded (Hill et. al., 2009; Petrides, 2002). While several researchers additionally contend
that in having time to pause before response led to greater critical introspections which often surpass
the asynchronous experience of learning in face-to-face classes. (Ferguson et. al., 2020; Duesbery
et. al., 2019; Chadha 2019b).
Likewise, as was true with the social presence element, a secondary benefit for cognition in
online spaces is that student identities are masked which allows encourages provocative viewpoints to
surface (Herring, 1993). As they argue and make claims over their viewpoints, they support their
discussions with academic references or other media information (Herring, 1993) all the while
creating authentic and deeper cognition of issues without shying away from diverse perspectives
(Boud et. al., 2014; Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005). Insomuch that they challenge each other’s
existing ways of thinking, ask for peer clarification of theirs while justifying their own points of
view.
While other research finds that rather than just responding to questions posed by an
instructor students formulate questions of their own to peers thus learning from not just
questioning their peers yet in explaining their ideas to peers as well (Boud et. al., 2014; Chadha,
2019b). Likewise, other research finds that in questioning each other, arguing with them, and
challenging each other to think deeply greater opportunities for ‘cognitive’ engagement are
sustained as they learn through their relationships with peers, not just trying to beat the system
(Henning, 2004; Hara et. al., 2000; Song et. al., 2004; Smith and Hatton, 1993). Bruffee (1999)
named this approach 'constructive conversation' where students learn by constructing questions
to ask, arguing their positions, offering rebuttals whether they reach consensus or dissent.
As espoused by the Col framework, the social and cognitive elements work in parallel as
students deliberate in a space that is comfortable while additionally thinking through and
exploring ideas with their peers without the presence of an authority figure (Boud and Walker,
1998; Griffiths et. al., 1995). As other researchers noted with these varied benefits afforded by
an online environment, students better articulate what they understand and are more open to
arguing these perspectives, as well as critiquing others sustaining the cognition element (Boud
and Walker, 1998; Griffiths et. al., 1995).
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The Col Teaching presence element and online site design
While the third element of the Col framework is the teaching presence element. Surprisingly, this
element is not only the presumed instructor, but defined as “the design, facilitation, and direction of
cognitive and social processes for…meaningful and educationally worthwhile learning outcomes”
(Anderson, 2003, p. 12). With the immense growth in online education researchers’ evidence that
online education is based on the notion that the teacher is more a moderator, facilitator or
negotiator with the students taking on the sense of responsibility, driving and or ‘teaching/acting
as tutor’ in their learning (Boud, 2001; Griffiths et. al., 1995).
Crucially then then the design and organization of an online site is not an afterthought but
built in a meaningful and purposefully way such that the site is familiar and comfortable for students
while being conducive for sustaining genuine deeper cognitive deliberations (Chadha, 2019b; Lorenzo
& Ittelson, 2005; Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005; Wessner & Pfister, 2007; Cho et al., 2018; Evans
et al., 2017). Therein the three elements in the Col framework overlap and work together to not just
build critical thinking communities but communities that are sustained over a period of time (Xiao &
Askin, 2015; Showers et. al., 2015; Carcasson & Sprain, 2012; Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005).
Limits
Despite the rapid growth in online deliberative research undoubtedly there are several limits of online
education. The most pronounced limits are that of the intertwined issues of learner isolation and
inequality. To address online learner isolation researchers, recommend that educators build
assignments that make use of peer interaction citing the Col framework social presences element as
the most effective means to minimize learner isolation while additionally building an engaged
community of learners (Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005; Hamann et al., 2009). Other researchers
suggest creating discussion forums to engage students with each other and the content to minimize
leaner isolation (Conrad & Openo, 2018; Chadha, 2019d). While yet other researchers suggest offering
both synchronous and asynchronous sessions to minimize learner isolation (Hamann et al., 2009; Joo
et. al., 2016).
However, while synchronous sessions provide a sense of presence these could lead to a
secondary limit of online spaces that of inequality as not all students were able to attend due to home,
work priorities, or a student who is deployed. To overcome this limit researchers, suggest a
combination of synchronous and asynchronous while offering additional times for synchronous
sessions for those who have conflicts (Hamann et al., 2009; Joo et. al., 2016, Lou et. al., 2001). While
yet another limit online is that of support and training from university instructional technology. Yet
with online learning becoming mainstream especially due to COVID 19 this is not considered to be a
limit.
Calls for research
Indubitably, with the landscape of higher education transformed and the growth in online deliberative
research several calls for research are issued. A call to further research on online deliberations is issued
(Ferguson et. al., 2020; Garas-York, 2020; Anderson, 2003; Hamann et al., 2009). And another call
for research is issued for evidentiary proof of an online site that would sustain online student
engagement (Swan, 2002; Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005; Chadha, 2019a). This study answers
that dual call and is therefore significant, firstly, as it creates a unique customized, subscription-based
website, with evidentiary proof of sustaining peer engagement over an entire semester. Second, it
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furthers research on online deliberations thus making this research doubly significant therefore
responding to both calls for research.
With the purpose of this research to evidence academic deliberation among students online
and that these deliberations are sustained over the entire semester I turn to both Garrisons Col
framework and to Toulmin’s argumentation model. Using the Col framework my study employs the
social, cognitive, and teaching presence elements to provide evidence of sustained deliberation.
Likewise using Toulmin’s model, yet reorganizing categories based on the context and discipline
similar to past researchers (Leitão, 2000, Driver et. al., 2000, Jacoby, 2009, Blount, 2006, and Bloom
et al., 1956) my study reorganizes Toulmin’s categories to accommodate for deliberation in an online
environment.
In my reorganization I created a model by which to judge the quality of an argument for the
social sciences and for an online environment. I reference “quality” to be the structure rather than the
normative content of the argument. This approach allows coded phrases to be aggregated and
evaluated for their argumentative strength, and then adapt this to my mixed methods approach for
analysis. Yet before elaborating upon this model, I first describe my mixed methods approach, the
data and the website designed for critical deliberation.
Methods
The purpose of the collaboration was to be as an interactive means of academic deliberation among
students across two identical courses over the entire semester. To assess academic deliberation a
mixed methods approach was used. First, content analysis of the all the posts and responses (525)
during the semester was performed followed by statistical testing them through ANOVAs. Content
analysis was used as it is a commonly used technique to code discussion boards. For example, content
analysis has been used in evaluating online dialogues (Wu and Hiltz 2004; Hamann et al., 2009);
qualitative content analyses that incorporate complex schemes for coding phrases in dialogue (HmeloSilver 2003) and studies that quantify the discourse itself (De Wever et. al., 2006). As all coding was
done by the instructor no inter coder issues existed.
The collaboration was added to the instructors’ two “American Government” courses which
was offered during the same semester, the same class level and the same mode of instruction as shown
in Table 1. The instructor distributed a common set of standardized instructions in her syllabi to both
her classes, class X and class Y. These requirements were three-fold. 1) First, students had to post
eight (8) times and respond (8) eight times to the same minimum number of questions, for a total of
sixteen times over the semester. The weekly post and response to discussion questions would build
and maintain a discussion- oriented online community. 2) Second, students were required to post and
respond using a minimum length of 75 words. Other than the minimum word guidance and the
requirement to respond and reply to the same minimum number of discussion questions, no other
guidance was provided to the students such as how to make claims, provide arguments, evidence and
so forth, however, student conversations were monitored for signs that students were abiding by
general rules of respect and civility. 3) Third, the professor assigned a course grade, 10% to the
collaborative activity as shown in the comparability of course e-collaboration in the same table 1.
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Table 1. Comparability of course e-collaboration.
Class X
Course Name
American Government
Course Level
Collaboration requirement in Syllabus

Class Y

Freshman level
8 posts and 8 responses
75-word minimum length
10%

As shown in Table 1, the collaboration linked an identical course, American Government,
which was taught at the same level during the same semester using an identical schedule of topics and
had three identical collaborative requirements. The course itself would cover the same content using
the same schedule throughout the semester along with the weekly question asked of both classes
during the same week.
The professor obtained IRB approval for the collaboration prior to semester start. All
students had to sign a consent form for the collaboration and were given a choice of an alternative
project if they chose not to consent. Students then had to request permission to join the site, and after
the instructor verified their signed consent, they were allowed to join the site. Any student 18 years or
under had to have parental consent to join. At semester start and end students were asked to take
pre- and post-semester surveys.
Constructing the E-Collaborative Site
With comparability across courses and the intent of the collaboration to be an interactive space for
deliberation of academic content, the professor rented and designed an online collaborative space
prior to the start of the semester using this site: http://americanpoliticsspring2013.ning.com. The
instructor then designed the space as suggested by the Col framework to be a space for student
interactivity and familiarity. The space was set up similar to Facebook, thus creating a site that would
be familiar for students while being a site where a student would respond to the question and another
student such that they could interact seamlessly as shown in Figure 1. In creating a site design that
was familiar to students their focus would be on the content allowing for deliberative cognition among
peers to develop rather than time spent on the structure of the site.
Relatedly, the site was accessible by invitation only after the instructor verified that they had
signed human consent forms where they allowed access to the site. On this one site, the instructor
posted a weekly question for both classes. Students would post to the instructors’ discussion question
(DQ) while additionally responding to a peer.
When designing and structuring the e-collaboration the professor was mindful of various
pedagogical goals in the collaboration. Specifically, that of encouraging and increasing student
interaction and participation, development of and an understanding of opposing views, improving
critical thinking, developing a deeper sense of community, and providing peer presence so that learner
isolation did not occur.
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Figure 1. Example of online site designed for interactivity.
With the intent of the site and the collaboration to be an academic site for student deliberation
I looked for evidence that students deliberated with academic reflectivity over the entire semester.
Therefore, the dependent variable would test for student academic reflectivity. A point of note is that
no guidance was provided to the students such as how to make claims, provide arguments, evidence
and so forth.
Using Toulmin’s model as a guide I developed an evaluative framework focused on the online
environment and the social sciences in that the type of interaction, not content, determined “quality.”
In my adaptation, I propose that the quality of the dialogue should be judged on the range, type,
nature, and frequency of argumentative elements contained in peer-to-peer responses. My framework
therefore was a more parsimonious hierarchy of four types (instead of Toulmin’s six model
categorization) as shown in Table 2. Coding each phrase within a posting for argumentative elements,
or variables, within each online response allowed the ability to distinguish the four levels of academic
argumentation. It should be noted that a complete statement or posting could contain any number of
these different elements.
Table 2. Toulmin’s argumentation model compared to my model.
Toulmin’s argumentation model
My model (2020)

Levels Characteristics of Argumentation
Type Characteristics of argumentation
6
Backing is provided to make the original 4
Students use “Arguments” to make
argument stronger
and back up their claim while
acknowledging other points of view.
5
The rebuttal is an acknowledgement of
another valid view of the situation.
4
Qualifiers were given which pointed out 3
Students
warrant
their
the limits of the claim
argumentation qualifying their claim
by using academic texts, references
3
A warrant links the grounds to the claim
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2
1

The grounds of an argument are provided 1 -2
by facts, data, or reasoning upon which
the claim was based.
A claim is made.

and more to support their claim
“teaching” each other while
additionally.
Students make a claim and “add and
or provide academic or reference
information” as the grounds on which
they base their claim.

In my model a Type 1/Type 2 would mean that a student made a claim supported by adding
academic or reference information as their grounds to support their claim. In Type 3 students
sustained engagement by “teaching” each other qualifying their claim by using academic and or
reference materials in support of their claim(s). At the highest-level Type 4, students made
“arguments” to back up their claim while providing qualifiers in their arguments and providing
rebuttals acknowledging peer perspectives.
Additionally what conditions are likely to affect students’ willingness to engage in deliberation
with each other? Although many variables influencing the process of deliberation they remain outside
the purview of this study (micro-level factors for example, or other structural factors that I did not
measure such as placement within a discussion thread, length of a discussion question prompt, timing
of a question in a semester, and so forth). As the purpose behind the collaborative website was to
provide an interactive means of discussion for students from two different yet identical courses the
dependent variable measured for academic deliberation. Likewise, the research questions would
measure for student academic deliberation across the two classes.
Research questions
Accordingly, I had four research questions. The first three research questions represented various
forms of student peer interactions and/or argumentation similar to Toulmin’s work while the fourth
research question represented Garrisons Col framework in support of sustaining online deliberative
communities over the course of the semester.
Therefore, my first research question was 1) would students interact adding information to
the deliberation with academic reflectivity, a Type 1 and 2 argumentation level in my model. 2)
Would students teach each other with academic reflectivity, a Type 3 argumentation level in my model
3) would students argue their perspectives with academic reflectivity a Type 4 argumentation level in
my model? While the fourth research question would measure the sustained use of the deliberative
process, therefore my fourth research question was 4) would students create academically reflective
posts and responses to each of the questions asked of them sustaining academically reflective
deliberations throughout the semester. These variables were operationalized accordingly.
The dependent variable: academic deliberation
To measure academic deliberation, I created an index based on six elements. First, that students were
deliberative or critically (reflective). Second, I coded for whether the post included an honest question that
created further deliberation among students (rather than a rhetorical one), such as when a student
asked a peer to think about another aspect of an issue (honest). Third, I looked for evidence that they
used references such as an assigned text or the professor’s teachings (class text); or in links or references
to outside media or sources such as an article, video clip, or other online materials supporting
assertions students made (media). Fifth, I coded for length (short, medium, or long based on the number
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of words), as a proxy for effort to articulate an argument. Students who wrote virtual essays, for
example, clearly achieved a different level of critical thought than those who merely offered an opinion
that was expressed in a few lines. The composite variable, “academic deliberation” represented a sum
of the scores for these five elements. Therefore, a post that evidences academic deliberation would
incorporate all five elements: reflective + honest + class text + media materials + length based on
past deliberative research (Hamann et. al., 2009; Chadha, 2019d) operationalized accordingly.
Operationalizing the dependent variable
1. Reflectivity meant that the student was thinking critically across issues and were involved in a
dialogue seeking out alternative perspectives (Stitzlein, 2014). Such discussion, however, does not just
talk for the sake of talking; it involved critically reflecting on one’s own beliefs while simultaneously
being open to learning other ideas or perspectives from peers (Stitzlein, 2014). Reflectivity was coded
as 1; non-reflective a 0.
2. Civic application meant that the students were thoughtful citizens discussing civic issues such
as the First Amendment or voting issues rather than just mentioning them. Civic application was
coded as 1; no application a 0.
3. Posing an honest question was measured as students asking one or more questions that enlarged
the scope of the discussions, rather than rhetorical ones that assumed answers. Posing honest question
was coded as 1; no honest question asked a 0.
4. Use of academic text was measured by student references ideas to which they had been exposed
in class or to those ideas mentioned by their professors or within class discussions. The use of text
was coded as 1; no use of text a 0.
5. Media materials or outside links was measured by students’ posting or citing media-related
sources to external sites, such as a reference to court cases that would further student learning. The
use of media materials was coded as 1; no use of media materials a 0.
6. The length was measured on a scale of 1–3 where 1 was a short response of usually 75 words
or fewer, 2 was a medium response while 3 was a long response usually longer than 10 lines.
A point to note is that the total number of postings per student (example: student X posted
six times a day, five days in a row) was not used as a measure toward deeper learning because the total
number of posts and responses are not necessarily linked to academic reflectivity. Rather, the score
was a measurement of thoughtful understanding and contribution to a post or response, and one that
would facilitate interaction through the use of academic class text references, outside links, and media
materials. In doing so, the posts would be more thorough with deeper deliberation enhanced by the
materials making the posts themselves lengthier, rather than greater in number.
With the dependent variable measuring for evidence of academic reflectivity in student
interactions the independent variables measured if their interactions were sustained throughout the
semester and if their style of interaction followed an argumentation model such that students argued
with each other, added information, and taught each other with the variables operationalized
accordingly.
Operationalizing the independent variables
7. Added information. This variable measured students adding academic citations, media
materials or academic texts to support their claim. Adding information was coded as 1; not adding
information was a 0. (A Type 1 and 2 argumentation level in my model).
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8. Teach. This variable measured a student’s attempt to impart knowledge and or give
instruction, an attempt to teach each other clarifying and expanding upon the content. Teaching was
coded as a 1; not teaching coded as a 0. (A Type 3 argumentation level in my model).
9. Argue: This variable was a measurement of students furthering deliberation, “arguing” from
a defensible position in an attempt to form informed perspectives about civic issues. Arguing was
coded as 1; not arguing was coded as a 0. (A Type 4 argumentation level in my model).
10. DQ (Discussion question) Lastly, I wondered if students would sustain reflective deliberation
over the entire semester. Therefore, the variable DQ was not an argumentation variable yet one based
on sustained reflective deliberation over the entire semester. DQ was the weekly question the
instructor asked students over the entire semester. A point of note was that the weekly DQs did not
follow any particular schedule. Yet the DQs ranged from questions about the ongoing opioid crisis,
immigration, the role, and responsibility of government, whether women ISIS fighters should be
allowed to come home and more.
Findings and Discussion
A mixed methods approach was used to provide evidentiary results. First, content analysis of student
posts and responses was performed, followed by ANOVAS testing the content analysis. Content
analysis of the interaction variables showed that a large majority (63%) of students had type 4
interactions, this type typified students arguing with each other with academic reflectivity. While
another large percentage (59%) had type 3 interactions typifying students teaching with each other
with academic reflectivity. While a smaller percentage (28%) had type 1/2 interactions, typifying
students adding information that furthered deliberations as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Deliberative engagement/Argumentation types: (N = 525).
% Of Interactive Posts
Elements
of
Deliberative
engagement/Argumentation type
Type 4
63%
Argue
Type 3
59%
Teach
Type1/2 28%
Add Information
The mean and standard deviation scores by academic deliberation across the two universities
showed that academic deliberation were equivalent across the two universities as seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Mean and standard deviation scores by reflectivity.
Mean
N
Class X
1.6270
311
Class Y
3.5888
214
Total
2.4267
525

Standard Deviation
.87756
1.41058
1.48171

Next ANOVAs were run revealing statistical significance of academic deliberation scores
across both classes. Students argued with each other while being academically reflective (p < .000).
They taught each other while being academically reflective (p < .000) and they added information (p
< .000) that extended and furthered academic reflective deliberations. Moreover, students responded
with academic deliberation across each of the questions asked of them with academic reflectivity (p <
.000) providing evidence for sustaining academically deliberations across the entire semester and in
support of each of the four hypotheses as shown in Table 5. Furthermore, these significant ANOVA
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findings of peer interactions are illustrated in a student exchange on a question about our country's
opioid problem as provided in Appendix A.
Table 5. Significant ANOVA scores by gender, reflectivity,
posts.
DF
Mean square
F
Corrected model
56
14.652
20.787
Intercept
1
1020.846
1448.232
DQ
12
3.159
4.482
Argue
1
62.424
88.558
Adds Info
1
19.370
27.479
Teach
1
13.749
19.505
a. R Squared = .713 (Adjusted R Squared = .679)
b. Computed using alpha = .05

across classes and discussion
Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Partial eta
.713
.756
.103
.159
.055
.040

With significance in ANOVAs, LSD Post hocs followed. The post hocs assure statistically
significant support of each of the hypothesis (p < .002) as seen in Table 6. Additionally, semester end
surveys provide the student perspective indirectly supporting these hypotheses and the collaboration.
Table 6. LSD post hocs by academic reflectivity and question.
Mean
Std. error
Sig.
Difference
(I) DQ
(J) DQ
(I-J)
5
1
1.4339*
.17814
.000
2
.5705*
.18203
.002
*
3
.6310
.19069
.001
4
.6042*
.18511
.001

Lower
Bound
.8601
1.0839
.2128
.2562

Upper
Bound
1.5385
1.7840
.9282
1.0057

Post semester surveys
Semester end surveys provided tangentially support for each of the four hypotheses and the significant
results in this study. Students were asked if they “felt comfortable arguing or challenging your peers
online?” A large majority (73%) responded they did while just 12% said no and another minority 15%
had no response providing indirect support to the hypothesis that students argued with each intently
furthering academic deliberation across the classes.
Likewise, another semester end survey question asked students “what kinds of questions did
they prefer responding to? Questions that were current and controversial? Theoretical based
questions? Both? No preference?” (A point to note is that the collaboration was on political issues
students therefore students were asked both current and controversial issues in politics). A large
majority (73%) said they had no preference on the type of question asked. While 19% said they
preferred responding to controversial question and 8% said they preferred responding to theoretical
questions. Again, the semester end question provides a tangential observation about the hypothesis
that students would respond across each type of question asked of them with academic deliberation.
Relatedly another semester end question asked, “now that you have discussed both current
and controversial political questions with your peers online, does that now make you more
comfortable discussion political issues/questions with your peers face-to-face?” Again, a large
majority of students (65%) responded affirmatively while a minority (4%) said no and 31% said maybe.
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This semester end question indicated that deliberations are sustained beyond the academic semester
when peer presence, cognition and site design are constructed within an online framework, as
espoused in the Col framework.
Conclusions
With our landscape in education transformed to online learning and the need to engage our students
in meaningful academic interactions in online courses grows across the globe, this research is
significant for several reasons, most especially, as it responds to the two calls for research. For one it
furthers research on online deliberative research. Second, it responds to the call for a purposefully
designed online space that sustains a semester long student deliberation. Third, this research finds
statistically significant evidence that students engage with deliberative thought, as seen in each of the
four hypotheses, similar to the argumentation processes designed by Toulmin. And likewise, that
online deliberations are sustained throughout the semester when employing the three elements
espoused by the Col framework to sustain online discussions.
And fourth, students found value in and appreciated the online deliberative process as noted
by them in their own words, I “leant tolerance,” I “became aware”, “I learnt many things from my
peers…because they have different lifestyles…so they know about different stuff…I did not know
but I learned when reading some of the comments”. “I was exposed to their different people political
views”, “I think the biggest benefit was that you get many new viewpoints on issues”.
While others expressed that with the masking of identities online, “people aren't as shy to
express their opinions”, it was “Less intimidation”, “the biggest benefit was that discussing politics
online was better than face to face because I felt okay talking about my point of view without feeling
judged”, “When you do it face to face most of the time people tend to get offended”, and “The online
space allowed me to collect my response thoughts clearly.”
Online deliberations are a pedagogically viable strategy as they produce (a) academically
reflective interactions among students and the content (b) students unreservedly ask each other
questions (c) the practice of being a peer teacher or reciprocal tutor that clarifies crucial thought (d)
the questioning argumentation process and the pursuit of varied perspectives (e) the giving and
receiving of information as one reflecting differing points of view (f) analysis of and evaluation of
arguments, interpretations, beliefs, or theories (g) thought-provoking communication in giving and
receiving feedback, even as they argue and challenge each other as they learn and test their own
learning. With the landscape of education and educational priorities changed, learning is not just the
acquisition of a body of knowledge, but the process of becoming a participant in their education, a
challenge that is ripe for continued research.
Appendix
Appendix 1. Example of student interactivity: Student response to Instructor initiated
Discussion Question (DQ) on the current opioid crisis.
I have mixed feelings about this country's opioid problem and the government’s inconsistent
response to dealing with it. When I evaluate problems, I tend to study history and look at the way an
issue was handled in the past as this is typically an indication of how it will be managed in the future
because history tends to repeat itself but in this opioid crises, I am finding that this is not the case.
There was once a great opioid issue in this country in the 70's after the Vietnam War and the
government’s response to the problem was increased and tougher law enforcement. There was also
another great drug crises in the late 80's and early 90's with the crack cocaine epidemic and the
government’s response to address the problem was to label it a war, build more prisons, and create
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harsh criminal justice laws designed specifically to facilitate the mass incarceration of the victims of
the drug crises. In each of these prior drug crises the victims were mostly isolated to impoverished
black and Latino communities and the governments reflexive response was to build prisons and lock
these people up as criminals…Isn’t it interesting that now the governments reflexive response for this
new drug crisis, which is isolated mostly to white middle class communities, is to use the department
of health rather the department of justice to address the problem. In the past we dealt with drug
epidemics by criminalizing the behavior of drug users and now we deal with them by victimizing the
behavior of drug users.
I find it problematic that our government spent billions of taxpayers’ dollars building more
prisons to fight the problem in black and Latino communities but now that the problem is mostly in
white communities, they propose to spend billions of taxpayer dollars to provide health care solutions.
To me the answer is to save those dollars and simply use those very same prisons for the current drug
epidemic, but this will not happen because those in power know that employing the same harsh
criminal justice response would lead to the destruction of entire communities and this cannot be
tolerated if the community is white but can be tolerated if the communities are black or Latino. This
current response makes me question the objectivity, fairness and consistency of our government when
dealing with a drug addiction crisis in this country.
Wow Shawn! Your point of view never crossed my mind until reading your post and it really
has me thinking and almost a bit upset. You are absolutely right!! How the prior drug crises were
handled in the past definitely won't fly with the current one. The Government will never be as cruel
with handling an epidemic such as this in white communities as they have and still are within black
and Latino communities. It’s a shame but it's our reality. I hope your post continues to open the eyes
and minds of others as it did for me. Thanks for sharing.
I argue that the government should be involved in the crisis caused by Opioids. This is to
include synthetic, and prescription opioids. The main reason for my concern and stance is for the
overall problem that it has caused the government billions of dollars throughout a small time. For
example, in these past couple of years many people have been seen overdosing on opioids and are
administered Narcan to help them overcome their opioid overdose. Thus, EMS is called, and they are
then transported to a hospital where they receive treatment. Most of the times, the patient does not
have any insurance which causes the state to act and perform their duties as emergency life services.
This causes a wheel of issues to revolve around and cause issues for everyone.
Personally, I would cause said victim of overdose to do community service hours for the cost
of medical that they will most likely not cover. Secondly, I would also raise the bonds and people who
are in possession of said control substances. Lastly, the time for such crimes pertaining to size of
substances carried should raise the standard on jail time. I would also allow people to work as workers
(as seen in Harris County Jail) to repay their debt and alleviate the congestion inside of the jail. The
issue is governmental for the simple fact that end all be all, the state ends up paying the bill with their
sources. The only strength that I can see from opioids are that they maintain in the control of those
persons that are prescribed their medication to help them get better and alleviate their pain. They are
not meant for a feel good, high and or a fad that most people end up overdosing on.
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Abstract: The Common Problems Project (CP2) is an interdisciplinary, problem-based pedagogy that
was launched in 2015 by four partner colleges in the State University of New York (SUNY) system
(Cortland, Oneonta, Oswego, and Plattsburgh). Since its inception, 100 faculty have participated in
CP2 and integrated the pedagogy into 134 courses to implement 47 collaborative projects. CP2 is
based on a simple but innovative approach in which instructors from different disciplines identify a
real-world problem they have in common. They pair their relevant existing classes so that students can
work in interdisciplinary teams to propose solutions to the problem. This paper describes CP2 and its
theoretical underpinnings, provides the results of a three-pronged approach to assessment, and outlines
recommendations for faculty and institutions who may be interested in replicating CP2 on their
campuses. CP2 model holds promise for a future of collaborative problem solving as a pedagogical
approach, and, as such, this article will be of interest to a wide range of scholars, practitioners,
educators, and administrators.
Keywords: pedagogy, problem-based learning, higher education, interdisciplinary education
Background
Calls for interdisciplinarity are increasingly common as a means to solve the world’s most pressing
issues (Ledford, 2015), and as a means for delivering impactful education (Newell, 2010). Institutions
of higher education are responding to these calls (Jacobs, 2015) and, as faculty and institutions
experiment with ways to foster interdisciplinarity in undergraduate education, pedagogical case studies
have proliferated (e.g. Klaassen, 2018; Coleman et al., 2017; Coleman and Danks, 2016). While such
cases studies are critical for advancing the field, for creating a foundation for future meta-analysis, and
for providing examples of pedagogical approaches, they often present information from single
classrooms or institutions. Thus, more work is needed to explore interdisciplinary pedagogical
practices that are implementable across a range of courses and campuses. The goal of this paper is to
help address that need by presenting The Common Problems Project (CP2), an interdisciplinary,
problem-based pedagogy developed in 2015 by four partner colleges in the State University of New
York (SUNY) system (Cortland, Oneonta, Oswego, and Plattsburgh). Since its inception, 100 faculty
have participated in CP2 and integrated the pedagogy into 134 courses to implement 47 collaborative
projects. We describe CP2, outline its theoretical underpinnings, present case studies from each of the
four campuses, present assessment results and faculty reflections, and explore the relevance of CP2
for other campuses. This information will be useful to any faculty and institutions interested in
interdisciplinary and problem-based teaching.
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CP2 and Problem-based Learning
CP2 is based on a simple but innovative pedagogy in which instructors from different disciplines
identify a shared real-world problem. They pair their relevant existing classes so that students can work
in interdisciplinary teams to propose solutions to the problem. The goal of the CP2 is to enhance the
problem-based pedagogy model by introducing an interdisciplinary approach to education while
incorporating high-impact practices and learning outcomes associated with problem-based pedagogy.
Under this goal, specific objectives of CP2 are that students:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Become adept at working in teams
Benefit from the expertise of peers in different disciplines
Improve in their ability to identify and describe a complex, ill-structured problem
Be better able to take an organized approach to tackling the problem described
Understand the nuances of the problem and the possibility that there might be multiple
possible solutions to it
6. Increase their awareness of their own strengths and weaknesses as problem solvers.
An additional goal is that faculty will benefit from leaving their academic silos to work with
colleagues in different disciplines.
The common problem pedagogy incorporates a number of what Kuh (2008) refers to as highimpact practices, including learning how to work in teams, managing projects and holding leadership
roles, oral and written communication, self-directed learning, experiential learning, applied learning,
civic engagement, interdisciplinary work and, of course, problem-solving. Such practices provide a
range of student benefits, and help to narrow the achievement gap for underrepresented students in
the STEM fields (Theobald et al., 2020).
Given that CP2 centers around problem-solving, educators can think of it as a variant of
problem-based learning. Problem-based learning was first developed in the 1950s in medical schools
in response to unsatisfactory results of clinical training of medical students (Barrows and Tamblyn,
1980). Problem-based learning has been shown to be effective in regard to a number of outcomes,
including self-directed learning habits, problem-solving skills and deeper disciplinary knowledge,
particularly as contrasted with lecture-only classes (Nilson, 2010; Yew and Schmidt, 2009;
Pourshanazari et al., 2013; Loyens et al., 2015).
Scholars of problem-based learning have identified best practices for both selecting problems
for students to address and for guiding students through the problem-solving stages. Barrows and
Kelson (1995) suggest that the problems should be complex in nature, should be ill structured, where
the solution is not clear. These are often referred to as wicked problems (Ritchey, 2011). Barrows and
Kelson also suggest that the problems should be something that resonate with the students’
experiences, or the subject matter of the course. Once an appropriate problem is selected, good
problem-based learning follows a specific problem-solving process (Klein, 1998; Bransford and Stein
1984). First, there is an analysis of the problem, during which the following questions should be asked:
Why is it a problem? What are the outcomes of the situation that make it problematic? What could be
some of the causes of those negative outcomes? What is the goal or outcome to be attained in a
solution? Since most researchers define a problem as an obstacle to a goal, it is important to identify
that goal and how to remedy the obstacle (Agre, 1982; Frensch and Funke, 1995).
In the second stage of the problem-solving process, problem-solvers engage in discovery and
ask the following questions: Has the problem been addressed before? What were their solutions? Did
they work or not? Why did they work or not? Can these solutions be applied to this problem, or can
it be adapted? Are there different solutions that might work better?
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In the third stage, problem-solvers formulate a solution, usually a practical hypothesis,
understood as an intervention which, if implemented, is thought to ameliorate the problem as defined.
There are several heuristics that can be employed throughout the problem-solving process, such as
the availability heuristic, reverse engineering, means-end, hill-climbing, and just old-fashioned trialand-error. In the availability heuristic, students look to how similar problems were solved in the past
(Kahneman, 2011). The means-end heuristic breaks down the problem into a number of sub-problems
that may be easier to solve, then recombines them into the solution set (Newell and Simon, 1972).
Hill-climbing is a strategy in which a solution is proposed and continually modified so that each
modification improves the likelihood that the solution-goal will be achieved (Edelkamp, 2012). In
reverse engineering, one works from the goal backwards to each preceding step that would be needed
to achieve that goal.
Since solutions can be thought of as practical hypotheses then, like any hypothesis, they should
be testable. The fourth and final stage of the problem-solving process is to determine whether the
intervention has indeed ameliorated the problem. This last stage may be impractical for most onesemester classroom activity, since student solutions may not be implemented and, if implemented,
may take considerable time before the results can be measured. However, in contexts such as
presentations of the solution, audience members, community partners can test the solution by posing
issues or raising questions.
In real-life, problem solving is often not linear, so that problem-solvers may bounce around
through these different stages (Klein, 1998). For example, they may come up with a solution to a
problem but test it imaginatively and reject it or modify it as a result of the thought experiment (Klein,
1998). After formulating an intervention, students may go back to the analysis to refine the outcomes
or goals for a solution. Discovery may reveal nuances that modify the proposed solution as well (Klein,
1998).
The role of the instructor is to provide students with a framework for problem-solving, and
make them aware of their cognitive processes as they attempt to solve the problem. Hmelo-Silver
(2004) emphasizes that instructors should focus on the meta-cognitive skills of the students—how
they formulate their solutions and explain the reasoning behind it. The instructor plays the role of an
expert learner, rather than a content-expert. The goal is to have students take on more of the contentexpert and learning-expert roles over time.
CP2 is similar to two common forms of problem-based learning, Process-Oriented, Guided
Inquiry Learning (POGIL), a form of problem-based learning that has become popular in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields (Farrell, Moog, and Spencer, 1999), and
service-learning, a form of problem-based learning in which students work with community partners
to equal benefit (Furco, 1996). However, CP2 differs from these approaches in notable ways. Although
CP2 shares conceptual strategies with POGIL, the goal of CP2 is to help students address real-world
problems, which tend to be ill-structured and complex, meaning that the constraints and routes to the
solutions are not clearly defined or delineated (Jonassen, 2000; Newell and Simon, 1972). By contrast,
most mathematical, logical, or science-based problems (i.e. those used in POGIL), although difficult,
are well-structured, in that there are prescribed processes or algorithms for their solution (Klein, 1998).
While CP2 shares goals of civic engagement with service-learning, it differs in that the goal of CP2 is
not necessarily to provide a service to an organization or to do complete charitable work in the
community, but rather to address complex problems. Finally, CP2 intentionally places emphasis on
creating interdisciplinary teams of students, which is not a core tenant of either POGIL or servicelearning. Thus, CP2 represents a unique approach to problem-based learning.
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Case Studies
Across the four participating campuses, there was some variability in how faculty chose to coordinate
linking their courses. We provide our own reflections on logistics later in the paper, in order to support
replicability. To illustrate how the courses functioned, we outline one case study for each of the four
partner campuses below. These show the variety of disciplines, project themes, and variations on the
general design of the projects in the classroom. A summary of all the projects to date is provided in
Appendix 1.
SUNY Cortland
SUNY Cortland’s “Visual Storytelling of Scientific Data” was a collaboration between STEM and Arts
fields. Faculty from physics and graphic design had their classes work together to translate scientific
models into visual graphics accessible to non-scientists. The goal was to make infographics based on
numerical models related to environmental topics chosen by students. Students in Principles of
Physics III were responsible for developing numerical models representing an aspect of their groups’
ill-defined problem and writing a technical report. Their colleagues in Graphic Design II were
responsible for creating visualizations of the technical information in the form of infographics.
The instructors divided students into eight teams, with one physics student and two design
students in each group. As the two classes did not meet simultaneously, the teams were responsible
for making their own arrangements to work together outside of class, primarily through electronic
media communication. The tools they used included text message, transfer of electronic data, and
discussion boards created in the campus online learning system. Students recognized both the
difficulty and the value of the interdisciplinary communications. For example, in their reflection one
student stated, “The common problem project was a difficult but rewarding experience. It is difficult
because it takes a lot of communication across a lot of people, as it would work in the work force as
well.”
The teams began their projects by brainstorming topics that represented significant social or
environmental concerns. Faculty selected four topics from among the students’ ideas based on their
compatibility with mathematical modelling. The four resulting ill-defined problems were forest
management, population growth, pollution and endangered species. The impact of seeing the value of
their disciplines to the larger society was described in a student reflection: “It also opened my eyes to
how politics and other recent social issues contributes to this field of work. We could look at almost
any controversial issue and create an equation and a trend graph for it.”
One successful pedagogical technique was the use of a real world business model, in which
the Graphic Design students represented the members of a design firm team while the Physics
students represented their clients. The students’ reliance on electronic communication simulated the
experience of design firms and scientists working together over a distance, without in-person
meetings. The impact of this technique was evident in student reflections. For example, a physics
student noted, “It was a fun and interesting process that gave me a peek into what real world jobs for
scientists are like, working with numbers and translating them to designers to help convey a message
to the public.”
One of the tasks the design students needed to complete was the reading and understanding
of the physics students’ technical reports. To support this element of the course, both faculty members
met with the design students to help them formulate meaningful questions for their physics peers.
This improved the ability of the student teams to progress toward their final products.
Some examples of the resulting infographics were depictions of the correlation between
income and population growth in representative countries, the effects of pesticides on raptors, and
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the impact of pollution on the possible extinction of shellfish. The graphics were both a solution to
the problem of making scientific findings accessible to laypeople and a depiction of possible
approaches to solving the underlying environmental and social problems.
The students’ work was disseminated through a campus exhibit attended by local community
members, campus administrators, faculty, and students. The posters were showcased in the form of
an art exhibit while the physics students demonstrated the equipment used in their modelling and
displayed their results. The exhibit was well attended and covered by local media. The pedagogical
model was also disseminated by the participating faculty members at a professional conference
(Edlund and Kadas, 2019), and published in The SUNY Journal of the Scholarship of Engagement: JOSE
(Edlund and Kadas, 2020).
SUNY Plattsburgh
One interesting example of CP2 at SUNY Plattsburgh was between a sustainability class for seniors
in the Plattsburgh’s Center for Earth and Environmental Science, and a lower division one on urban
cinema, run through the English Department. The assigned project for the student teams was to
produce a short film addressing a sustainability issue in the city of Plattsburgh. Part of the goal of the
project was to get students who were from different regions of New York State engaged with problems
in the city of Plattsburgh, their college home.
The courses were scheduled at the same time, and the classes met together at key times during
the semester. The instructors co-taught the combined classes, which provided orientation to the
project, set up teams, set-up opportunities for students from both classes to get to know one another,
and created a forum to discuss problems related to the projects. Student teams organized their own
meeting schedules outside of class time, the division of labor, and work assignments related to the
project.
Students began in stages, first being asked to participate in a “Secret Spaces” photography
exhibit that was shown downtown in a local business. The goal was to think about how to make often
unseen, unnoticeable spaces in the city visible. Students took pictures of abandoned civic spaces,
scarred urban areas, such as trashed alleyways, but also murals and bike paths, and renovated locales.
Students then progressed to the filmmaking, working in interdisciplinary teams, learning skills such as
how to film interviews and make silent segments of the cityscape. They learned technical skills such
as framing and editing. Most importantly, they learned from one another. The sustainability students
learned to tell a story about sustainability problems, and the film students learned something about
the science of sustainability.
Among the subjects of the films included Ghost Bike, documenting town planning efforts to
alleviate dangerous conditions after a student’s cycling death. Another was A Day in the Life, which
showed two parallel days—one a typical day in the life of a college student and the other in the shoes
of an individual experiencing homelessness – both living in the same city. A third film was Power,
which focused also on the problem of homelessness and poverty in Plattsburgh. The narrative started
with interviews of locals, who had certain stereotyped views about individuals experiencing
homelessness. It transitioned to interviews with individuals experiencing homelessness themselves
which, in many cases, controverted the popular biases. It turned to some of the projects in town that
helped with poverty in the city, such as a community garden. The film subsequently moved to
interviews with volunteers in the charitable organizations that support individuals experiencing
homelessness around town, and officials in the government agencies tasked with such assistance.
One faculty member noted, “When authentic, student-generated questions proliferate,
problem-solving follows.” (Isaak et al., 2017). How to tell the story helped the students to formulate
the problem for themselves. As such, they became engaged in understanding the problem, and
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thinking of solutions. One of the student directors of Power simply explained in a reflection paper: “I
learned how hidden poverty can be.” Power was later selected to be shown at the 2017 Lake Champlain
International Film Festival and considered for the Lake Placid Film Festival. Based in part on their
work on the common problem project, the faculty members authored a paper for the Journal of
Experiential Education (Isaak, 2017) and gave a presentation, “Civic-minded filmmaking in the Common
Problem Classroom,” at a national meeting of the American Association of Colleges and Universities
(Gervich and Devine, 2018). They used their common problem project to address the theme of the
meeting: general education and democracy.
SUNY Oneonta
SUNY Oneonta began work with CP2 with a pilot project that incorporated four courses: a young
adult literature course for English education majors, an education methods course, an astronomy
course, and a political science course. These courses involved a range of undergraduate students from
sophomore to senior.
The problem students were tasked with was sustainability programming in the Sidney School
District, which also served as the community partner. Early in the semester, the three professors
brought the participating students together for a meeting at the school district’s elementary school. A
faculty member, who also served as the Sustainability Coordinator for the district’s elementary school,
presented the challenges the school faced in their sustainability goals. Elementary school students who
were part of a student group, Green Thumb Growers Guild, gave a tour of the property and current
efforts.
Following this initial meeting, the college students were put into teams based on their available
meeting times. Each team elected a team leader who would act as a liaison to the elementary school
Sustainability Coordinator. Teams were responsible for designing their approach to solving the
sustainability challenges the school faced.
Due to scheduling constraints, these classes were not able to meet at the same time, except at
the initial meeting at the school, and at the showcase at the end of the semester, where they met again
at the local school to present their ideas. Otherwise, teams met outside of class time to work on the
problems.
The showcase audience included the participating elementary students, as well as
administrators from the Sidney School District, and the Dean of Education and Human Ecology at
SUNY Oneonta. The solutions presented by the students were wide-ranging, well-developed, and
creative. The inclusion of the local school students enhanced the entire project. As this was the pilot
project, the faculty were able to refine their practices for future courses using the common problem
pedagogy. These changes were informed by the post assessment essays and through a collection of
journals developed by the students that documented their personal challenges with the project.
The successes of the project included collaborating with the local school district, good logistics
for team creation, and the showcase approach. One of the biggest challenges was the variability in
student commitment to the project. In particular, the senior education students felt a great deal of
pressure to perform well. As a result, many of their journals noted an increased level of stress, and
pressure to take leadership roles in their teams in order to ensure success. Future CP2 projects
prioritized pairing classes with students from similar years. Future pairings also prioritized crafting
course grading structures that were consistent across the participating classes, so that the CP2 projects
comprised a similar percentage of final grades regardless of course.
In conjunction with SUNY Oneonta’s Faculty Center, this pilot project was used to generate
interest among faculty in creating CP2 projects. The Director of the Center hosted informational
sessions, and highlighted the process involved in the pilot. The successes and challenges were shared
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so that other faculty could build their courses with lessons learned. In this way, CP2 provided new
development opportunities for faculty.
SUNY Oswego
The Smart Neighbors Project was a large-scale experiment with CP2. SUNY Oswego’s
Interdisciplinary Programs and Activities Center coordinated the effort. The city of Oswego faced
economic challenges over recent decades, and the project was to focus on the problem of how to
promote local independent businesses and not-for-profits. This project worked well with the College’s
commitment to the city. The effort included multiple courses across various disciplines, participating
in a division of labor to address this ill-structured problem.
The major intended outcomes of the Smart Neighbors Project had to do with introducing and
nurturing pedagogical best practices at SUNY Oswego. The project was conceived to pull as many
faculty, students and diverse courses into CP2 as possible. It was set up so that it introduced the
pedagogy without requiring major amounts of prep and class time. The faculty adopted the pedagogy
for a single, major assignment within the course. In this way, the coordinators for the project were
able to pull in multiple faculty and classrooms every year, increasing the number of students and the
number of disciplines offering the civic engagement, interdisciplinary, and applied-learning aspects of
this pedagogy. The fall 2019 project was typical and involved classes in filmmaking, marketing
management, English composition, photography, graphic design, sociology and biology.
The initial project was so successful that it continued to build participation over time. In 2015,
59 students from four different courses participated in the project. In 2019, this had expanded to 118
students in eight different courses. In total, 641 students, 40 classrooms, and 22 different faculty
participated in the Smart Neighbors Project in the six years since its inception.
Although each course had an assignment that involved course-specific skills and learning
outcomes, all students were placed in multidisciplinary co-curricular small groups. Each small group
had a student representative. They were tasked with weekly online interactions with other groups in
which disciplinary information and skills were shared. For instance, the graphic designers in each small
group often took on small design projects for others, the composition students often interviewed their
small group members for audio clips for podcasts, and the marketing students often helped their
student colleagues with task-based research.
Beyond the successes of the pedagogy, the Smart Neighbors project enhanced the relationship
between SUNY Oswego and the city of Oswego over the six years. Participating students were more
likely to go downtown for purchases and activities. There were lasting liaisons created between town
and college faculty. Over time there has resulted in a considerable list of businesses and not-for-profits
interested in being partnered with classrooms on the project. Furthermore, businesses and not-forprofits were increasingly likely to offer financial support to the project. As an example, the H. Lee
White Marine Museum financed and arranged a meet-and-greet between students and townspeople
using an art exhibition of student work related to the museum. The city of Oswego is purchasing
banners to hang downtown, utilizing materials created by a collaboration of photography, design,
creative writing and marketing students.
SUNY Oswego has an ongoing commitment to CP2 and the pedagogical legacy of Smart
Neighbors. Our campus adopted the CP2 campus-wide in our Grand Challenges Project. The faculty
and student bodies voted on the first three-year challenge (or common problem): Fresh Water for All.
Because of the collaborative nature of the Grand Challenges Project inception and nature,
stakeholders across campus have committed resources to the project. Academic Affairs set up faculty
mini-grants for collaborative, multidisciplinary, civic engagement projects. Student Affairs invited
multidisciplinary speakers and sponsored arts programming related to the Grand Challenge. Alumni
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and Development used the alumni magazine to promote the projects. The Office of Marketing and
Promotion created a web site, Digital Oz, which displays the work of the students and faculty.
Assessment
Assessment of CP2 was done in three ways: assessment of student learning via pre-test and post-test
evaluation, an outside assessment of the project by a third-party evaluator, and a survey to faculty. We
describe each assessment component below.
Assessment of Student Learning
A cross-campus assessment of student learning was done through a pre-test and post-test design
(Appendix 2). An initial test was designed collaboratively by the research team to assess aspects of
students’ problem-solving abilities. This test was then refined and improved with input from
instructors who participated in CP2 pilot projects. An independent assessment consultant hired by the
project also provided input. The final pre-test and post-test tool, as well as the scoring rubric, are
available in Appendices 1 and 2. The pre-test was administered at the beginning of the semester. The
post-test was given after the project for the course had been mostly completed. A common rubric was
used to score pre-and-post test results.
All students were assigned arbitrary ID numbers so that the pre-test and post-test results
would be anonymous. Both the pre-test and the post-test tools were administered by participating
faculty and were voluntary (i.e. students were not graded on their responses). Due to the voluntary
nature of the tests, as well as inconsistencies in administration, we were unable to obtain a complete
census of every student enrolled in a CP2 course. Nevertheless, we were able to obtain data sufficient
to provide useful insight regarding the outcomes of the pedagogy. We collected all available pre-test
and post-test scores from faculty across all four campuses.
Prior to analysis, we evaluated the data for suitability on the class level and on the individual
level. A class was only included in the final sample if the instructor 1) used the appropriate grading
rubrics 2) administered the tests at the appropriate time during the semester and 3) administered both
the pre-test and post-test. Individual test scores were only included if the student took both the pretest and the post-test. After removing scores that did not fit this criteria, we were left with a sample
of N = 418 (roughly 18% of the total population).
We ran a paired sample t-test to compare the mean of the pre-test sample with the mean of
the post-test sample (see Table 1). Our results show that the mean score of the post-test was 8.8%
higher than the pre-test, which was a statistically significant difference (p = .001). In short, after
participating in the Common Problems projects, students scored almost a full nine percentage points
higher on a test about problems and problem solving, than they did prior to the projects.
Table 1: Pair Sample t-tests of Pre-test and Post-test Scores.
Mean
Std. Deviation
t
Post-test
.088
.194
9.29
Pre-test

df
417

Sig. (2-tailed)
.001

Results of the 2018-19 Project Evaluation
In 2018-19, an outside assessment expert was hired to conduct an independent evaluation of CP2.
The assessment expert conducted site visits for three of the four partner campuses, and phone
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interviews with the fourth. The expert interviewed at least one faculty and a number of students with
each of the projects that were ongoing during that time. The expert also spoke with some campus
administrators involved in the implementation.
In the report, the assessment expert concluded, “faculty perceptions of their Common
Problem projects were generally positive.” The benefits as the faculty saw it included teaching students
to communicate across discipline, students playing the role of content experts in the teams,
experiences that mirrored real-world employment, use of social media and electronic platforms, and
the use of community partners who added gravity to the problems they were addressing. The faculty
interviewed made several recommendations for improvement, including better training, more timely
preparation for the projects, better explanation of the problem-solving process in the classroom, and
assistance with managing student group work.
The assessment expert also concluded, “student perceptions of the Common Problem
projects seemed generally positive.” It was reported that the project work simulated what real-world
work would be like. The expert appreciated the hands-on nature of the project, and thought it helped
with understanding the course material. Evidence indicated that students were learning valuable
practical skills in carrying out the projects. Students also acquired useful knowledge of electronic
platforms for communication in working with their teams. The assessment expert noted that students
seemed to enjoy working with others from a different disciplinary perspective. The assessment expert’s
report pointed out that students wanted more help in facilitating team meetings, and help with negative
team dynamics. Some students suggested making the project the centerpiece of the course, rather than
an assignment among others.
The assessment expert also met with several community partners associated with the project.
The report concluded that “community partners seemed generally satisfied with their experiences as
part of the Common Problem project, and all said that they would be willing to be involved in another
project,” although some voiced some conditions for that involvement. Their suggestions included
making the involvement with students more meaningful for the community partners, by extending the
partnership through follow-up projects (i.e. multiple semesters of projects) and with internships with
the community partners. They also suggested that a greater emphasis be placed on students learning
the importance of professionalism.
The assessment expert observed institutionalization of the project was made through a
bottom-up spread of the pedagogy from faculty member to faculty member. In his view, this had “the
advantage of building campus change from the grassroots level rather than by edict from
administrators.” It had “the disadvantage of being dependent upon the interest of a relatively small
group of faculty members.” The assessment expert suggested more integration of the project into
other aspects of the campus and community, and made a number of recommendations related to
applied-learning efforts on campus and curriculum.
Finally, the assessment expert also evaluated the pre-test and post-test assessment tool. A
recommendation was made to improve the consistency between the pre-test and-post-test. As a result,
the campus partners worked to revamp the assessment tests.
Faculty Survey
In February of 2020, a survey was developed using Qualtrics and shared with CP2 faculty at all four
campus sites. The survey collected basic data about the type of course, and asked a series of questions
about satisfaction with the pedagogy, the likelihood of utilizing the pedagogy in the future, and the
likelihood of using the pedagogy to produce scholarship. These were formatted on a Likert scale.
Open-ended questions asked about the likelihood of teaching with this method in the future and about
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the benefits and drawbacks of the method. These questions were qualitatively coded for positive
attributes of the pedagogy and for challenges to teaching with the pedagogy.
Of the 100 faculty who have taught CP2 courses, thirty-six (36) faculty responded to the survey
(36% of the total population). Of those respondents, 19 (roughly 53% of respondents) were from
SUNY Cortland, 7 (roughly 19%) were from SUNY Plattsburgh, 6 (roughly 17%) were from SUNY
Oneonta, and four (roughly 11%) were from SUNY Oswego. There was a wide range of department
participation across the different campus sites, representing both the humanities and the STEM fields.
Likert scale questions revealed interesting trends (see Table 2). When asked, “How would you
rate this approach as a means of meeting learning outcomes for your course?” 95% of faculty selected
“excellent” or “good”. When asked, “How would you rate this approach as a means of engaging
students in course content?”, again, 95% of faculty responded “excellent” or “good”. However, when
asked, “How would you rate this approach as a means of involving students in the local community?”
only 69% responded “excellent” or “good.”
The open-ended responses revealed several trends. First, faculty frequently highlighted the
benefits of working with the community in their responses. As one participant noted it was, “an
excellent way to connect students with stakeholders” and another noted the “deeper engagement with
the community.” Respondents also highlighted both student engagement and collaboration; these
were the most frequently cited benefit of the pedagogy. Other benefits cited by respondents included
more purposeful learning, development of critical thinking skills, developing community connections,
and application of real world situations. As one faculty participant stated, “students were inspired by
dealing with an actual problem and working with fellow students in another discipline…a deeper
engagement with the community.”
The open-ended responses also revealed trends in challenges associated with CP2. Faculty
consistently noted that poor communication with both the community partner and with the partner
courses prevented success of the projects. Faculty also consistently noted that the time commitment
required to plan for CP2 presented a challenge. Respondents discussed the extra time commitment
they had to put in to ensure a successful completion of the project and the challenge of finding time
to work with the partner course faculty. A few respondents noted that the time devoted to the project
took away class time when they would have normally covered additional content. Finally, faculty noted
that students’ responses to the project presented challenges, when students perceived uncertainty or
demonstrated resistance to the pedagogy. Several faculty caveated their discussions of challenges by
stating that, despite these challenges, the pedagogy was, “well worth the extra effort.”
Table 2: Faculty Rating of CP2.
Survey Questions
Excellent
How would you rate this
9 (26%)
approach as a means of
meeting learning outcomes for
your course?
How would you rate this
23 (66%)
approach as a means of
engaging students in course
content?
How would you rate this
11 (32%)
approach as a means of
involving students in the local
community?

Good
24 (69%)

Average
2 (5%)

Poor
0 (0%)

10 (29%)

2 (5%)

0 (0%)

13 (37%)

7 (20%)

4 (11%)
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Lessons Learned about Logistics
As is evident through the case studies above, CP2 projects can vary greatly. However, the
implementation of CP2 across four campuses revealed common effective logistical strategies. We
report on those insights below.
Recruitment of Faculty
Participating campuses have used several strategies to recruit faculty participants. One common
approach is to hold informational sessions to describe key elements of the methodology, with
particular emphasis on the student-centered approach that is central to problem-based learning. At
these sessions, it is helpful to include sufficient networking time so that faculty from different
departments have time to discuss common interests and explore potential partnerships. Campuses
have also distributed short surveys to collect information from interested faculty who were unable to
attend information sessions. It is critical that the information shared in these sessions is clear and
consistent; in once instance, faculty participants shared that the description of CP2 during the initial
information sessions was different from what was emphasized in a faculty development webinar
offered a few months later. The campus administration, including deans and department chairs, must
also send clear and consistent message that faculty participation in this project is both encouraged and
valued. It is important to ensure that faculty fully understand the goals and methodology from the
outset.
Selection of Courses
The selection of appropriate courses is just as important as the recruitment of faculty. The goal of
CP2 is that faculty would integrate this new pedagogy into existing courses, and ideally into courses
that are required in a major, rather than creating new courses just for this project. New courses are
less likely to attract enrollment and are not easy to sustain. Course level is also a significant
consideration. On our four campuses, we have successfully run projects involving courses at all levels,
from freshman-level introductory classes to senior-level seminars. Based on our experience, we can
recommend several best practices here:
1. Make the team projects a significant component of all participating courses, as the intent is for
much of the student learning to occur through their engagement with a difficult problem, and
with one another.
2. Both (all) courses in a given project should be at the same level, so that all students feel they
can contribute equally.
3. Classes should be of similar size so that teams are balanced across disciplines.
4. In general, upper-division classes might be better suited for this pedagogy. We want students
to see themselves as the experts in their disciplines within their teams. They need to have
enough experience in their majors to feel comfortable in that role.
5. While having three or more classes involved in a project may initially sound attractive from an
academic point of view, such arrangements add a significant amount of complexity for each
of the logistical areas discussed below.
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Scheduling
Planning for a CP2 offering should ideally occur at least two semesters before the courses are to be
offered. On most campuses, fall class schedules are typically built at the beginning of the previous
spring semester, so any discussion and approvals regarding fall semester projects need to have
concluded in the prior fall semester. A similar timeline would be needed for spring offerings. This also
allows sufficient time to organize training workshops and other faculty development activities.
Early in the planning process, faculty need to decide how many classes will be involved in a
given project. Having more than two disciplines involved in a project certainly provides for a greater
diversity of viewpoints and creates opportunities for students to have more enriching and productive
discussions. However, faculty who have participated in projects involving three or four classes have
reported that coordinating schedules and managing student teams was much more complex than it
was for projects only involving a pairing of two courses.
Participating faculty also need to decide how and when the collaborative work across their
classes will occur. A common model has been for students to work on a collaborative project during
the second half of the term, after each of the individual classes has had time to master significant
content. One common scheduling model is for both of the participating classes to meet on the same
days and times. Each class would have its own classroom, but combined class meetings would be easy
to hold, provided of course that at least one of the rooms is large enough to accommodate both
groups.
A second model is for the participating classes to schedule an additional weekly common
meeting time (similar to a lab or recitation section) for which all students in the participating sections
would register. This provides flexibility in scheduling the individual classes while still ensuring that
collaborative time is built into the students’ schedules. This model might have workload implications
for faculty who might be entitled to overload pay, depending on the policies of the particular campus.
If the additional meeting time is credit bearing, there might also be implications for student credit
hour limits and tuition costs, although this has not been an issue for our projects.
In a third model, teams of students are responsible for making their own arrangements to
work together outside of class, primarily through electronic communication including text messaging,
email and discussion boards created in the campus online learning platform.
A fourth model was implemented at SUNY Cortland in both the 2018 and 2019 summer
terms. The projects began with the individual classes meeting fully online for two weeks, followed by
a weeklong residency at the college’s facility in the Adirondacks where the bulk of the collaborative
work occurred. Although this fourth model is not logistically possible for all campuses to implement,
it illustrates that many creative ideas can be considered to facilitate collaborative work.
Team Formation and Monitoring
The ways in which teams are organized and monitored depends heavily on the scheduling model
chosen. Some faculty choose to be very deliberate about team member selection, making sure that
there is gender balance, proportionate mixture of students from both classes, and a good mix of
strengths and abilities. Organization and monitoring are both straightforward if the collaborative work
occurs during class meetings that are facilitated by faculty. With any scheduling model, student teams
can submit journals or progress reports on a periodic basis. In any class that involves group projects,
it is a good idea to build in accountability measures, such as providing mechanisms for students to
report issues related to non-participation.
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Grading and Types of Assignments
Assignments and grading varied widely by courses and campus. However, the project should make up
a significant component of the course grade. Examples of graded assignments include:
●
●
●
●
●

Formulation of an initial problem or proposal
Weekly student journals that include progress reports
Periodic update reports from student teams
Final reports and/or presentations
Reflection papers

Regardless of the assignment format, faculty should work together to create common rubrics
for shared assignments, otherwise students may perceive a level of unfairness if one course is graded
more critically than the other is.
Discussion and Conclusion
The goals of the CP2 were (1) to enhance the problem-based pedagogy model by introducing an
interdisciplinary approach to education while incorporating high-impact practices and learning
outcomes associated with problem-based pedagogy, and (2) to encourage faculty to go outside of their
academic silos to work with colleagues in different disciplines. The assessment results described above
show that the CP2 is a promising pedagogical approach for achieving these goals. Results from the
pre-test and post-test show a statistically significant improvement in students’ problem descriptions,
organization, awareness of complexity, and self-evaluation. Statements from student interviews
demonstrate an appreciation for the contributions of their peers from other disciplines to individuals’
own learning. They show an appreciation for the value of working with others on generating both
problem descriptions and solutions.
One unexpected finding was that students believed that CP2 classes were excellent preparation
for their future careers. They found that working with peers in another discipline and community
groups simulated a work environment in which they would have clients, meet with people whose
talents and interests differed from their own and work with others using online platforms. Students
enjoyed this real world aspect of their CP2 courses and it kept them engaged in both the class and the
CP2 project.
The CP2 model also benefitted faculty members who found working with colleagues in other
disciplines to be a welcome change from their routine. They appreciated the comradery and intellectual
stimulation that resulted. Both students and faculty found the project to be challenging, as well as
enjoyable. Students had to figure out how to meet with their group members in other classes. They
had to take on a more complex project than they would usually expect in an undergraduate class.
Faculty members needed to spend more time than usual on their CP2 courses in order to coordinate
their classes with colleagues, arrange meetings with community partners and assist students with
complex projects. However, for both students and faculty, the overall experience was positive and the
majority of the faculty would be interested in teaching using the CP2 model in the future.
Results of our assessment activities echo existing literature about similar pedagogical
approaches. First, our results support earlier claims that problem-based learning is effective for
fostering self-directed learning habits, problem-solving skills, and deep disciplinary knowledge
(Nilson, 2010; Yew and Schmidt, 2009; Pourshanazari et al., 2013; Loyens et al., 2015). Second, our
findings add to this list by illustrating that problem-based learning has the potential to support the
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development of teamwork skills. Third, the CP2 model validates increasing calls for interdisciplinary
education (Newell, 2010; Jacobs, 2015); students learned the differences between their own discipline’s
approach to a specific problem and that of another discipline. Finally, the CP2 experience
demonstrated that in order to bring the benefits of their disciplines with them to the project, students
in the third and fourth years of college were a better fit for the model than first- and second-year
students. This aligns with recommendations about student development and problem-based learning
(Howe et al., 2014).
Based on these findings, the CP2 model holds promise for a future of collaborative problem
solving as a pedagogical approach. Since it does not involve semester-long team-teaching, nor specially
developed classes, it is relatively easy to implement into existing curriculum, and usually has no
additional cost. In a time of disciplinary silos and struggles of the humanities and arts in the academy
(Schmidt, 2018), an added benefit of the pedagogy is that faculty from different disciplines work with
one another, step outside of their silos, and see the worth of disciplines other than their own.
These results, however, come with several important caveats. First, the focus of the pre-test
and post-test assessment was limited to one instrument, which focused on whether students’ problemsolving skills were improved through their CP2 experiment. There are many other student attributes
that faculty may wish to assess, which our instrument did not attempt to measure, including civic
engagement, teamwork, oral communication, and integrative learning. Some individual faculty have
conducted assessment to measure these and other student learning outcomes, but we are unable to
comment on the outcomes in a synthetic way, because we did not conduct a comprehensive
assessment in these areas. Second, the assessment of CP2 did not attempt to evaluate the quality of
the final student projects, and thus we cannot comment about students’ abilities to solve the project
problems. Faculty who replicate CP2 may wish to conduct such evaluations. However, we caution
that many large, ill-structured problems, which are well suited for problem-based learning (Barrows
and Kelson, 1995), are unlikely to be solved in a semester or less. Since the goal is to promote student
learning, we recommend that future evaluations of CP2 examine the learning process in addition to
the final product. Questions along this vein may include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Were solutions grounded in sound methodology?
Did student teams consider relevant information?
Did they study previous failed attempts to address the problem?
Did the community partner provide feedback on the quality of their solutions, or about the
overall experience?

One way to explore these questions systematically is through qualitative analysis of students’
reflective essays, which is a method well suited to documenting student learning (Ash et al., 2005).
Our assessment activities did not include a comprehensive collection and analysis of reflective work.
We suggest that faculty and institutions interested in replicating CP2 should consider assigning
students a universal reflection assignment. We provide an example of such a prompt in Appendix 3.
Such reflection assignments can then be collected by faculty and qualitatively analyzed to explore the
questions above. Broader adaptation of the CP2 model and subsequent assessment work will help to
refine and expand the model.
Finally, our work examined student outcomes in aggregate and did not measure differences
between demographic groups. Similar high impact practices have been shown to be especially effective
for narrowing the achievement gap for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) (Kuh, 2008),
particularly within the STEM fields (Theobald et al., 2020). Thus, CP2 may have potential as a
pedagogical approach to closing the achievement gap. Given the social inequity associated with low
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STEM participation and achievement among BIPOC students (Holdren et al., 2013), future research
should investigate how different demographic groups experience CP2.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Complete Census of CP2 Courses from fall 2015 through spring 2020.
Semester
Fall 2015

Campus
Oswego

Spring 2016

Plattsburgh

Fall 2016

Oswego

Fall 2016

Plattsburgh

Fall 2016

Plattsburgh

Fall 2016

Cortland

Course Titles
Advanced Digital
Photography
Literary
Citizenship
Cinematography
Marketing
Management
Cities in
International Film
Sustainability
Marketing
Management
Experimental
Filmmaking
Intermediate
Photo
Literary
Citizenship
Race, Ethnicity,
Gender, Class
Advanced Poetry
Design Concepts
Moral Problems
U.S. History 1877Present
Atmospheric
Processes
U.S.
Environmental
History
Social and
Academic

Project Title
Smart Neighbors
Project: Promoting
Local Businesses

Enrollment
59

Sustainability
Issues in the City
of Plattsburgh
Smart Neighbors
Project Promoting
Local Business

44

Animal Ethics
Issues

61

Climate Change
Skepticism

38

Migrations in the
Cortland

52
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Fall 2016

Cortland

Fall 2016

Cortland

Spring 2017

Plattsburgh

Fall 2017

Oneonta

Fall 2017

Oneonta

Fall 2017

Oneonta

Fall 2017

Oswego

Curriculum
Current Issues in
Public Policy
Migration and
Impacts
Tree Biology
Writing Studies
World
Environmental
History
Environmental
Ethics
Introduction to
Environmental
Studies
Video Production
I
Political Economy
and Social
Thought
Historical Methods
Cities in
International Film
Sustainability
Statistics and
Research Methods
for Counselors
Math Theory
Combinatorial
Computing
Senior Seminar
Sociology and
Communications
and Media
Apparel Design –
Flat Pattern
Textile Science
Directing
Photography
Literary
Citizenship
Advanced Poetry
Experimental
Filmmaking
Advanced
Screenwriting
History Methods
Marketing

Community:
Toward Better
Understanding
Local
Sustainability:
Green Walking
and Biking Trails

62

Sustainable
Development in
Cortland County

54

Sustainability
Issues in the City
of Plattsburgh
Work with Queens
High School for
Language Studies
and Josiah Quincy
School in Boston

27

Farm Sanctuary

15

Assisting Second33
hand Stores in
Otsego County
Smart Neighbors
178
Project: Promoting
Local Businesses in
the Oswego
Community
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Fall 2017

Plattsburgh

Spring 2018

Cortland

Spring 2018

Plattsburgh

Spring 2018

Plattsburgh

Spring 2018

Plattsburgh

Spring 2018

Oneonta

Spring 2018

Oneonta

Spring 2018

Oneonta

Spring 2018

Oneonta

Management
Typography
Ceramics
Graphic Design
and Typography
Shine on
Practicum
Psychology of
Women
Multimedia
Production
Research
Experience in
History
Nutrition
Education and
Counseling
Teaching Methods
II
Seminar in
Dietetics
Teaching Methods
II
Environmental
Ethics
Evolution
Issues and
Advocacy in Early
Childhood
Advanced
Composition
Differentiated
Instruction
Science and
Technology in
Elementary
Education
Issues in
Education
Nutritional
Assessment
Intro to Computer
Science
Galaxies
Live Electronic
Music
Performance
Audio Arts

Image Issues of
Young Girls

32

Creating a Digital
Timeline for the
SUNY Cortland
Sesquicentennial
Celebration
Food Choices
Available to
School Students:
Nutrition Issues in
Schools
Food Choices
Available to
School Students:
Nutrition Issues in
Schools
Antibiotic use in
Animals

24

Sustainability in
Elementary School

71

Sustainability in
schools Worcester
Elementary

61

Partnership with
Sodexo

50

Partnership A.J.
Read Science
Discovery Center

28
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Spring 2018

Oneonta

Summer 2018

Cortland

Fall 2018

Oswego

Fall 2018

Plattsburgh

Fall 2018

Oneonta

Spring 2019

Plattsburgh

Spring 2019

Plattsburgh

Spring 2019

Plattsburgh

Spring 2019

Oswego

Race, Crime and
Justice
Black and Latino
Experience
Political Economy
of the Adirondacks
Tourism and
Economic
Development in
the Adirondacks
Advanced
Filmmaking
Cinematography
Intermediate
Screenwriting
Graphic Design
Photography
Marketing
Intro to Creative
Nonfiction
Composition
Public Relations
Campaign
Planning and
Development
Brain and Behavior
Junior Seminar
Psychology
Family
Communication
and Collaboration
Teaching
Technology:
Elementary School
Curriculum
Archaeology
Expeditionary
Studies
Mapping Culture
Crime and
Intelligence
analysis
Environmental
Ethics
Environmental
Science
Communicating
Science in Media

Oneonta NAACP

62

Development of
Ecotourism in the
Adirondacks

6

Water Tourism

143

Stigma of
Addiction and the
Opioid Crisis

49

Otsego County
Division for
Children with
Special Needs

17

Issues Related to
Archaeological
Sites, Tourism and
Cultural Heritage
Keeping Cities
Safe: Crime
Mapping in the
Region
Environmental
Planning Issues

26

Communicating
Science in Media

17
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Spring 2019

Oswego

Globalization and
Poverty
Earth Resources
Hypermedia
Cultural History of
Iroquois
Information
Storage and
Retrieval
History Methods
Modern
Languages:
Spanish
Global
Engagement:
Communication
Studies
Principles of
Physics III
Graphic Design II

Spring 2019

Oswego

Spring 2019

Cortland

Spring 2019

Cortland

Economic
Development
Historical Methods

Summer 2019

Cortland

Fall 2019

Oswego

Fall 2019

Plattsburgh

Fall 2019

Plattsburgh

Political Economy
of the Adirondacks
Environmental
Geography of the
Adirondacks
Marketing
Cinematography
Children’s Film
Intermediate
Writing for Film
Graphic Design
Photography
Intermediate
Poetry
Composition
Archaeology of
Latin America and
the Caribbean
Global Gender
Issues
Atmospheric
Processes
Global Dynamics

Mapping Oswego:
Using Hypermedia
to Create a Digital
Map of the History
and Culture of a
Small Town

196

Decoloniality:
Narratives of
Knowledge In and
Beyond Academia

4

Increasing Public
Awareness of
Issues Related to
Population
Growth
Providing Access
to Healthy,
Locally-grown
Food
Sustainable
Tourism
Development in
the Adirondacks

25

Smart Neighbors
Project: Promoting
Local business

118

Problems of
Gender Issues in
Ancient and
Modern Latin
America
Equity in the
Carbon Budget

41
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Fall 2019

Plattsburgh

Fall 2019

Cortland

Fall 2019

Cortland

Spring 2020

Plattsburgh

Spring 2020

Plattsburgh

Spring 2020

Plattsburgh

Spring 2020

Plattsburgh

Total

4

Environmental
Criminology
Intro to
Geographic
Information
Systems
Tree Biology
Remote
Environmental
Sensing
Technical Writing
Advanced
Laboratory
Advanced Personal
Training
Intro to
Biopsychology

Environmental
Ethics
Recreation and
Tourism
Geography
New Product
Development
Fundamentals of
Engineering
Design
Crime and
Intelligence
Analysis
Geographic
Information
Systems
134

Using GIS and
Criminology
Methods to
Identify Specific
Crime Problems in
the Region
The Homer Tree
Survey project

40

Public Messaging
on Issues Related
to Water Analysis
Improving Athletic
Performance
through
Connections
Between Exercise
and Cognitive
Performance
Land-use Planning
and Zoning Issues
in the Adirondack
Park and the City
of Plattsburgh
Addressing Socioenvironmental
Problems through
Technically
Feasible Project
Designs
Using GIS to
Analyze Repeat
Victimization for a
Specific Type of
Crime

33

47

2352

36

69

33

49

33

Appendix 2. Pre-test and Post-test Prompts.
Students were asked to write short-answer style responses to the following questions:
1. Pre-test Question
Give an example of a problem, describe its characteristics and parameters, discuss the steps
you would take to solve this problem, and how you would decide on the best possible
solution.
2. Post-test Question
At the beginning of the semester, you were asked to describe your approach to solving
problems. Using the problem project for this class, describe its characteristics and
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parameters, discuss the steps you and your group took to solve this problem and how you
decided on the best possible solution.
Appendix 3. Rubric for Scoring Pre-test and Post-test.
Dimension

Standard to
Earn 4
Points

Standard to
Earn 3
Points

Standard to
Earn 2
Points

Standard to
Earn 1 Point

Complexity
of the
problem
described
Organizatio
n of
approach

Complex,
multilayered,
ill-structured
Clear step by
step
organization,
with planned
opportunities
for review
and analysis
Shows
consideration
of nuances
and the
possibility of
multiple
solutions,
ethical weight
Very selfaware and
critical of
one’s
strengths and
weaknesses in
the process of
problem
solving

Some
complexity
and illstructure
Discernible
organization
and planning

Fairly straight
Forward, little
complexity

Simple,
relatively
obvious
solution
Disorganized,
no structured
process.

No attempt

No depth of
reflection or
consideration
of
complexities

No attempt

Little to no
self-awareness

No attempt

Depth of
reflection on
outcome

Degree of
selfevaluation

Total

Consideration
of some
important
issues at stake
in problem
solving
Acceptable
degree of selfawareness and
interest in
growth

Some
elements of
structure and
planning
analysis but
overall weak
organization
Very little
recognition of
complexity
and other
factors

Some selfawareness but
lacking
sufficient
ability to be
critical of
one’s
strengths and
weaknesses

Standard to
Earn 0
Points

Points
Awarded

No attempt

Appendix 4. Reflection Paper Prompt.
The Reflection Paper is an opportunity for you to think about how the problem-based project
affected you personally. The 3-5 page paper should address the following questions:
1. Problem-Solving:
a. What were some of the problem-solving skills you used in working on this project?
Did they improve in the process?
b. Did you achieve a better understanding of the problem through your research and
discovery than when you started?
2. Was working with a group on the problem a help or a hinder? In which way? How did you
handle differing perspectives and points of view?
3. How did working with others outside of your major help or hinder the project? What did
you learn from other disciplines that was helpful in analyzing the problem or proposing a
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solution?
4. Did working on the project deepen your understanding of the problem and make you more
aware of the issues involved, particularly how it affects the community?
5. Did the community partner(s) perspective change your approach and understanding of the
problem? How otherwise did the community partner affect the project?
6. Were you able to incorporate concepts and theories taught in the class? If so, which were
most helpful? Do you think your field of study is helpful to understanding and solving the
problem?
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Abstract: For the most part, information landscapes such as libraries are structured, organized,
created, and used by the dominant groups. These spaces may be unfamiliar territory for many students.
Humour used in library orientation elicits enjoyment and helps to connect librarians and students.
Low and high inference humour used during orientation can help connect students new to those
landscapes with information and to librarians. Appropriate use of instructional humour in orientations
can reduce students’ anxiety about using the library, especially when they need help from library staff.
This reflective write up on using humour in library orientations, is to demonstrate how we used humour
to create a comfortable learning environment, to encourage students to visit the library, to improve
(hopefully!) recall and retention of course content, and enable positive associations with library resources
or the librarian. There are challenges with humour when the classroom is diverse or if humour is used
negatively. Care should be given to use humour to support course content.
Keywords: library orientation, academic libraries, humour, retention, recall, engagement, enjoyment
A college professor: “Someone who talks in other people’s sleep.” W.H. Auden
Academic librarians are often asked to participate in first-year orientations. These sessions typically
last a full day or are spread out over several days and are attended by hundreds of students who sit for
long hours and listen to various speakers talk about their service areas and provisions. With 15 minutes
as a standard time allotment for each presenter, the librarian’s goal is to present something significant
in a memorable format, so this information stands out amongst the other presentations. It is critical
for librarians to concentrate on the key points students need to remember and then focus on
presenting this information in a meaningful yet memorable way. For some librarians, this means
infusing their sessions with humour.
Kumaran and Maddison are liaison librarians who have used humour in our orientations to
keep students animated or engaged. In this self-reflective essay, we focus on our personal experiences
with using humour during orientations. We do this to set ourselves apart as librarians and help students
recognize that librarians are approachable and friendly. Humour used in library orientations can reduce
the feelings of fear when approaching a librarian for assistance and therefore help students be more
productively engaged with the library systems, academic assignments, and avoidance of academic
misconduct.
Academic Libraries and the Role of Librarians
Over the decades librarians have redefined academic libraries as spaces of learning and places that
contain information resources (Oliveira, 2017). Libraries have transformed into learning centers where
librarians are actively creating deeper and double loop learning experiences for all students to support
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heutagogy practices (Blaschke & Hase, 2016). Heutagogoy combines many pedagogical elements such
as reflection, self-determined learning, divergent thinking, and learner-centered principles (Blaschke
& Hase, 2016; Ryan & Ryan, 2015). Librarians are also researchers or are embedded in faculty research
(Chism, 2006) and therefore are involved in many research projects and grant applications. Like other
faculty, librarians have to divide their time between teaching, research, and other professional practice.
When students enter the library for learning or orientations, there are a number of things that
cause them anxiety (Bowers, 2010). At the graduate student levels, a considerable number of students
are adults who may have had a break in their education. When they return to school, they may feel
overwhelmed by various technologies and how to use them, the physical space, and their comfort
levels with library staff. Using humour during library orientations is one way to ease anxiety among
students.
Two Cents from Other Humourists – Theoretical Framework
There are many definitions of humour and multiple reasons for using it in a classroom setting. Humour
is defined either as communication that is incongruous and amusing, or non-serious social activities
(Martin, 2007). Humour may be a high-inference or low-inference teaching behaviour, where lowinference is more specific such as singing or making physical gestures in the classroom to elicit
laughter. As Gorham and Christophel (1990) posited, “the ability of teachers to translate prescription
into practice is often related to the degree to which they are able to infer the operationalization of
such high inference qualities” (p.46). The instructor should be comfortable using humour and this
comfort level comes with proper planning, practice, and knowing how to assess the audience
(Azadbakht, 2019; Tewell, 2014; Whyte, 1996; Wortley & Dotson, 2016; ).
There are many typologies of humour; “humour related to class material, humour unrelated
to class material, unplanned humour, and self-disparaging humour” (Huss & Eastep, 2016, p. 45);
affiliative or aggressive humour where affiliative humour is non-offensive (Nienbar et al., 2019), and
humour that is either high or low-inference where low inference (used by the authors of this paper) is
in the form of pictures, videos, jokes, physical actions, wordplays, stories, metaphors, riddles, facial
expressions, singing, or types of classroom activities to make direct contact with the students and likely
have an impact on their learning (Bell, 2009; Murray, 2007; Skinner, 2010). Appropriate intentional or
unintentional humour that is used strategically in a classroom setting may serve positive functions
beyond laughing.
Immediacy is one of humour’s abilities to connect students to library resources and the
librarian, and thus reducing any perceived or real distance to library resources due to discomfort.
Content relevant, appropriate humour paves the way for increased comfort levels leading to positive
interactions and open communication between the instructor and the student (Banas et al., 2011;
Gorham & Christophel, 1990). By humanizing and reducing anxiety, humour can reduce social
distances and learning apprehensions, and increase active learning, motivation and engagement, and
facilitate skill acquisition where learners can go beyond traditional learning contexts and improve
retention and recall (Acquaviva, 2015; Banas et al., 2011; Garner, 2006; Nienaber et al., 2019; Tews et
al., 2015). In a study that measured the style of instructor’s humour against student engagement,
Nienaber et al. (2015) found that students established higher comfort levels with instructors who used
affiliative humour. Humour can also be used to help “newcomer’s integration into the new
environment and mould newcomers into the normative ways of doing things” (Mak et al., 2012 as
cited by Sukor et al., 2019, p. 46). The use of humour may lessen intimidation in a new space and
enhance class cohesion (Banas et al., 2011; Struthers, 2011, Tews et al., 2015), and elicits positive
rhetorical dissent from students about their instructors (Sidelinger & Tatum, 2019). Humour also helps
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develop critical thinking. It can disrupt a student’s linear learning track and invite them to consider
various epistemological perspectives or force them to consider multiple social issues (Jansson, 2016).
Humour has physical and cognitive affects. Garner (2006) researched the physical outcomes,
such as aiding learning by increasing respiration and circulation, lowering blood pressure and have
general healing powers. Garner (2006) also “suggests that humor can reduce anxiety, help relieve stress
and increase mental sharpness – all desirable things in pedagogical settings” (p. 177). Garner’s research
concluded that the addition of humourous examples might help students to see things from a new
perspective which in turn can promote learning and retention.
Hackathorn et al. (2011) connect humour with enhanced learning in the first three levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy’s cognitive domain: knowledge, comprehension and application. Their research
revealed that students consistently scored higher on quizzes when humour was integrated into
classroom constructs and was most effective for comprehension. Supporting previous research on
improved retention and recall rates, their research also “provide[s] new evidence that humor increases
one’s ability to understand the information” (p. 120).
In diverse learning environments, research indicates that humour may have the opposite effect
of what was intended. It may exclude individuals or reinforce status differences (Sukor et al., 2020).
For example, Sukor et al. (2020) suggest that international students who do not understand the context
of the local humour may find it stressful. Such stress may highlight differences rather than help create
a cohesive group. Some international students, who are used to formal classroom behaviours and strict
hierarchical structures between students and teachers, may feel that humour in the classroom is too
informal for a learning context. Such negative connotations may have the opposite effect and
ultimately causes detachment from classmates, the teacher, and learning. In a multicultural setting,
instructors should use simple humour that is relevant to the context and universally understandable
(Sukor et al., 2020).
Instructors can use humour as a communication tool to understand positive associations and
motivations for student learning (Banas et al., 2011). Humour based on course content is highly
effective, and in such situations, the instructor may share their personal stories or experiences to
illustrate important information (Wanzer et al., 2010). Ziv (1998), as cited by Wanzer et al. (2010),
recommends having a protocol for using jokes for sequencing instruction as follows. First, the
instructor should discuss the concept. Next, they can insert a joke or media element to illustrate the
concept and summarize it. One example of such a protocol is the sporadic use of cartoons or memes
throughout a PowerPoint presentation related to the course content. When humour is used
constructively and is related to course content through funny stories or comments, students respond
positively (Torok et al., 2004). Humour that is used at critical points enhances recall of the essential
items.
Research explores the benefits of using instructional humour as an aid in the “retention of
novel information, increased learning speed, improve problem-solving, reduce test anxiety and
increase perceptions of teacher creditability” (Torok et al., 2004, pp. 14-15) in subjects that are
perceived as tedious and difficult by students. There is a strong connection between this research and
library orientations, as many students believe that while the subject can be boring, they find it
overwhelming to conduct a literature review, discover and evaluate research or other necessary libraryrelated tasks.
Affiliative, contextually relevant, and constructive forms of humour may help the student
understand a concept and promote community within the classroom. The research literature and
results of this study support using humour in education, concluding that “enjoyment for all is fostered
when the instructor creates a relaxed, playful, engaged, and safe atmosphere” (Torok et al., 2004, p
19). There can also be negative consequences from the use of some forms of humour, such as the use
of sarcasm (Torok et al., 2004, Cooper et al., 2018), suggesting that instructors limit the use of this
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form of humour, especially in a cultural context where the root of the joke might not be clearly
understood. It is essential to know one’s audience so that the library orientation will be engaging and
memorable.
We Got You! Keep Calm and Shush - Library Orientations

Program orientations are a critical way to acquaint students to their faculty and staff, the resources
available to them, and most importantly, the contact information of key people such as the librarian
who may or may not be embedded into the college or department. Library orientations cause anxiety
in students, and such anxiety could lead to poor academic performance (Bowers, 2010; Brown et al.,
2004; McPherson, 2015). Librarians are often asked to participate in orientation sessions to introduce
themselves and the library’s educational, cultural, recreational services and resources to new students.
Orientations may contain activities such as scavenger hunt by asking students to identify locations or
specific resources on the shelves, or introductions and a short lecture about available services (Mulch,
2014). While such activities introduce students to the library space and perhaps help them socialize
with each other, they do not achieve the intended learning outcome (Mulch, 2014). For heutagogy,
self-reflection, and doublel loop learning to occur, librarians will need to develop many learning
modules and spend considerable amount of time teaching students about various library resources.
However, not all librarians are lucky enough to have time to build such activities or are allowed much
time with students, especially during orientations. As Mulch (2014) observed, librarians are often given
10-15 minutes to talk about the library and must use this time efficiently to make students feel welcome
to the institution and the library.
Library orientations serve several purposes. While librarians may feel pressure to include every
piece of relevant information in the short time allotment, care should be given to only share a brief,
but memorable and warm introduction. During orientations, students do not need to know that the
library has sophisticated research tools. At the beginning of the year, without an assignment on the
horizon, students likely do not care, nor will they remember all those details. Students need to know
that there are libraries on campus that are staffed with people who can help them. They also need to
know that the library is a place to study, do homework and work collaboratively with classmates.
Sugar Daddy!
Kumaran’s past and current liaison responsibilities include the College of Nursing, Division of
Nutrition, College of Medicine, and College of Education. These orientations could have hundreds of
students who attend all day or multiple day orientations at the beginning of their programs. These
students are often provided with a print package that contains booklets to learn about their program,
department, courses, faculty, and support staff. One of the scheduled sessions during these
orientations is a library session. I often get 10-15 minutes during these sessions and am asked to
introduce students to the library (location, staff, resources, services, and my liaison role). In the given
few minutes, it is impossible to talk about the details of using the library because students are neither
paying attention nor are they likely going to remember. Since students are overwhelmed with a lot of
new information during their orientations, I use humour during these orientations to ease the tensions
of serious learning and to alleviate the stress and anxiety about library learning (Bowers, 2010;
McPherson, 2015).
To show students I am fully engaged with content, but that I am not going to overwhelm them
with details, I have used a combination of materials such as the photo of Wonder Woman with my
face superimposed (Appendix A) or the pledge (Appendix B). I use such materials for low-inference
humour (Murray, 2007) to show students that I am friendly and approachable and encourage them to
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find me when they need help. Another low-inference humour is one that I use when introducing
myself. Since my name is unusual, to help them remember, I say, ‘My name is Maha; it rhymes with
A-ha. When you have library-related questions, think Maha, A-ha can help me and come to my office
or send me an email.’ Such a light approach during orientations puts students at ease. Such low
inference behaviours where there is a “point of direct contact between the teacher and the student,
and thus (it would appear) are more likely to have a direct impact on student development” (Murrary,
2007, p. 147). My strategy here was to use humour to build a relationship with students and try to
positively impact their comfort level with me as their librarian. Library orientations are typically a
dreaded sessions during which as Skinner (2010), noted, using “humor lessens preconceived negative
attitudes toward the course and facilitates willings to engage in challenging material” (p. 21). Using the
Wonder Woman body image imposed with my face is an ice-breaker with self-effacing or self
disparaging humour (Berk, 2003; Huss & Eastep, 2016, p. 45). Such low-inference, self-disparaging
and affiliative humour is also low risk (Berk, 2003; Huss & Eastep, 2016; Nienbar et al., 2019).
When asked to offer a quick example search during orientations, I try to think of something
funny and memorable and relevant to students’ searches. I use the following example of wordplay
humour as an ice breaker. Word play humour may involve puns, insults, or self deprecating jokes (Bell,
2009). Wordplay is often used in bilingual or multilingual teaching scenarious to help students
“construct particular identities within the context of social interaction” (Martínez & Morales, 2014).
However, I used it to establish my identity as an Indo-Canadian among the largely White student
population. To demonstrate false drops, I tell students that in India (where I am from), a common
way of saying that someone has diabetes is to say that someone has sugar. There are usually a few
laughs and surprised looks at the thought of calling diabetes patients as sugar patients (some associate
this with Sugar daddy!). Although sugar is not the terminology used in Canada, I ask them to search
Google, CINAHL, or Medline and see if any of the results are about diabetes. The results are
undoubtedly about recipes that involve sugar or information about confectionary stores, sucrose,
blood glucose, or fructose. I then ask them what they consider appropriate search terms, and invariably
the response will be ‘diabetes.’
Such wordplay examples help students understand that language is vast, that there are cultural
implications to words and concepts, and that computers, Google or other tools, are not smart enough
to understand the searchers’ well-intended meanings or context. Such searches also help students
understand the differences between keyword searches and subject searches because “by deliberately
using ill-chosen search terms as well as suitable ones, students are able to immediately see the
differences between effective and ineffective searching” (Vossler & Sheidlower, 2011, p. 94).
Wordplay humour that is also culturally based, helps to decrease tension and boredom, improves
student’s interest and attitude towards the subject, helps with retention and promotes divergent
thinking, particularly in coming up with appropriate synonyms to use in database searching. Bell (2009)
warns that wordplay humour should be reserved for those with advanced proficiency as words mean
different things in different cultures, particularly in a bilingual or multlingual setting. I have found
‘sugar’ to be a perfect wordplay for students to understand the difficulty in language, the cultural
implications of language, and to present my own identity as a librarian.
This Isn’t About You! Oh Wait, It is! �
The use of relevant humour related to course content may help the student to understand the concept
provided that the student gets the joke (Wanzer et al., 2010). Self-disparaging humour can be effective
as it can reduce the power differential between the instructor and the student, which can humanize
the instructor, and help them connect, and build a relationship with the class (i.e., sharing personal
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information or stories) (Wanzer et al., 2010). This method is often employed in library orientations to
poke fun of the library and common stereotypes that students might have based on previous
experiences in a library environment. Positive outcomes include “greater motivation and ability to
process course content to the extent the humorous message potentially gained students’ attention,
created positive affect, made content relevant, and/or increased the clarity of the content and did not
distract students from the instructional message” (Wanzer et al., 2010, p. 6).
Maddison enjoyed using self-deprecating humour in my past work as a liaison librarian at the
University of Saskatchewan in the College of Engineering, where I was invited to participate in a daylong orientation and was given a brief time slot to share information about the library. I wanted the
library presentation to stand out. These sessions were scheduled close to the end of a long day, packed
with information from many other service areas. When tasked with presenting, I tried to concentrate
on what was essential and settled on the idea of juxtaposing library stereotypes with brief factual
information. To mitigate PowerPoint and cognitive overload in students, I showed a few slides
(Appendix C) that contained only an image of a meme on each slide. Topics for these slides were the
most important items that students needed to navigate in their first couple of weeks of school (space,
help, and equipment). As these presentations were deemed successful, I used a similar approach while
working at Saskatchewan Polytechnic with first-year nursing students, as well as in the introduction to
an online library course for the Adult Teaching and Learning program.
A recognized challenge of using memes or any pop culture references is that some students
may not get the joke if they never watched the show or are unfamiliar with the reference. For example,
in Parks and Recreation, the character of Leslie Knope has an ongoing bit about how horrible the
library is. Although the text on that meme is funny regardless, as it pokes fun at knowledge being
dangerous, the use of this meme may not be as funny for someone who has not watched the show.
Other memes play on library stereotypes such as librarian shushing students. Memes and pop culture
references could become dated quickly, so care should be given in choosing memes that are currently
socially relevant.
What else? We are full of it! (Ideas)
Orientations are most successful if they are short and cover only the key points, such as introducing
students to the dedicated librarian for their discipline. If students are anxious about library learning or
intimidated to approach their librarian, they might end up “spend[ing] money on equipment, software,
or access to articles that they have already paid for with their library fees” (Vardeman et al., 2020, p.
217). If they are unable to find what they need, they might struggle in their program and be poor
academic performers. Librarians have an ethical duty to their students to empower them with
information about resources and services. Unfortunately, in orientations, this duty has to be
accomplished within a few minutes and in a situation where students are already overwhelmed with
information about their programs.
Infusing orientations with humour may generate a better appeal. Just-in-time training at the
appropriate time during the semester is more useful to students as they begin research assignments,
so the focus of orientations should be on relevant information to introduce students to the library.
Ask yourself what your students need to know in the first month of school. Do they need to know
that you can offer sophisticated research databases? No, they probably will not have a paper due until
much later in the first semester. They need to know that the library has friendly staff who are always
willing to help them. So the orientation becomes less about an inventory of library services (i.e., we
have a computer lab, you can photocopy and print) and more of a recognition of that person at future
research sessions or when the student visits the library.
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There are implications to librarians using humour in their information literacy sessions or
orientations. As stated in the literature review, humour serves many positive functions. Library
instruction is considered boring by many students, and it will help to infuse humour not only for recall
and retention purposes but also to keep students attentive. Humour may also have negative
consequences (Banas et al., 2011). Librarians often offer stand-alone library sessions and are not
familiar with students, making it hard to gauge whether they will think the joke was funny. If a student
is having a bad day or does not understand the intended comedic outcome, the humour may backfire.
There are other considerations that librarians should make when infusing humour into their
library sessions. Multiple factors, including the diversity of the student group, will have an impact on
how the humour is received. International students may not understand local contexts such as scenes
from a sitcom; women and racial or ethnic minorities may be offended by certain jokes, and political
parodies or comedy may also be audience-dependent. Librarians should find commonalities that all
students can relate to, and that would not cause offense to anyone. In some situations, self-disparaging
humour may be the best approach where it is the librarian making fun of themselves.
That’s a Wrap – You can laugh now
Humour is an excellent way for librarians to ease the tension in library sessions and make them
entertaining which can be especially effective during orientations. As the literature shows, there are
many reasons for using humour in the classroom. We used humour as an ice-breaker to increase
comfort levels for students to approach library staff, for students to retain their learning, and to reduce
anxiety. Although it is difficult to empirically prove recall or connection to the context and librarian,
for Maha and Tasha, anecdotal evidence shows that their students approach them with questions
about searching. Often, students remind us about the funny orientation, that they remember Wonder
Woman, or Maha, A-ha.
The literature also states that instructors should be comfortable with using humour. With
planning and practice, humour can be made to appear natural and spontaneous during delivery. Excess
or negative humour can reduce credibility, distract or offend. Therefore, librarians should use simple
humour such as wordplay or low-inference humour based on their audience and context. If they are
comfortable doing so, they may also use self-disparaging humour. Classroom humour may help
students cope with stress, ease learning anxieties, create a cohesive group of classmates, and facilitate
positive feelings towards the library and the librarian. With effort and practice, librarians will be able
to use humour authentically and genuinely.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Maha Kumaran as the Wonder Woman.

Appendix B. Pledge.
5-minute orientation – Bachelor of Science, Nursing
• Good morning and welcome to the College of Nursing. I am Maha, your librarian.
As a librarian at the University, I have pledged to help students become information literates – that is,
learn how to use information effectively and efficiently. To implement this pledge, I will have
opportunities to visit you in your classes to help you with finding and accessing information. I want
something in return from you today:
Please repeat after me:
“Google is not my friend. I promise to meet with Maha, our librarian, and learn to use the library
resources efficiently to complete my assignments.”
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Appendix C. Examples of Slides and Commentary.
Talking Points

Slides

Library staff are incredibly friendly and welcoming,
despite Leslie Knope’s opinion. We can help you
use equipment in the library. We can also help you
find research for your assignments.

Quote from Leslie Knope (played by Amy Poehler)
in Parks and Recreation, Season 2, Episode 8 (Ron
and Tammy)

Library users are encouraged to work in groups
and have respectful conversations in the library.
We offer quiet study spaces and bookable study
rooms for group work.

We have an excellent collection of print resources
for you to use in the library, or borrow. We also
have a significant amount of reference material to
support your studies.
You are welcome to borrow materials from one of
our other Saskatchewan Polytechnic campuses.
And you can borrow items that our library does
not own through interlibrary loans.
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